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Supervisor’s Foreword

The year 2015 marks the 50th anniversary of Gordon Moore’s 1965 prediction that
miniaturization of microelectronics would follow an exponential growth path with a
doubled density on chip every 24 months, widely known as Moore’s law. This has
fostered tremendous growth in consumer and industrial electronics applications.
Electronic chips have become increasingly complex and are commonly realized
while minimizing chip area and, thus, cost. Chips are, therefore, miniature size
products by nature and are unsuitable for use in any large-area and mechanically
flexible electronic applications, such as flexible or curved displays, photovoltaics,
and certain sensor as well as life style devices.

It was not surprising that after the discovery of conductive polymers in the
1970s, researchers in academia and industry envisioned a tremendous opportunity
in developing electronic products that are macrosize by nature. The Nobel Prize
awarded to Heeger, MacDiarmid, and Shirakawa in 2000 for their work on con-
ductive polymers has even more ignited enthusiasm in this field. Organic photo-
voltaics and organic displays, in particular, are manufactured in large volumes
today and feature superiority to other technological solutions in terms of perfor-
mance and cost. However, organic electronic circuits are still far from industrial
applications, which is mainly due to the low carrier mobility of organic semicon-
ductors, falling two orders of magnitudes behind the silicon value. Also, operating
voltages for organic field-effect transistors (OTFTs) are in the tens of volts and
OTFTs are, thus, not well suitable for battery-powered devices which are the basis
for entering the promising industrial markets. Therefore, there is high need for low-
voltage OTFT technology which will also enable flexible electronic systems that
utilize both high-performance ultra-thin silicon chips and large-area organic elec-
tronics, which we recently proposed as hybrid systems-in-foil (HySiF).

This thesis addresses the main shortcomings of current OTFT technology by
aiming at increasing the performance level of OTFTs at a voltage supply that is
compatible with that of modern silicon chips. The use of stencil masks for pat-
terning OTFTs at submicrometer channel lengths not only greatly advances OTFT
performance but also offers an insight at the parasitic effects that become apparent
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when OTFT technology will advance to that level of miniaturization in the future.
Stencil mask patterning also leads to far better device matching which allows for
exploiting circuit topologies known from silicon electronics. S-parameter charac-
terization on individual OTFTs, which is first demonstrated in this thesis, will help
to advance OTFT compact modeling and, thus, circuit design to pave the way to
viable electronic products realized in organic or HySiF technologies.

Stuttgart Prof. Joachim N. Burghartz
January 2015
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Abstract

Plastic electronics based on organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) pave the way for
cheap, flexible, and large-area products. Over the past few years, OTFTs have
undergone remarkable progress in terms of reliability, performance and scale of
integration. This work takes advantage of high-resolution silicon stencil masks to
build air-stable complementary OTFTs using a low-temperature fabrication process.
Many factors contribute to the allure of this technology; the masks exhibit excellent
stiffness and stability, thus allowing to pattern the OTFTs with submicrometer
channel lengths and superb device uniformity. Furthermore, the OTFTs employ an
ultra-thin gate dielectric that provides a sufficiently high capacitance of the order of
1 μF/cm2 to enable the transistors to operate at voltages as low as 3 V.

The critical challenges in this development are the subtle mechanisms that
govern the properties of the aggressively scaled OTFTs. These mechanisms, dic-
tated by device physics, have to be described and implemented into circuit design
tools to ensure adequate simulation accuracy. This is particularly beneficial to gain
deeper insight into materials-related limitations. The primary objective of this work
is to bridge the gap between device modeling and mixed-signal circuits by estab-
lishing an OTFT compact model, together with realizing the world’s fastest organic
digital-to-analog converter (DAC).

A unified model that captures the essence in the static/dynamic behavior of the
OTFTs is derived. Approaches to incorporate the implicit bias-dependent parasitic
effects in the model are elucidated and accordingly a reliable fit to experimental data
of OTFTs with different dimensions is obtained. It is demonstrated that the charge
storage behavior in the intrinsic OTFTs agrees very well with Meyer’s capacitance
model. Moreover, the first comprehensive study of the frequency response of
OTFTs using S-parameter characterization is presented. In view of the low supply
voltage and air stability, a record cutoff frequency of 3.7 MHz for a channel length
of 0.6 μm and a gate overlap of 5 μm is accomplished. Finally, a 6-bit current-
steering DAC, comprising as many as 129 OTFTs, is designed. The converter
achieves a 1000-fold faster update rate (100 kS/s) than prior state of the art.
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Chapter 1
Motivation

The rapid evolution of semiconductor technology is fueled by an unending demand
for better performance and more functionality at reduced manufacturing costs [1].
A new generation of thin, flexible electronics based on organic semiconductors arises
[2]. The organic materials are all the more appealing as they can be deposited over
large areas at or near room temperature, thus providing compatibility with a wide
range of unconventional substrates such as glass, plastic, fabric and paper. Further-
more, the ability to process the organic materials from solution opens a plethora of
alternative high-throughput, low-cost patterning techniques that are adapted from the
graphic art printing industry [3]. These strengths are currently unfolding in the pro-
duction of organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs), light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) and
photovoltaic cells (OPVCs) [4]. The ensuing applications are manifold; they result in
what some see as visually stimulating objects, such as flexible displays, panel light-
ing and transparent solar cells, and others see as a promotion to ubiquitous sensing
in the form of low-end radio-frequency identification, smart food packaging, elec-
tronic nose and skin for robotics, and implantable or disposable health monitoring
devices [5].

The field of flexible electronics is progressing quite dynamically and many other
candidate materials, such as metal oxides, graphene and carbon nanotubes, are com-
ing into sight [6, 7]. Also monolithic silicon chips can already be fabricated with
a thickness of 20 µm and below, making them as flexible as foils [8–11]. Organic
materials, on the contrary, display a notable advantage that they can be synthesized
into seemingly limitless compound variations. Hence, their properties, including
electrical, optical, appearance, chemical interactivity and biocompatibility, can be
optimized depending on the target application. The question is not which technology
will win this development race; instead, the aim should be to combine the best aspects
of the different technologies in a hetero-integrated system approach [2]. The global
market for printed, flexible and organic electronics reached $16.04 billion in 2013
and is projected to cross $75 billion in 2023, as forecasted by IDTechEx [12]. This
is dominated by displays, while emerging integrated circuits and sensors are much
smaller segments though with a huge growth potential.

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Fig. 1.1 a Photograph of a silicon stencil mask used to pattern the source and drain contacts of
an OTFT. b Top-view photograph of an inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contacts) OTFT with
a channel length of 0.6 µm fabricated on a glass substrate. The organic semiconductor layer is
transparent [18]

This work is devoted to the development of short-channel OTFTs, the performance
and matching of which rivals that of the low-voltage, air-stable OTFTs reported to
date. In cooperation with the Institute for Microelectronics Stuttgart (IMS CHIPS)
and the Max Planck Institute for Solid-State Research (MPI-SSR), a new OTFT fabri-
cation process based on high-resolution silicon stencil masks is established [13–17].
Figure 1.1 shows close-up micrographs of a stencil mask and an OTFT with a feature
size of 0.6 µm, demonstrating that submicrometer channels with a very smooth edge
roughness is feasible. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the shortest channel
OTFT fabricated so far through stencil mask lithography. The process intends not
only to provide a solution for fast individual OTFTs, but also to enable the realization
of large-scale organic mixed-signal integrated circuits that can operate—for the first
time—in the high kilohertz range.

In order to boost the combination of high-functionality and compactness, the
durability of the stencil masks has to be characterized. Moreover, the downscaling of
OTFTs tends to augment crucial non-ideal properties, which have to be implemented
in a device model for use in circuit simulation. For example, the increasing impact
of device parasitics in short-channel OTFTs now hampers further progress towards
the attained intrinsic performance. In view of these aspects, this work targets the
following four key objectives:

• Technology—Investigate the reliability of the silicon stencil masks with respect to
minimum dimensions, refurbishment, manufacturability, defects and uniformity.
This is to ensure proper yield and to further push miniaturization and integration.

• Characterization—Carry out a comprehensive experimental study of the sta-
tic/dynamic response of the OTFTs using different methods. For the first time,
the cutoff frequency of stand-alone OTFTs is extracted by means of scattering
parameter measurements. The correspondence between the different characteriza-
tion techniques is elucidated and a performance benchmark for the state-of-the-art
OTFTs is presented.
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• Modeling—Derive a unified static/dynamic compact model and a small-signal
equivalent circuit that describe accurately the intrinsic as well as the extrin-
sic effects of the OTFTs. The model parameters are physically justified; thus,
they can be extracted from measurements in a consistent and convenient way.
Experimentally-validated recommendations are also given to accomplish a break-
through in the performance of organic integrated circuits.

• Demonstrator—Design fast organic mixed-signal integrated circuits to demon-
strate the reproducibility and matching capability of the new manufacturing
process. This leads to the first successful realization of organic current-steering
digital-to-analog converters (DACs).

This work, therefore, offers a promising technology platform that extends the favor-
able advancement of OTFTs and opens up the prospect of many novel applications
in fields ranging from communication and robotics to healthcare.

This thesis is organized in nine chapters, including this motivation. The materials,
devices and applications in organic electronics are broad. For this reason, Chap. 2
gives a historical perspective and a general overview of the field. Chapter 3 focuses
on the architecture and operation principle of an OTFT. Making use of the gradual
channel approximation, the important electrical characteristics and extracted device
parameters are described. In addition, the outstanding air stability, uniformity and
performance (using ring oscillators) of the utilized low-voltage, inverted-staggered
OTFTs are illustrated. Chapter 4 presents the new OTFT fabrication process, which
employs silicon stencil masks for parallel patterning of submicrometer features with-
out the need of chemicals or elevated temperatures. Issues concerning mask pattern
distortion and membrane deformation, and methods to mitigate these effects, are
also discussed. Chapter 5 is devoted to the static characterization and modeling
of the OTFT, primarily using the transmission line method. The model takes into
account not only the intrinsic steady-state behavior of the OTFT but also the bound-
ary conditions imposed by the device geometry, particularly the contact resistances
which are not necessarily linear. The charge storage dynamics of the OTFT are ana-
lyzed by means of admittance characterization and compact modeling, as explained
in Chap. 6. Furthermore, a small-signal equivalent circuit is built to describe the con-
duction mechanism and quantitatively evaluate the parasitic impedance. Chapter 7
provides a study of the frequency response of aggressively-scaled and asymmetric
OTFTs using scattering parameter characterization. Chapter 8 introduces the design,
simulation and test results of a 6-bit binary and a 3-bit unary current-steering DAC,
comprising unipolar and complementary OTFTs, respectively. Finally, in Chap. 9,
conclusions and an outlook to future work are presented.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Organic Electronics

Organic electronics is forming a new basis for low-cost microelectronic technology
on thin, lightweight and mechanically flexible substrates. The purpose of this chapter
is to provide a general overview of the topic. The chapter describes the historical
development of microelectronics starting from the evolution of vacuum tubes until
the rise of organic devices, namely transistors, light-emitting diodes and photovoltaic
cells. Emphasis is also made on recent leading advances in terms of materials, devices
and applications.

2.1 History

Integrated circuits are often said to be the most important invention of the twentieth
century. They have become ubiquitous in modern technology, finding their way into
nearly all industries available including telecommunications, automotive, consumer
electronics and many others [1]. An integrated circuit, also referred to as microchip,
is a tiny electronic circuit in which all the components, such as resistors, capaci-
tors and transistors, are housed on a single chip. Transistors, however, are the main
building blocks of an electronic circuit; they are solid-state active devices, which act
as switches or amplifiers [2]. Early transistors were discrete and large in size (few
square centimeters), but the rapid pace of progress of integrated circuits has enabled
packing of more than billion transistors onto a single chip (also with few square
centimeters of area).

Before transistors and microchips, the electronic circuits were based on bulky
devices and had to be painstakingly assembled piece by piece. The main family of
such bulky devices was vacuum tubes (also called thermionic valves), which were
used for rectification, amplification, switching or similar processing of electrical
signals (Fig. 2.1). It was German scientist Heinrich Geissler who is credited with
building the first vacuum tubes (also called Geissler tubes; they were almost com-
pletely evacuated) in 1855. He also noticed their strange glow of colored light when
applying an electric field across the vacuum between two electrodes in 1857 [3].
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Fig. 2.1 Historical development of the electronic devices from the introduction of vacuum tubes to
the beginning of using of organic compounds in transistors, light-emitting diodes and photovoltaic
cells. The illustration is adapted from [5]

It was described later that the colored light is caused by rays, called cathode rays,
which are carrying negative electric charges and hitting the air molecules inside the
tube to produce light. It was only 40 years later, in 1897, that the nature of the cathode
rays was completely understood by the British physicist Sir Joseph John Thomson;
he used the vacuum tubes to calculate the mass of the negative electric charges, which
were suggested before to be particles and observed later to have properties of both
particles and waves, and finally discovered the electron [4].

A series of subsequent configurations of the vacuum tube valves were essential
in building early computers and marked the beginning of the electronics industry.
German scientist Karl Ferdinand Braun invented in 1897 the cathode ray tube (CRT),
which was then used to realize screens for television sets, oscilloscopes and radars
[6]; British electrical engineer and physicist Sir John Ambrose Fleming invented in
1904 the diode valve, which was used for the rectification of electrical signals [7];
American engineer Lee de Forest invented in 1906 the triode vacuum tube (also called
Audion tube or triode), which was used for the switching or amplification of electrical
signals [8]. The vacuum tube valves, however, had many limitations; they were bulky,
fragile, rather slow, difficult to miniaturize, consumed too much energy and produced
too much heat [9]. For instance, the first general-purpose computer that was built
in 1946, the ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer), comprised
more than 17 thousand vacuum tubes to perform operations and calculations, weighed
about 30 Tons and filled an entire room. In addition, there was in average one tube
of the ENIAC damaged every two days [10].

The idea of replacing these thermionic valves with more promising and reliable
solid-state devices that are based on semiconducting materials can be traced back to
the late-1920s and early-1930s. Three patents are considered as the foundation of the
principles of solid-state devices those from American (formerly Austro-Hungarian)
physicist Julius Edgar Lilienfeld (Author of the two patents [11] and [12] filed in
1926 and 1928, respectively) and German electrical engineer Oskar Heil (Author of
the patent [13] filed in 1935). Both described in their patents different variations of
a method, aperture or device to control the flow of an electric current between two
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terminals of an electronically active material by means of a third potential applied to
an insulated third terminal. Lilienfeld suggested in [12] that the active layer could be
either pure metallic such as copper (Cu), compound such as cuprous oxide (Cu2O),
or preferably, a mixture of both. Although Cu2O is a semiconductor, there was
absolutely no definite indication in his claims of this class of solid materials or the
necessity of using it for the active layer. Heil, on the other hand, is believed to be the
first one who stated clearly in his patent that the active material should be made of
thin layer of semiconductor such as tellurium (Te) or cuprous oxide (Cu2O) [14, 15].
He also described that the semiconducting layer changes its resistance depending on
the potential applied at the controlling metal terminal.

The presented inventions of Lilienfeld and Heil only embody concepts of solid-
state devices as possible substitutes for the thermionic valves, with no indication of
any reduction to practice. This class of solid-state devices was later named Field-
Effect Transistors (FETs), where the name transistor is a shortened version of the
original term transfer resistor, which conveys the operation principal of the device.
Subsequent to these key conceptual inventions, many electronic device physicists
and engineers pursued research on realizing semiconductor replacements for the
unreliable vacuum tubes. More than a decade later, in 1947, the first successful
semiconductor transistor was demonstrated [16–18]. This has marked the beginning
of a series of milestones, at which different device configurations and materials were
introduced. Four of the most important milestones are listed below:

• In 1947, American physicists Walter Brattain and John Bardeen demonstrated the
first transistor action in a germanium point-contact device [18]. The transistor
could amplify an input power up to 40 times [19], but had delicate mechanical
configuration and was difficult to manufacture in high volume with sufficient
reliability.

• In 1948, American physicist William Shockley invented the concept of Bipolar
Junction Transistors (BJTs) [20, 21]. At that time, Shockley was actually leading
a solid-state physics group at Bell Labs that included both Brattain and Bardeen.
All the three scientists were awarded the 1956 Nobel Prize in Physics for their
invention. For about three decades, the BJT was the main device of choice in
the design of discrete and integrated circuits. BJTs are nowadays mostly made
from silicon germanium (SiGe) and their use is often limited to very high-speed
applications such as radio-frequency circuits for wireless systems [1].

• In 1959, South-Korean physicist Dawon Kahng and Egyptian engineer Martin M.
Atalla demonstrated the first Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor
(MOSFET), which had been long anticipated by Lilienfeld and Heil [22–24]. The
device is mainly constructed by a stack of three layers: (i) silicon semiconductor as
a base material, (ii) thermally-grown native oxide as an insulator, and (iii) metallic
gate electrode as a controlling terminal. The MOSFET had largely superseded
the BJT, owing to many favorable properties of silicon, especially due to the con-
trollable and stable surface oxide. With the extraordinary progress and continued
miniaturization of the silicon-based technology, MOSFETs became the dominant
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device used in integrated circuits and electronics industry until today (with the
exception of large-area applications).

• In 1961, American physicist Paul Weimer developed the first thin-film transistor
(TFT), which is a FET-like device similar to the ones proposed by Lilienfeld and
Heil [25–27]. The TFTs are fabricated on an insulating substrate such as glass. In a
typical process, TFT would comprise polycrystalline or amorphous semiconduct-
ing materials (only in some few cases crystalline semiconductors are used as well).
For example, Weimer used a semiconducting film of polycrystalline cadmium sul-
fide (CdSe) in his first demonstration [25]. Unlike MOSFETs, TFTs are supreme
for large-area applications that do not require significantly high speeds such as
active-matrix liquid crystal displays (AM-LCDs). The most common semicon-
ducting material used today for TFTs is hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H),
owing to its low fabrication cost and easy processability [28].

Ever since, the evolution and development of the semiconductor technology have
been following two main approaches, namely silicon monolithic circuits and thin-film
circuits. The advancement of both technologies has been aiming of shrinking device
geometries, increasing production throughput and yield, improving circuit reliability
and fault tolerance, minimizing mismatch effects and reducing manufacturing costs.
The rapid pace of innovation for both technologies has been pursuing certain trends
[29]. For example, one of the major trends that enabled the proliferation of silicon
monolithic circuits until they became omnipresent today in our daily life is commonly
known as Moore’s Law [30, 31]:

Transistor density on integrated circuit
doubles about every two years.

—Gordon Moore (1965; updated 1975)

Increasing the density of transistors on chip implies more speed, complexity and func-
tionality. Emerging applications, though, do require smarter integration by means of
miniaturization (More Moore) as well as diversification (More than Moore). In recent
years, mechanically flexible electronics as one of the approaches for diversification
has caused a disruptive technology evolution and gained prominent market attractive-
ness for new user-friendly applications such as wearable devices, roll-screen displays
and intelligent papers. This allows people as well as environment to interact with
the complex information, which are typically processed by the high-performance
miniaturized devices, in a more efficient and natural way.

A thin silicon chip is a possible solution, one that takes advantage of the crystalline
silicon structure and leads to many high-speed flexible applications [32–35]. Nev-
ertheless, an alternative solution is thin-film circuits that are based on a completely
different class of materials such as organic semiconductors. Nowadays, organic mate-
rials are forming the basis of a new low-cost microelectronic technology that can
be fabricated on large-area and flexible substrates such as polymer foils, papers
or even fabrics. This is mainly owed to their low-temperature manufacturability,
also to their (thermo) mechanical properties that makes them compatible with such
kind of unconventional substrates [9]. One can envisage processing of this kind of
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materials by printing methods, which enables low-cost, high-volume and high-
throughput production [9]. The trend, however, for this large-area and flexible tech-
nology is to reduce the cost per unit area, instead of increasing the number of func-
tions per unit area that is being followed by the crystalline silicon technology [29].
By combining both technologies in a so called hybrid system-in-foil (SiF), one could
actually take advantage of both worlds [33].

In fact, the first studies on the electrical activity of organic materials can be traced
back to the early twentieth century [36]. Anthracene was the first organic compound
in which photoconductivity was observed by Pochettino in 1906 [37] and Volmer
in 1913 [38]. Later in the 1950s and 1960s, the potential use of organic materials
as photoreceptors in imaging systems was recognized [36, 39]. During the same
time, electroluminescence in organic compounds was observed by Bernanose et al.
in 1955 by applying an alternating current (AC) in air to compounds such as brilliant
acridine orange E [40] and by Pope et al. in 1963 by applying a direct current (DC)
in vacuum to anthracene [41]. In spite of these handful preliminary reports and
principal demonstrations, the technological use of organic semiconductors was still
very limited due to several drawbacks. First, the reproducibility and carrier mobility1

in organic semiconductors were very low. Second, the demonstrated devices were
operating at extremely high voltages (e.g. 400 V) as a consequence of the crystal
thickness (in the micrometer to millimeter range) and the difficulties to prepare stable,
injection-efficient contacts to the compounds [42]. Third, the poor control of material
purity and structure ordering were also obstacles. Finally, the materials used so far
did achieve neither sufficient efficiency nor satisfying stability [42]. However, the
research and interest in this field were flourished in 1977 by the successful synthesis
of electrically conducting organic polymers through controlled halogen doping [43].
This discovery by Alan G. MacDiarmid, Alan J. Heeger, Hideki Shirakawa and
co-workers was considered a major breakthrough, opened many new and exciting
applications and honored with the 2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry.

The first available organic materials were intractable, immobile, or even insoluble
[44]. Nevertheless, the rapid advancement of the materials and processing has enabled
the development of soluble organic compounds. Solubility is a key prominent feature,
one that opened the possibility for cheap and high-volume production of printed
electronics. Henceforth, the utilization of organic materials by various electronic
components has given them, incontrovertibly, a place in the development of this
theme [44]. Three components that can be considered as the foundation of organic
electronics are organic photovoltaic cells (OPVCs), organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs) and organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs):

First, the use of conjugated polymers, such as poly(sulphur nitride) and polyacety-
lene, for the realization of OPVCs were firstly investigated in the 1980s; their power
conversion efficiencies, however, were well below 0.1 % [36]. A major breakthrough
came in 1986 when American physical chemist Ching W. Tang discovered that a
two-layer OPVC by bringing a donor and an acceptor in one cell could dramatically

1The carrier mobility is a measure of how fast an electric charge is transmitted through a material
under an applied electric field and is mostly represented in units of cm2/Vs.
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improve the efficiency to 1 % [45]. Subsequent developments of OPVCs achieved in
early-2013 efficiency as high as 12 % according to recent announcements from the
German company Heliatek [46].

Second, OLEDs in the form available today were firstly presented in 1987 by
Ching W. Tang and Steven Van Slyke using a double layer structure of organic thin
films (8-hydroxylquinoline aluminum Alq3 and aromatic diamine) [47]. Later, in
1990, the research on polymer electroluminescence culminated in the first success-
ful demonstration of green-yellow polymer-based OLED using 100 nm thick film of
poly(p-phenylene vinylene) as an active layer [48]. The improved efficiencies com-
bined with increased shelf and operating lifetimes, also superior material properties
and manufacturing techniques, have pushed OLEDs already to the market place in
applications like OLED-based lighting and displays. For example, the South-Korean
company Samsung has just recently launched in August 2013 the first 55 in. full
high-definition2 (Full HD) OLED television with a curved panel (S9C series) [49].

Last, the debut of the field effect in organic semiconductors date back to 1970
[50–53], yet the potential use of the OTFT (at that time mostly referred to as metal-
insulator-semiconductor field-effect transistor MISFET) as an electronic device was
only identified in 1983 when Ebisawa et al. reported the first attempt to fabricate
an OTFT that utilizes polyacetylene as an active semiconducting layer [54]. From
this point forward, several studies were devoted to realize successful TFTs based on
organic semiconductors such as polyacetylene [54, 55], polythiophenes [56, 57] and
metallophthalocyanines [58, 59]. However, their carrier mobilities were very low
in the range of 10−4 to 10−5 cm2/Vs. It was not until nearly 7 years later, in 1990,
that the carrier mobility in organic semiconductors approached and even reached
that in amorphous silicon when Garnier et al. reported a carrier mobility as high
as 4.3×10−1 cm2/Vs for TFTs that used evaporated hexathiophene as an active
material [60]. For comparison, the carrier mobilities in conventional a-Si:H TFTs
are in the range of 10−1 to 1 cm2/Vs. The performance and stability of OTFTs have
continuously improved since then. Hence, some OTFTs now compete with a-Si:H
TFTs to enable revolutionary design possibilities in new large-area and mechanically-
flexible applications. The most compelling application of OTFTs is backplanes for
flexible active-matrix displays; accordingly, the German company Plastic Logic is
currently manufacturing ultra-thin and lightweight plastic displays that are able to
bend, twist and even roll-up like a piece of paper [61].

The field of organic electronics has been well-profiled and recognized by sev-
eral international awards bestowed upon great scholars and scientists working on
this subject. As mentioned above, the 2000 Novel Prize in Chemistry was awarded
jointly to the Americans Alan G. MacDiarmid and Alan J. Heeger, and the Japanese
Hideki Shirakawa for their discovery and development of conductive polymers [43].

2The full high-definition (Full HD) is implying a resolution of 1920 × 1080 (2.1 megapixel) in a
16:9 aspect ratio.
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Furthermore, the 2010 Millennium Technology Prize3 was awarded to the British
Sir Richard Friend (as one of the three laureates in that year) whose team discovered
electroluminescent diodes based on polymers (PLEDs) and greatly participated in
the development of OTFTs and OPVCs [48, 55]. In addition, the 2011 Deutscher
Zukunftpreis4 (German Future Prize) was awarded to Karl Leo, Jan Blochwitz-
Nimoth and Martin Pfeiffer for their major contribution in the advancement of organic
functional materials and manufacturing techniques, especially for applications in
lighting and photovoltaics [64–67]. Finally, it is worth mentioning that despite all
these advances, the field of organic electronics is still in its infancy and there is still
much room for improvement and much to be learned and investigated.

2.2 Materials

Organic electronics have been promising on account of their low-cost, low-
temperature and fast manufacturability in addition to their compatibility with various
kinds of substrates that are thin, large in area, transparent or mechanically flexible.
In principle, organic electronics rely on electrically active materials that are based
on conjugated organic compounds whose molecules contain carbon and hydrogen
elements. A basic device, such as an organic transistor, is generally comprised of a
stack of conducting, semiconducting and insulating thin-film layers. There are many
attempts to realize all these layers solely from organic materials [68, 69]; however,
they are mostly combined with special inorganic thin-films in order to optimize the
device performance [70]. The structures and applications of the different organic-
based devices are given in Sect. 2.3, where the different fabrication processes used
to deposit and pattern the thin-film layers are discussed in Sect. 4.1. In this section,
an overview of the different organic as well as inorganic materials is presented.

The materials are classified in this section as the following: (i) semiconductors,
(ii) conductors, (iii) dielectrics, (iv) passivation, and (v) substrates. Each material in
every class has its advantages and limitations, where often the process conditions as
well as the interplay of the material with other layers have a large influence on the
device performance [71]. Therefore, the selection of the materials has to be carefully
done to meet application and technology parameters such as thermal, mechanical and
optical properties. For example, transparency is very important for the realization of
solar panels that are going to be mounted on building facades, but not for displays that
are designed for e-book readers. A summary of the key application and technology
parameters is listed below [71]:

3The Millennium Technology Prize is the world’s largest technology award. It is awarded every
2 years by Technology Academy Finland, an independent foundation established by Finnish industry
and the Finnish state in partnership [62].
4The Deutscher Zukunftpreis (German Future Prize) is one of the most prestigious awards conferred
for science and innovation within Germany. It is awarded annually by the Federal President of
Germany [63].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
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• Electrical Performance—The performance (operation frequency, current driving
capability) of the devices depends on the carrier mobility in the semiconduc-
tor, conductivity of the conductor and the dielectrical behavior of the dielectric
material.

• Resolution and Registration—The reliability and performance of the devices
depend on the lateral distance of the electrodes (pitch, or resolution) within the
devices and the overlay accuracy (Registration) between different patterned layers.
In addition, scalability is necessary to have a sustainable technology development.

• Environmental Stability—For the sustainability and proper lifetime of the devices,
the sensitivity of the materials to oxygen and moisture has to be well considered.
This depends also on the barrier properties of the protective sealing layers (sub-
strate and encapsulation).

• Mechanics and Optics—The mechanical and optical properties include thin form
factors, flexibility, bending radius, conformability, weight, transparency, color and
appearance. Accordingly, the material, design and process have to be carefully
chosen.

• Process Parameters—The process parameters include throughput, temperature and
ambient conditions. For a reliable production, it is important to adjust the process
parameters for the different employed materials.

• Cost and Yield—High volume production is only possible when the processes
allow fabrication at an acceptable yield. This includes adjusted materials, circuit
designs as well as in-line quality control for low-cost and low-requirement (e.g.
disposable sensors) to high-cost and high-performance (e.g. flexible OLED dis-
play) products.

Semiconductors

Organic semiconductors are traditionally classified as small molecules5 or polymers6

[9]. Polymers often have excellent solubility, which makes them amenable to mass
printing processes such as flexographic and gravure printing [70]. On the other hand,
small molecules are usually deposited by vacuum sublimation; nevertheless, recent
advancements enabled some of the semiconducting small-molecules to be processed
in solution or dispersion [71], which makes them no longer restricted to evapora-
tion/sublimation processes.

The carrier mobility is commonly used as a figure of merit to characterize the
performance of materials, devices or fabrication methods. It is found that the carrier
mobility in organic semiconductors varies greatly depending on the choice of mater-
ial, its chemical purity and its microstructure, also on the process conditions and the
interface to other layers in the device [9, 71]. For example, Fig. 2.2a illustrates the dif-
ference in the carrier mobility depending on the substrate temperature during deposi-
tion of the different semiconducting small-molecules. Furthermore, amorphous films

5An organic small molecule is a compound containing carbon atoms that are bonded into stable
individual molecular unit.
6An organic polymer is a compound with a molecular structure formed from many identical organic
small molecules bonded together.
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Fig. 2.2 a Relationship between the carrier mobility in the transistor channel and the substrate
temperature during the deposition of the organic semiconductor layer for five different small mole-
cules: DNTT [74], pentacene [75], diethyl-sexithiophene [76], PTCDI–CH2C3F7 [77], F16CuPc
[78], PTCDI–(CN)2–CH2C3F7 [79] and PTCDI–CH2C6H4CF3 [80]. b Development of the carrier
mobility in organic transistors based on small molecules, polymers and single crystals. The data is
categorized according to the deposition process, material class and type of injected carriers. The
seven categories are the following (with reference to the publications from which the highest car-
rier mobilities are extracted): single crystals (p-channel [81]), vacuum-processed small molecules
(p-channel [73] and n-channel [77]), solution-processed small molecules (p-channel [82] and n-
channel [83, 84]) and solution-processed polymers (p-channel [72] and n-channel [85]). Adopted
from [70] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry

of solution-processed semiconducting polymers usually have mobilities in the range
of 10−6 to 10−3 cm2/Vs [70]. However, the mobilities of certain semiconducting
polymers can be increased to about 1 cm2/Vs through molecular engineering and
also by inducing semicrystalline order through better control of the film formation
[72]. Small-molecule organic semiconductors, on the other hand, are often forming
polycrystalline films when deposited by vacuum sublimation, which results in carrier
mobilities as large as about 6 cm2/Vs [73].

Figure 2.2b depicts the development of the best reported field-effect mobility of
p- and n-channel OTFTs based on small-molecule and polymeric semiconductors
since 1984. The carrier mobility in organic semiconductors, though still underper-
form that of the crystalline silicon, has improved dramatically until it approached
and even surpassed that of the amorphous silicon (a-Si). Unlike inorganic semicon-
ductors, organic semiconductors are not atomic solids but they are π -conjugated
materials for which the charge transport mechanism is based on hopping between
the individual conjugated molecules [44]. In this case, the mobility is mainly lim-
ited by trapping of charges in localized states [70, 86]. As for inorganic media, in a
different manner, defaults such as traps, along with molecular and macromolecular
structural irregularities, have a crucial impact on the charge transport [44].

It is very important to note that organic semiconductors are usually undoped
(intrinsic semiconductors) and the notions of p- and n-channel OTFTs do not imply
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the same meaning as for inorganic semiconductors. An n-channel OTFT is one in
which electrons are more easily injected than holes. This has something to do with
the matching of energy levels of the metal contacts and the semiconductor employed
by the transistor as further clarified in the following chapter. The n-channel OTFTs
are actually of special concern as they suffer from more than tenfold lower carrier
mobility than their p-channel contenders (if in the same organic technology). In
addition, they are highly sensitive to ambient conditions, especially to oxygen and
moisture [87]. As a result, most organic-based circuits today make use of p-channel
designs only [88, 89].

Several research efforts are currently devoted to realize stable n-channel OTFTs
with relatively high carrier mobility as this enables the use of complementary cir-
cuit topologies, which offer higher-robustness, lower power consumption and larger
noise-margin compared to unipolar circuits [90]. There are also other attempts to
integrate the p-channel OTFTs with n-channel TFTs that are based on metal-oxide
semiconductors (e.g. amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide a-IGZO), as they can
achieve electron mobilities larger than 10 cm2/Vs [91–94]. In general, the ongoing
development of organic semiconductors is not limited only to the performance mea-
sures, but also extended to other essential issues such as lifetime in real-world envi-
ronmental conditions, matching over large areas, reproducibility, production yield
and operation voltage.

Conductors

The need for conductive traces in all electronic products is indispensable. As each
conducting material has its own properties, the choice of the material strongly
depends on the application. Conductive inks, which are typically consisting of
micron-seized conducting flake particles, organic resins, solvents and rheology modi-
fiers, are offering promising properties [71]. These compositions are compatible with
a wide variety of substrates and are suitable for low-cost and high-speed manufac-
turing techniques such as screen and flexographic printing. For applications that
demand highly conductive features, silver inks that can have electrical conductivity
as large as 104 S/cm is a preferable choice [71]. Examples of mechanically flexible
applications that utilize printed silver inks are membrane touch switches, keyboards
and on-chip antennas. Another favorable choice for less demanding applications is
conductive carbon inks. In addition, some special compositions of carbon inks can
also be used as resistors or positive temperature coefficient (PTC) heaters [71].

Moreover, some devices like OLEDs and OPVCs require not only mechani-
cal flexibility and good conductivity, but also translucency or high transparency
for their metal electrodes. In this case, inorganic conductors like indium tin oxide
(ITO) or polymeric conductors like poly(3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene-
sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) are possible solutions [70, 71]. Meanwhile, these materials
are used already for applications such as touch screens and electrochromic displays.
An alternative for ITO and PEDOT:PSS is a mesh of very thin (20–80 nm) and narrow
(15 µm) metal layers (e.g. silver or copper). Such a pattern with a spacing of about
200 µm can achieve a transparency of about 65 % over the entire wavelength range
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from 400 to 900 nm. For comparison, the transparency of an ITO film is ranging from
about 60 to 85 % for wavelengths from 400 to 900 nm, respectively [95].

For the OTFTs, material properties of the conducting layers, especially for the
source and drain contacts, are very critical as they affect significantly the devices
performance. The choice of the material in this case depends on the architecture
employed by the OTFT, i.e., the order of which the device layers are deposited. The
typical used materials are aluminum (Al) or chromium (Cr) for the gate electrode, and
gold (Au) for the source and drain contacts [70]. For the design of an all-polymer
OTFT, conductive polymers such as polyaniline (PANI) or PEDOT:PSS are also
suitable for the gate, source and drain electrodes.

Dielectrics

Dielectrics are used in both active and passive devices such as OTFTs and capacitors,
respectively. The majority of OTFTs to date have used inorganic dielectrics, mostly
silicon oxide. In fact, the performance of the device depends strongly on the qual-
ity, physical properties and chemical nature of the insulator-semiconductor interface
[9]. For instance, trapping states at the mentioned interface immobilize the carrier
charges in the channel and correspondingly limit the performance [70, 87]. Signif-
icant improvements can be achieved as demonstrated in literature just by inserting
few nanometers of organic single layer between the insulator and the semiconductor
[96]. In order to take advantage of the complementary design features while not
increasing the production cost, the challenge is to ensure that the dielectric material
functions well with both p- and n-channel OTFTs.

Passivation

Passivation materials (encapsulation) are used to protect the devices against envi-
ronmental influences such as scratches and degradation due to the presence of the
water, oxygen or light [71]. In some applications, the use of encapsulation is highly
necessary to ensure an adequate lifetime for the devices. As an example, OTFTs that
are developed for medical applications can be encapsulated with poly(chloro-para-
xylylene) (parylene) and gold layers to protect them against water [97].

Substrates

Finally, the substrate is the base material onto which the devices are manufac-
tured. Key material parameters for choosing the substrate material are: optical trans-
mittance, dimensional stability, surface smoothness, durability, barrier capability,
temperature tolerance and mechanical properties (bending radius, deformation and
hysteresis behavior) [71]. Nowadays, the majority of applications are using glass
(also thin and flexible glass) or stainless steel substrates, also polymer substrates
such as poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) or poly(ethylene 2,6-naphthalate) (PEN).
In addition, paper (cellulose) or textile substrates are sometimes used.
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2.3 Devices and Applications

Given the advances in chemicals and materials by international leading firms like
DuPont in the USA and Merck in Germany, organic electronics promise real growth
opportunities for developers in new innovative products, some of which are already
translated into commercial reality. The flexible and large-area from factors as well
as the potential low production costs of the organic technology are key benefits
over their bulk, or rigid, silicon and other inorganic counterparts. The technology
is versatile enough to be used in a wide range of applications as discussed herein.
The organic materials can be combined to a number of active electronic components
such as transistors, light-emitting diodes, photovoltaic cells, various types of sensors,
memories or batteries, also passive devices such as conductive traces, antennas,
resistors, capacitors or inductors [71].

2.3.1 Organic Light-Emitting Diodes

The most established and largest sector within the organic electronics industry, even
by some margin, is OLEDs. Besides the display market, lighting applications have
emerged recently as more than a niche market for OLEDs [98]. The basic device
structure of an OLED is shown in Fig. 2.3a. The structure comprises two organic semi-
conducting layers, which are sandwiched by anode and cathode electrodes laying on
a transparent substrate (e.g. glass). Depending on the transparency of the anode and
cathode electrodes, the light is transmitted either from top, bottom or both directions
of the device. This basic device structure is called heterostructure OLED, or some-
times referred to as bilayer structure, which resembles a pn-junction and is similar
to the one used in the very first demonstration of an efficient electroluminescence
(EL) OLED based on organic thin-films that was built in 1987 by Ching W. Tang
and Steven Van Slyke of Eastman Kodak Co. [47]. In this structure, the two organic
semiconductors function as a hole-transporting and light-emitting layers. To gain
more insight about the exact role of the organic semiconducting layers, the operation
is explained in the following.

The LEDs, regardless whether organic or inorganic, are principally operated by
applying an external voltage across the pn-junction to accelerate charge carriers of
opposite polarities, namely electrons and holes, from the cathode and anode contacts,
respectively [99]. The carriers are driven towards the so called recombination region,
which is located at the space charge region of the pn-junction and there the carriers
form a neutral bound state, or exciton. It is called a recombination region because this
is where the electrons recombine with the holes by falling into a lower energy level
and realising energy in the form of a photon. The wavelength (color) of the emit-
ted light depends on the bandgap energy of the materials forming the pn-junction.
The recombination region, where the luminescent molecular excited states are gen-
erated, is typically very small in the single heterostructure LED and it is located at
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic cross section of basic organic-based devices. a Organic Light-Emitting Diode
(OLED). b Organic Photovoltaic Cell (OPVC). c Organic Thin-Film Transistor (OTFT)

the boundary between the two semiconductors. Therefore, to increase the probabil-
ity of electron-hole recombination and improve the internal quantum efficiency7 of
the device, an additional third semiconducting layer is exploited in a double het-
erostructure (O)LED. In this case, the three (organic) semiconductors function as
electron-transporting, light-emitting and hole-transporting layers.

The organic semiconductors can be made of small-molecules or polymers.
Depending on the materials used, the devices differ mainly in three criteria, namely
fabrication technique and process controllability, operating voltage and efficiency
[99]. Small-molecule thin organic layers are mostly deposited by vacuum evaporation
or sublimation, while polymer layers are usually processed in the liquid-state by spin-
ning and solidification by heating. Control of the thickness of the organic thin-films in
a spin-on technique is relatively harder than in vapor deposition. However, polymer-
based OLEDs can usually operate at lower power than that of small-molecule-based
OLEDs. This is owed to the high conductivity of organic polymers. The operation
supply voltage of polymer-based OLEDs is in the range of 2–5 V, which is about
1–2 V less than that of small-molecule-based OLEDs. Furthermore, the efficiency
of polymer-based OLEDs is typically higher than that of the small-molecule-based
OLEDs. Nevertheless, focusing now on one single process or method would not
be favorable, as the technologies are not mature enough to determine the optimal
method. Display as well as lighting industries are currently focusing on different
technical approaches for both solution- and vacuum-processable organic materials
to develop cost-effective OLEDs.

For many years, the LCDs has been the norm for the display industries [98].
However, the growing number of laptops, mobile phones, televisions and many other
applications increase the demand for higher quality products. In contrast to LCDs,
the superior virtues of OLED displays are the thinnest-ever form factor, deeper black
levels when individual pixels switch off, and high contrast ratio. The main problem
that was setting back the OLEDs for many years was the lifetime, yet it has contin-
ued to improve every year reaching now a sufficient level to compete with LCDs.

7The internal quantum efficiency is the ratio of the number of emitted photons to the number of
injected carriers.
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Fig. 2.4 Organic-based applications. a Philips Lumiblade OLED lighting. b Heliatek OPV film.
c Plastic Logic e-paper with OTFT backplane. Photography courtesy of Philips Lumiblade, Heliatek
and Plastic Logic, respectively

Meanwhile, Asian companies such as Samsung and LG dominate the manufacturing
of both LCD and OLED flat panel displays.

Another core competence of OLEDs is the lighting industry. In general, solid-
state lightings (SSLs), including EL, LED and OLED lighting, are soon replacing
the conventional lighting techniques such as incandescent combustion (candles and
incandescent lamps) and gas discharge (fluorescent and induction lamps). SSLs have
been promising on account their superior energy efficiency, absence of hazardous
metals, flexible form factors, durability and their surface emission for design features.
Exclusively, OLED lighting offer prospects for a vast number of unique features; this
includes mechanical flexibility, large-area illumination, thinness of light-source, high
efficacy and variable colours (including translucent colors) [71]. European compa-
nies like Philips and Osram are currently at the forefront in the development and
production of OLED lighting. Figure 2.4a shows an example of an OLED lighting
demonstration by Philips.

2.3.2 Organic Photovoltaic Cells

The other key component in organic electronics is photovoltaic cells. Today, the
majority of commercialized solar cell modules are made of inorganic materials such
as silicon [98]. However, the interest in organic photovoltaics is growing owing to
the inherent capabilities offered by the materials; this includes the compatibility with
low-cost reel-to-reel manufacturing, possibility to be fabricated on mechanically flex-
ible substrates, less energy resources needed for production and reduced installation
costs. The efficiency and durability of printed or vacuum-deposited OPVCs on flex-
ible plastic or metal foils have been improving in recent years [98]. Rigid silicon
will still dominate the fixed grid, large-area applications for many years to come;
this is mainly because of the established and commercially proven production of
silicon. However, more cost-effective photovoltaic technologies open the possibil-
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ity to integrate renewable solar power generation in everyday structures and items.
In addition, the mechanical flexibility enables to use OPVCs in clothing, bags and
awnings to power wearable and portable electronic devices such as music players,
mobile phones and tablets [98]. Moreover, the ability to fabricate OPVCs with cus-
tomized transmission factors (transparency) offer prospects to integrate solar films
as energy harvesting components in windows or building facades.

In principle, the progress and development of photovoltaic technology is divided
into three generations [98]. The first generation is confined to the bulk, or rigid, sili-
con and other inorganic PVCs. This kind of PVCs typically comprise thin wafers of
single-crystal or polycrystalline silicon, patterned with metallic electrodes and sand-
wiched between glass plates; these cells have today a maximum efficiency greater
than 20 %, where the theoretical maximum efficiency is about 30 % [100]. The sec-
ond generation is thin-film PVCs, which are made by depositing thin layers of silicon
(Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe) or other materials on glass substrates using vacuum-
coating techniques; this kind of PVCs are potentially cheaper than bulk silicon PVCs
and have cell efficiencies in the range of 12 % to 20 %. Finally, the third generation
is the OPVCs, which are mainly targeted to be incorporated into consumer elec-
tronic devices and they are expected to be even cheaper than thin-film PVCs. The
record efficiency of OPVCs, however, is 12 % as recently reported in January 2013
by Heliatek [46]. There are two types of PVCs that belong to the class of organic
photovoltaics, namely dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and organic photovoltaic
cells (OPVCs). In fact, the DSSCs mainly do not comprise organic materials with
the exception of a thin film of organic molecular dye. Nevertheless, the DSSCs pro-
duction and applications are similar to that of OPVCs. There is a mirror analogy
between DSSCs, OPVCs and double-, single-heterostructure OLEDs, respectively.

First, the DSSC is composed of the following five layers (from top to bottom)
[101]: (i) transparent top conductor with low series resistance, through which the
light can be penetrated; (ii) porous semiconducting layer of titanium dioxide nano-
particles, which is used solely for charge transport; (iii) molecular dye that absorbs
the light rays such as chlorophyll or porphyrin organic materials; (iv) electrolyte
solution based on iodide/triiodide redox system, from which the electrons are recov-
ered by the dye before decomposition; and (v) base conducting substrate that serves
also as a counter electrode. The operation principle in this case is called artificial
photosynthesis; the light enters the cell through the transparent top conductor, strik-
ing the dye at the surface of the semiconductor, where the charge separation takes
place. Only photons with enough energy, larger than the bandgap of the dye material,
are absorbed and are able to make the electrons in their excited state. Excited elec-
trons are then injected directly into the conduction band of the semiconducting layer,
through which they diffuse to the top-electrode (anode) to power the load. Before the
dye molecules are decomposed, the dye recovers the lost electrons from the iodide in
the electrolyte, oxidising it into triiodide. This reaction takes place before the injected
electrons recombine to prevent short circuiting. Finally, the missing electrons needed
to recover the trioxide then diffuses from the counter electrode (cathode), from which
they are provided by the load.
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Second, the structure and operation of OPVCs are similar to inorganic solar cells,
where the incoming light creates electron-hole exciton, at the interface between the
donor and acceptor. If a polymer donor is used, the electron-hole pair will have a
binding energy of 0.1–1.4 eV, which is in fact larger than the few milli electron-
volts provided in the case of inorganic materials [102]. By applying an electric
field, ideally all excitons are separated into electrons and holes that migrate to the
corresponding electrodes, i.e., anode and cathode contacts. Referring to Fig. 2.3b,
the simplest configuration that supports this kind of operation principal is the planar
heterojunction (PHJ) solar cells; in this case, the donor and acceptor are sandwiched
between a transparent anode (such as ITO) and a reflecting cathode (such as Al).
However, the efficiency is limited here by the exciton diffusion length,8 which is
about 3–10 nm in most organic semiconductors. Therefore, for a normal organic
thin-film thickness of about 100 nm, most of the excited electrons recombine before
reaching the electrode and the active region is only limited to a very thin region around
the donor/acceptor interface, which is not enough to capture a reasonable amount of
incoming light. For this reason, nano-structuring in bulk and ordered heterojunction
(BHJ and OHJ) solar cells is investigated by researchers to alleviate this limitation.
A photograph of an OPV film produced at Heliatek is shown in Fig. 2.4b.

The most promising organic-based PVC design, however, appear to be the tandem
cells, which stack several DSSCs or OPVCs [98]. The advantage of this stacked
configuration is to increase the power efficiency by means of the following [102]:
(i) reduction of the thermalization losses of high-energy photos by stacking different
absorbers, (ii) absorption of the entire spectrum by optimising each subcell to one part
of the solar light spectrum, and (iii) compensation of the aforementioned problem of
PHJ, i.e., the thin active region, by stacking a large number of subcells.

2.3.3 Organic Thin-Film Transistors

Organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) offer prospects for a vast number of unique
circuit applications in mechanically flexible, inexpensive, large-area and biomed-
ical electronics. In principal, OTFTs are metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) field-
effect transistors (FETs) in which the semiconductor is a conjugated organic material
[70]. Figure 2.3c shows a basic structure of an OTFT; it is a three terminal device
that consists of four thin-film layers deposited on an insulating substrate, namely
gate electrode, gate dielectric, organic semiconductor and source/drain contacts.
When a voltage is applied between the gate and the semiconductor, a thin sheet
of mobile charges is created in the semiconductor in close vicinity of the semicon-
ductor/dielectric interface [70], i.e., a channel is created between the source and
drain contacts. This charge layer balances the charges of opposite polarity located
on the gate electrode. By tuning the applied gate voltage, the charge density in the

8The diffusion length is the distance over which the excitons travel from the donor to the acceptor
before undergoing recombination.
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semiconductor channel is varied. Thus, the electric conductance of this channel is
accordingly modulated.

There are four different possible (O)TFT planar configurations that are catego-
rized according to the location of the gate and the source/drain contacts relative
to the semiconductor layer, namely coplanar, inverted coplanar, staggered, inverted
staggered structure [9, 14]. The transistor shown in Fig. 2.3c employs the inverted
staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) device structure. More details about the differ-
ent device configuration are given in the following chapter. There are many different
fields and applications in which the advantages of OTFTs can be exploited, but at this
point, it is too early to designate one as a killer application. It is worthwhile to men-
tion that there is a lot of movement and activity in this field through established and
new start-up companies to develop novel and previously unexpected applications.
Some of the major application areas of OTFTs are reviewed in the following.

One of the most important applications of OTFTs is radio-frequency identification
(RFID) tags. They are frequency-coupled portable devices that are used to identify,
track, sort and detect items or persons; they can be used in card authentication, tick-
eting, gaming and surveillance. Together with integrated sensors (e.g. temperature
sensor [103]), low-cost RFID labels can be realized, which are able to monitor supply
chains, ensuring for example that temperature-sensitive medicines, vaccines and food
products are kept cool while being transported along extensive distribution network
[98]. In an RFID, the communication takes place between a reader and a transponder
(tag). The tag comprises a small chip and an antenna, where the antenna is solely
used to couple RF energy from the reader into the tag; there are different coupling
techniques, including backscatter, inductive and capacitive coupling. Organic RFIDs
are expected to be deployed at the item-level as a smart replacement to barcodes.
Using these tags for example in a supermarket would save much time by allowing
customers to walk a cart that is full of goods past a scanner and the scanner would read
all the items in the cart, create a list of the merchandise and finally calculates the total
amount of charge in an instant; they could also be used to collect all the information
about the products in the store and generate an inventory within a few seconds.

There are basically two types of RFID tags, namely passive and active tags. The
passive tags do not employ an energy supply and they are merely activated by the
reader, while the active tags comprise a battery (to enable larger reading distance)
or sensors (to monitor data such as temperature). Although, the cost of silicon-based
RFIDs has dropped to just few cents, the cost of assembly and packaging with the
antenna and products is still high. As a result, the use of silicon-based RFIDs is
limited to small-scale volumes. However, the potential ultra-low-cost production
of printable OTFT-based RFIDs together with the antenna on thin plastic or paper
substrates opens the possibility for individual item-level development. Companies
like PolyIC in Germany and OrganicID in the USA are working on printed RFIDs
based on OTFTs, while others, such as Kovio in the USA, are developing printed
RFIDs based on silicon inks. At this time, the performance and capabilities of printed
organic-based RFID tags are lower than that of the silicon-based ones in many aspects
like memory size, data rate and reading distances; however, the research is focusing
now on the development of these aspects in addition to minimising production costs.
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Besides being used in RFID tags, printed memories are an attractive application for
OTFTs, which gained also market attention. They can be used in various other devices
that require information storage (e.g. games, sound, video and smart cards). Since
most printed applications nowadays do not employ an integrated battery, non-volatile
memories are generally used. Depending on the application, either ROM (Read Only
Memory), WORM (Write Once Read Many memory) or NV-RAM (Non-Volatile
Random Access Memory) are used. The company Thin Film Electronics ASA in
Norway is an international front runner in the development and commercialization
of printed memory devices based on polymeric materials [104].

Another key application of OTFTs is backplanes for mechanically flexible dis-
plays. Many flat panel displays are consisting of a matrix of pixels, formed at the
intersection of rows and columns, where each pixel is an LED that is capable to emit
light by being switched on or off [105]. Colored displays are realized by positioning
matrices of red, green and blue pixels very close together. There are two ways to
control the pixels and thus forming the desired image, i.e., either passive or active
matrix driver methods are used. In a passive matrix, each row and each column of
the display has its own driver. In this case, each pixel should maintain its state until
it can be refreshed again. Passive drivers tend to be used only for simple and cheap
modules because the realization of such kind of drivers gets more difficult when the
current required to brighten a pixel increases and also when the area of the display
increases. Consequently, active-matrix displays are used in such cases, where each
pixel is efficiently addressed by incorporating a transistor (typically TFTs are com-
prised) in series that provide control over the current and hence the brightness of
individual pixels. Therefore, smaller currents can flow in this case through the con-
trol wires and the wires can be finer as a result. This means that higher resolution is
realizable. Furthermore, the transistor is also capable of holding the current setting,
keeping the pixel at the required brightness until it receives another control signal.

This class of display drivers are currently being built by inorganic transistors
(mostly using a-Si:H TFTs) on glass substrate, which forbid the capability of
being mechanically flexible. Semiconductor materials such as conjugated organic
compounds and metal oxides are being explored to enable the flexibility. Sony has
demonstrated, in 2008, a bendable OLED display that is driven by OTFTs [106]; they
have also proposed conceptual prototypes such as a laptop with flexible OLED screen
and a wrist wearable music player at the 2009 CEATEC exhibition in Japan. More-
over, sony has announced in 2010 the first successful demonstration of an OLED
panel that is capable of reproducing moving images while being rolled-up around
a cylinder with a radius of only 4 mm [107]. These demonstrations are achieved by
the integration of OLEDs and OTFTs on top of plastic films; these displays are thin,
light-weighted, bendable, foldable and they can be rolled-up or dropped without
being broken.

Besides backlit-LCD and LED flat panel displays that emit light, electr-onic-
paper (e-paper), also referred to as e-reader, is another technology that imitates the
appearance of ordinary ink on paper. The display elements used by e-papers feature a
memory function that enable continuous display of the same image even if no current
is driven. Furthermore, images can be changed using very low currents. An example
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of such display elements is Electrophoretic cells.9 These features open the possibility
to develop the backplane drivers for such kind of displays using OTFTs, which
offer virtues in manufacturing flexible, thin, light-weighted and large-area e-papers
at low production costs. The German company Plastic Logic is commercializing
a range of high-quality plastic e-papers, which are shatterproof daylight readable
displays and extremely flexible with proven lifetimes. Figure 2.4c shows one of their
demonstrated displays that is driven by OTFTs. Just recently, in September 2013,
a start-up company popSLATE in the USA had joined forces with Plastic Logic to
create an always-on secondary screen display for Apple iPhones [108]. Owing to
the unique and novel features of these displays, they can be easily embedded into
accessory cases of smartphones or similar devices.

Likewise an OTFT-based active-matrix strategy can be used in large-area, low-
end and conformable array of sensors and/or actuators. Electronic-skin (e-skin) that
mimic the sensitivity of real skin is a good example [109, 110]. Considering the vast
amount of pain receptors in a person’s skin and the large surface area of the human’s
body, active-matrix driver holds a great advantage for such a sensor array. To gain
more insight about the complexity, the human skin has more than two million recep-
tors, which is equivalent to the number of pixels found in a typical high-definition
television; moreover, an average adult’s skin exceeds two square meters of surface
area, which is nearly as big as the largest flat-screen LCD television.

Researchers at the University of Tokyo demonstrated recently, in July 2013, the
world’s lightest and thinnest flexible tactile sensor. This OTFT-driven prototype
has a thickness of 2 µm, which is about one-fifth the thickness of plastic kitchen
wrap, and comprises an array of 144 pixels over an area of 48 × 48 mm2 [111]. In
addition, this sensor could stand repeatable bending, be crumpled like a paper and
accommodate stretching of up to 230 %. It can also work at high temperatures and
aqueous environments (e.g. in saline solutions), which enables the functionality of
this sensor even inside the human’s body. This is considered as a major breakthrough
to successfully mimic the sensitivity of a biological skin and opens up a wide range
of new applications in fields ranging from healthcare and biomedicine to welfare
[112]. For example, the same research group has used this ultrathin OTFT technol-
ogy to realize a 64 channel surface electromyogram (EMG) measurement sheet for
prosthetic hand control [113].

Other four examples of large-area sensors or actuators that could be driven by
OTFTs are the following. First, smart textile carpets or mats, ones that are useful for
safety or security purposes. For instance, they can be deployed in patient rooms in
hospitals to indicate a dangerous fall, heart attack, stroke, or similar complications
and accordingly warn the staff. Second, flexible sheet image sensors or photodetectors
as demonstrated by ISORG (a start-up company in France) and Plastic Logic at the
2013 Printed Electronics USA. They have developed the first fully-organic image

9Electrophoretic cells are transparent microcapsules incorporating charged pigment particles. A
matrix of these cells, sandwiched between two layers (top transparent electrode and bottom pat-
terned line-electrodes), is forming an electrophoretic display. Depending on the individually applied
electric field on each cell, or pixel, a visible image is displayed.
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sensor with an area of 40 × 40 mm2 and 8930 pixels, combining ISORG’s organic
photodetectors with Plastic Logic’s OTFT backplanes [114]. Third, large-scale stress
sensors that could be placed on a randomly shaped body such as a surface of a plane,
allowing to detect micro-cracks soon enough during the flight. Finally, a sheet of
braille actuators, which can be felt and read by blind persons. The same research
group from the University of Tokyo has successfully developed in 2005 an integrated
circuit card (ICC) that features a mechanically flexible braille display built in an
OTFT technology [115].

Given the wide variety and novel features of organic semiconductors, OTFTs have
been also explored for chemical and biological sensors [116]. Unlike the silicon-
based technology (Chemically Sensing Gate Field-Effect Transistor ChemFET),
OTFT-based sensors are promising on account of their upside-down device structure,
which makes the semiconductor in direct contact with the analytes [117]. Examples
of such parameters are the bulk conductivity, channel conductivity, threshold volt-
age and field-effect mobility. On the other hand, sensing occurs in the silicon-based
technology at the gate or the gate/insulator interface and by indirect modulation of
the drain current through capacitive coupling. In principal, organic conjugated com-
pounds can perform weak chemical reactions with a variety of analytes, including
both vapor- and water-based analytes as demonstrated in [118] and [119], respec-
tively. Furthermore, it was shown in [118] that the response of different organic
semiconducting materials to different analytes is distinctive. This facilitates the pos-
sibility to construct an electronic-nose (e-nose) with which an analyte (odor) can be
uniquely identified from a coded reception of different organic semiconductors.

In addition, OTFT-based chemical and biological detectors are ideal for cheap,
mass-produced, flexible sensors that can be used in a range of new disposable health-
care products. Using for example point-of-care (PoC) devices, people could diagnose
or monitor illness quite easily in private, much like pregnancy tests and hygiene tests
for life sciences and food handling applications. Companies and research facilities,
such as Molecular Vision in the UK, Acreo in Sweden and VTT Technical Research
Center in Finland, do have the vision to develop lab-on-a-chip technologies using
organic semiconductors. This is to promote a more proactive approach to healthcare,
with the onus on prevention of diseases and early self-diagnosis [98]. However, such
a flexible system would require not only sensors but also circuits and other electronic
components; this is commonly known as a system-in-foil (SiF) as discussed in the
following.

2.3.4 Systems-in-Foil

Systems-in-Foil (SiF) are an emerging new class of flexible electronic products in
which complete systems are integrated in thin polymeric foils [32]. This is achieved
by combining sensors, displays, power sources (batteries or photovoltaics), circuits,
discrete components and/or interconnect traces all in a thin polymeric foil (or in some
cases on the foil) to give a flexible end product. Being very thin and easy to glue
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to other substrates or even integrated into textiles, these systems can easily make
arbitrary objects have smart interactive surfaces. In addition, they can also be fitted
to existing equipment as retrofit sensors; for example, the power distribution of an
equipment can be monitored using an attached temperature sensor foil [120].

As mentioned above, disposable biosensor systems are one example of SiF that
could be used in different application areas such as point-of-care, food safety, envi-
ronmental monitoring and agriculture [121]. Acreo is currently working on the real-
ization of an all-printed biosensor system that includes battery, sensor, display and
electronics on a single foil. Another example of SiF could be a contactless user inter-
face, combining optical sensors, LEDs and flexible interconnects, as being developed
by ISORG. Such a platform can allow hand proximity detection, gesture recognition
or linear control. Furthermore, trading cards and board games could integrate RFIDs,
displays or buttons in a form of SiF to add more functionalities and user engagement
as well as authenticity when being susceptible to counterfeits [98].

Packaging is also a viable market for printed and organic electronics. The main
role of packaging is to protect, advertise and provide information of its content, all
at a cost commensurate with what is essentially a disposable item [98]. Currently,
packages use low-cost holograms, watermarks, barcodes and safety labels as tools to
indicate whether a product is real or fake. However, the idea of using low-end, mass-
produced, printed RFIDs, sensors and optical feedback in a SiF could potentially
provide new ways for simultaneously branding, promoting and protecting the prod-
ucts. This can only be feasible once the cost of printing such functional components
becomes comparable to that of printing text and graphics on everyday packages, but
this will take several years to achieve. Consequently, several technology start-ups
and established suppliers of printing equipment are investing into reel-to-reel, high-
throughput manufacturing of organic semiconductors. Until this technology comes
to commercial reality, packaging companies, such as Karl Knauer in Germany, are
developing and producing for example simple luminescent packaging [122].

Since lots of packaging and labels are made from paper-based materials (cellu-
lose), there is also much research activity in paper-based electronics. For instance, a
research group at the University of Cincinnati has been working on building circuits,
displays and solar cells onto paper substrates [123]. Others, at Harvard University
and the University of Washington, are trying to develop paper-based microfluidic
devices as sensing elements. In addition, some of the paper manufacturers, such
as Felix Schoeller in Germany, are active in this field; they are developing high-
end coating techniques to produce high-quality, smooth paper substrates for printed
electronics.

2.4 Summary

The electrical activity of organic materials has been explored since the twentieth
century. However, these materials remained with no significant technological use for
many years mainly due to their very low reproducibility and carrier mobility, poor
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control of material purity and structural ordering, and process difficulties to prepare
stable, injection-efficient contacts to the compounds. This was only until 1977 when
the research and interest in this field were flourished by the successful synthesis of
electrically conducting organic polymers through controlled halogen doping. Owing
to the excellent solubility of many organic polymers, they are amenable to mass
printing processes, which have been well established in the graphic art printing
industry. This groundbreaking discovery by MacDiarmid, Heeger and Shirakawa
was honored with the 2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Henceforth, the utilization
of organic materials by various electronic components, including transistors, light-
emitting diodes and photovoltaic cells, has given them incontrovertibly a place in the
development of this theme.

Organic electronics pose nowadays a strategic challenge to the market and they
have shown lately a rapid progressive development towards higher level of integration
and better performance. The carrier mobility in organic semiconductors, though still
underperform that in the crystalline silicon and is likely to retain this position in the
foreseeable future, has improved dramatically until it approached and even surpassed
that in the amorphous silicon. In principle, the organic materials have to be carefully
exploited since process conditions as well as the interplay with other layers (can be
organic or inorganic thin films) have a large influence on the device performance.

The organic technology is versatile enough to be used in a wide range of new
applications in fields ranging from healthcare to welfare, especially when flexibility,
transparency, large area and/or low cost are paramount. Recent advances in organic
materials have permitted a disruptive evolution in nearly all electronic products such
as displays, lighting, power sources, sensors and integrated smart systems-in-foil. The
following chapters are focusing on organic thin-film transistor (OTFT) fabrication,
characterization, modeling and circuits design.
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Chapter 3
Organic Thin-Film Transistors

Organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) are providing impetus in flexible, low-cost
and large-area integrated circuit applications. The choice of the OTFT architecture
has a considerable impact on the electrical performance, because of differences in
the charge injection mechanism, but often limitations exist due to restrictions in
processing methods or incompatibility of the materials employed [1]. These issues
are discussed herein, together with simplified modeling equations and characteris-
tic parameters to gain deeper insight of the operation principle of the device. Fur-
thermore, stability and performance measures of the OTFTs used in this work are
demonstrated.

3.1 Architecture and Materials

OTFTs are three-terminal devices in which the semiconductor is a thin layer of
conjugated organic molecules. An OTFT is basically consisting of four layers, namely
gate electrode, gate dielectric, semiconductor and source/drain contacts, all deposited
on an insulating substrate. The organic semiconductor can either be small molecule or
polymer. In this work, only small-molecule organic semiconductors are considered.
The other three TFT layers can be either made of organic or inorganic materials
[2]. For instance, the source/drain contacts are usually made from a noble metal (e.g.
gold or palladium), but they can also be made from a conducting conjugated polymer
(e.g. PEDOT:PSS). Depending on the sequence in which the layers are deposited,
four different TFT configurations can be distinguished as shown in Fig. 3.1 [3]. The
configurations are designated as coplanar (top-gate, top-contact), inverted-coplanar
(bottom-gate, bottom-contacts), staggered (top-gate, bottom-contacts) and inverted-
staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) TFTs. Besides these planar TFTs, there are also
vertical TFTs in which the critical dimension is a film thickness rather than a lateral
distance [4–6]. However, we focus here only on the planar configurations.

It has been shown in literature by experiments [7] and simulations [8] that copla-
nar OTFTs often have a larger contact resistance in comparison to their staggered
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic cross section of the four TFT configurations, namely coplanar (top-gate, top-
contact), inverted-coplanar (bottom-gate, bottom-contact), staggered (top-gate, bottom-contact) and
inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) TFTs

counterparts (note: this is similar for the inverted configurations as well). This is
because the gate fields are partially shielded in the coplanar OTFTs by the source and
drain contacts, and thus, a channel is induced only in the region between the contacts.
As a result, the efficient charge transfer between the contacts and the semiconductor
is limited in this case only to the narrow regions where the gate-induced channel
touches the contact edges [9]. In staggered OTFTs, however, the source and drain
contacts are located opposite to the gate dielectric; therefore, the channel extends
beyond the contact edges along the entire gate-overlap lengths. Consequently, the
area available for the charge transfer in staggered OTFTs is larger than in copla-
nar OTFTs, which explains why the staggered OTFTs often have a smaller contact
resistance than the coplanar OTFTs.

In addition, the top-gate configurations (coplanar and staggered OTFTs) are typ-
ically useful for polymer-based OTFTs but not for small-molecule-based OTFTs.
This is because thin films of small molecules often exhibit a rough three-dimensional
growth (in contrast to the smooth amorphous films of spin-coated polymers), so that
the dielectric/semiconductor interface would be also rough, and thus, the carrier
mobility would be low [2].

The inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) configuration, which benefits
from a smooth dielectric/semiconductor interface and typically has a small contact
resistance, is therefore chosen for our OTFTs. This kind of OTFTs can be fabricated
by evaporation through shadow masks [10, 11], by soft lamination [12, 13], by self-
aligned printing [14, 15], or by sub-femtoliter inkjet printing [16]. In this work,
high-resolution silicon shadow (stencil) masks are employed to fabricate OTFTs
with submicrometer accuracy and superb device uniformity [9, 17, 18]. Moreover,
the use of shadow masks allow to pattern the source/drain contacts without the need
of solvents or elevated temperatures that might cause undesirable phase transition
for the high-mobility small-molecule organic semiconductors [17, 19, 20].
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic cross section of the fabricated inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact)
OTFT, where L is the channel length and Lov is the gate-overlap length [23]

The small-molecule organic semiconductors are deposited in vacuum by subli-
mation through the silicon shadow masks to form well-ordered polycrystalline films
[2]. In principle, the exact morphology and nucleation density on the surface depends
mainly on the substrate temperature, substrate surface energy, surface roughness and
deposition rate [2, 21]. As a result, an elevated substrate temperature of about 60–
100 ◦C is utilized during the deposition to provide additional energy to the molecules,
so that the diffusion length on the surface increases and the number of nucleation cen-
tres reduces. Furthermore, glass substrates Eagle2000 from Corning are used because
of their very smooth surface roughness of about 0.2 nm (root mean square) [22],
noting that this fabrication process is also compatible with mechanically flexible
substrates. The silicon shadow masks are manufactured at IMS CHIPS, while the
OTFTs are prepared at MPI-SSR. The fabrication process is explained in detail in
Chap. 4.

Figure 3.2 depicts the schematic cross section of the fabricated inverted-staggered
OTFT. The OTFT layers, namely 30 nm-thick aluminium gate, 11 nm-thick organic
semiconductor and 25 nm-thick gold source/drain contacts, are deposited in vac-
uum through shadow masks. Prior to the semiconductor deposition, a hybrid dielec-
tric, which consists of an oxygen-plasma-grown AlOx layer (3.6 nm thick) and a
solution-processed self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of n-tetradecylphoshonic acid
(1.7 nm thick), is formed. This hybrid dielectric features a high capacitance of the
order of 1 µF/cm2, which allows the OTFTs to operate at low supply voltages
(≤3 V) [24, 25]. The organic semiconductor dinaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-
b]thiophene (C22H12S2; DNTT) is used for our p-channel OTFTs as it features
high intrinsic mobility, promising shelf-life and bias-stress stability, as well as
little hysteresis behavior [25, 26]. As for the n-channel OTFTs, the air-stable
organic semiconductors hexadecafluorocopperphthalocyanine (F16CuPc) or N,N’-
bis-(heptafluorobutyl)-2,6-dichloro-1,4,5,8-naphthalene tetracarboxylic diimide
[NTCDI-CI2-(CH2C3F7)2] are employed [17, 27]. The molecular structure of the
used organic materials are shown in Fig. 3.3.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3.3 Molecular structure of the used organic materials. a The tetradecylphosphonic acid with
alkyl chain length of 14 carbon atoms [C14H29PO(OH)2] self-assembled monolayer (C14-SAM),
which is the second layer of the hybrid gate dielectric. b The dinaphtho[2, 3-b:2’, 3’-f]thieno[3,
2-b]thiophene (DNTT), which is the organic semiconductor used for p-channel OTFTs. c The
hexadecafluorocopperphthalocyanine (F16CuPc), which is the organic semiconductor used for
n-channel OTFTs. d The N,N’-bis-(heptafluorobutyl)-2,6-dichloro-1,4,5,8-naphthalene tetracar-
boxylic diimide [NTCDI-CI2-(CH2C3F7)2], which is the organic semiconductor used for n-channel
OTFTs as an alternative to F16CuPc for high-performance applications. All these materials are
processed at MPI-SSR

3.2 Operation Principle

The OTFT is an insulated-gate field-effect transistor (IGFET) in which the current
flowing between the source and drain contacts—under the influence of an applied
drain-source voltage—is modulated by means of a variable voltage applied between
the gate and source electrodes. In other words, the resistance of the semiconductor
between the source and drain contacts is controlled by the applied gate-source bias,
noting that the gate electrode is capacitively separated from the semiconductor by the
gate dielectric [2]. Referring to Fig. 3.2, if no potential difference is applied between
the gate and source nodes, the charge carriers will be homogenously distributed within
the semiconducting layer. Therefore, the conductance between the source and drain
contacts will be very small due to the low density of carriers. If, however, a negative
gate-source potential is applied (assuming that the DNTT organic semiconductor is
used to realize a p-channel OTFT), excess positive carriers (holes) will be induced and
accumulated at the semiconductor-insulator interface. This implies that a conducting
channel is created. As a result, the conducting channel, through which a large current
can flow, connects the source and drain contacts. Varying the gate-source potential
in this case modulates the conductance of the channel. To gain more insight of
the operation, Fig. 3.4 shows measured current–voltage (I –V ) characteristics of a
p-channel OTFT with a channel length (L) of 200 µm, a channel width (W ) of 400
µm and a gate-overlap length (Lov) of 10 µm. The different operation modes of the
OTFT are explained hereinafter. Throughout the following discussion, the source
serves as the reference (grounded) electrode.
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Fig. 3.4 Measured versus simulated (on Sentaurus Device Simulator) and modeled (on SPICE)
static I –V characteristics of an OTFT with W = 400 µm, L = 200 µm and Lov = 10 µm. a Linear
and saturation transfer characteristics. b Output characteristics. The inset shows the simplified
OTFT schematic representation used for the simulation

Assuming a p-channel OTFT, Fig. 3.5 shows simplified energy band diagrams
of a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) diode, which corresponds to the intrinsic
part of the OTFT and a metal-semiconductor contact interface as part of the extrinsic
part of the OTFT. The energy scheme indicates the respective positions of the Fermi
level of aluminum and gold as well as the frontier orbitals, namely highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), of
DNTT. There is roughly an analogy between the HOMO and the LUMO of an
organic semiconductor to the valence band maximum (EV) and the conduction band
minimum (EC) of an inorganic semiconductors, respectively. In particular for the
DNTT, the HOMO is about −5.19 eV and the LUMO is about −1.81 eV [23, 28].
This introduces a sufficiently large HOMO-LUMO energy gap of 3.38 eV that is
adequate for a transistor operation.

Only intrinsic organic semiconductors are used in this work, meaning that they are
not intentionally doped with impurities. In fact, there are always some dopants in the
form of unintentional impurities, which are very hard to eliminate during processing;
however, this kind of impurities are neglected here for simplicity. This implies that
the Fermi energy1 level (EF) is located near the middle of the HOMO-LUMO gap
as shown in Figs. 3.5a, b. Therefore, the work function of the DNTT (qφs) is 3.5 eV.
Given that the work function of aluminum gate electrode (qφAl) is 4.1 eV, a small
work function difference (qφAl-s ≡ qφAl − qφs) of 0.6 eV is resulted. In addition
to the work function difference, the MIS diode is affected by the concentration of
charges in the insulator (Qi) and of trapped charges at the insulator/semiconductor

1The Fermi energy is the energy at which the probability of occupation by an electron is exactly
one-half.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.5 Simplified energy band diagrams of a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) diode and
a metal-semiconductor contact interface to explain the operation principle of a p-channel OTFT
(gate: Al; contacts: Au; organic semiconductor: DNTT), assuming no unintentional doping exists
and neglecting changes in the work functions of the metals that results from the comprised SAM
insulator layer. a Energy band diagram of the MIS diode at thermal equilibrium with positive
insulator charges. There is a small work function difference (qφAl-s) of 0.6 eV between the aluminum
and the DNTT. The interface-trapped charges are neglected here. b Energy band diagram of the MIS
diode when an excess negative gate bias is applied (VG < VTH < 0). Accordingly, a gate-induced
accumulation channel is created in close vicinity of the semiconductor/insulator interface. c Energy
band diagram of the gold-DNTT contact interface. The Fermi level (EF) of gold is very close to the
HOMO level of DNTT. Therefore, holes are more easily injected than electrons from the contact
metal to the semiconductor

interface (Qif). To achieve the flat-band condition, a negative voltage (VFB) has to
be applied to the metal gate:

VFB = φAl-s − (Qi + Qif)

CI
. (3.1)

To construct the energy band diagram of the MIS diode at thermal equilibrium, the
Fermi level must be constant and the vacuum level must be continuous [29]. To
accommodate the work function difference and positive insulator charges, assuming
negligible interface-trapped charges, the semiconductor bands bend downward as
shown in Fig. 3.5a.

In single-crystalline silicon MOSFETs, the threshold voltage is defined as the
gate-source voltage at the onset of inversion in the transistor channel [2]. Organic
transistors, however, do not operate in inversion; they are rather operating in the
accumulation mode. Instead, the threshold voltage in OTFTs is often considered as
the gate-source voltage necessary to achieve the flat-band condition (VTH = VFB).
When an excess negative voltage (VG < VTH) is applied to the gate, the energy bands
are bent upwards as shown in Fig. 3.5b, which in turn gives rise to an enhanced con-
centration, and an accumulation of holes near the insulator/semiconductor interface
is created.
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Considering now the metal-semiconductor contact interface (Fig. 3.5c), when a
positive voltage is applied to the gate electrode, negative charges are accordingly
induced at the source contact. However, the LUMO level of DNTT is quite far away
from the Fermi level of gold (with qφAu = 5.0 eV), so there is a substantial energy
barrier that the electrons need to overcome. Thus, electron injection is very unlikely
and nearly no current passes through the semiconducting layer [1]. In contrast, when
a negative gate voltage is applied, holes can be easily injected to the semiconductor
because the Fermi level of gold is very close to the HOMO level of DNTT and the
barrier height is relatively low. Given that a gate-induced accumulation channel is
created at the insulator/semiconductor interface, charge carriers can now be driven
from the source to the drain by applying a second, independent, bias to the drain.
Because holes are more easily injected than electrons, the transistors based on DNTT
are said to be p-channel OTFTs. Similarly, the transistors are said to be n-channel
OTFTs, when the LUMO of the organic semiconductor (such as F16CuPc) is closer
to the Fermi level of the gold contact than the HOMO.

This concept differs from that of doping in conventional inorganic semiconductors
[1]. In particular, the effect of intentional doping in organic semiconductors only
appears for large densities of dopants, thus making the materials act as conductors
rather than semiconductors. Only interstitial doping can be exploited in the organic
materials, where the dopants “flee” in the organic lattice and do not change the
composite [30]. The charge transfer between alkali dopants and organic materials
lead to n-doping, while the charge transfer between halogen dopants and organic
materials lead to p-doping. However, the usual substitutional doping, which is used
for inorganic materials, cannot be performed with organics because this process
requires the breaking of the chemical bonds that inevitably lead to the loss of the
chemical characteristics of the organic material [30]. As noted above, only intrinsic
(undoped) organic semiconductors are used in this work.

Furthermore, the small (ohmic) contact barrier shown in Fig. 3.5c for the transfer
of holes from the metal into the organic semiconductor contributes to the contact
resistance of the OTFT. Besides surface modification techniques [2], this barrier is
typically reduced by choosing a source/drain contact metal with a proper work func-
tion that matches the LUMO or HOMO energy levels of the organic semiconductor
for n-channel or p-channel OTFTs, respectively. By choosing the proper materials,
the contact resistance can be accordingly minimized.

Borkan and Weimer have presented in [31] a simplified model for the evaluation
of the drain current ID of TFTs based on gradual channel approximation. In the
following, the model is going to be derived for n-channel TFTs; for p-channel TFTs,
the polarities of the voltages and currents are just inverted. Referring to Fig. 3.2, the
charge at an arbitrary distance x from the source is given by CI(VG − VS − Vx ),
where CI is the capacitance per unit area of the insulator layer of thickness di (CI =
εoεi/di), VG is the gate voltage, VS is the source voltage and Vx is the potential in
the semiconducting film at an arbitrary distance x from the source node (0 ≤ x ≤ L ,
where L is the channel length). The potential Vx is varying continuously along
the channel from VS at the source node to VD at the drain node, whereas VG is
constant along the channel. For an initial number of free carriers in the semiconductor
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per unit area of no, the total conducting charge per unit area can be expressed as
noq + CI(VGS − Vx ), where q is the absolute electron charge. Hence, the drain
current ID can be expressed as

ID = μW [noq + CI(VGS − Vx )]dVx

dx
, (3.2)

where μ is the charge carrier mobility and dVx is the potential difference across an
incremental section of the channel. By defining VTH = −noq/CI, we obtain

ID

∫ L

0
dx = μCIW

∫ VD

VS

[(VGS − VTH) − Vx ]dVx . (3.3)

After integration, the drain current ID can be written as

ID = μCI
W

L

[
(VGS − VTH)VDS − V 2

DS

2

]
, (3.4)

where VTH is the gate threshold voltage on which the conducting channel is created.
For VTH > 0, the transistor is said to be in the enhancement mode (normally OFF),
while for VTH < 0, the transistor is said to be in the depletion mode (normally ON).
Equation (3.4) is only valid at VGS > VTH; the drain current is very close to zero if
the gate-to-source voltage is less than the threshold voltage. If a small drain-source
voltage is applied, electrons will flow from the source to the drain (the corresponding
current will flow from the drain to the source) through the conducting channel [29].
Thus, the channel acts as a resistor and ID is proportional to the drain voltage. This
is the linear region, as indicated by the constant-resistor lines (at VDS < VGS − VTH)
in the measured output characteristics shown in Fig. 3.4b.

When the drain voltage increases, eventually it reaches a maximum of VDS =
VDS,sat = VGS − VTH (pinch-off point), at which the drain current ID starts to remain
essentially the same as depicted in Fig. 3.4b. Beyond the pinch-off point (at VDS ≥
VGS − VTH) is the saturation region, since ID is constant regardless of an increase in
the drain voltage. Substituting VDS = VDS,sat in (3.4) yields the following expression
for the saturated drain current ID,sat:

ID,sat = μCI
W

2L
(VGS − VTH)2. (3.5)

Figure 3.4 shows the measured versus simulated data for the I –V output and
transfer characteristics of the OTFT with L = 200 µm. Here we distinguish between
two different simulations. The first is a 2-D device simulation developed by our
partners at the University of Ilmenau on Sentaurus Device simulator from Synopsys
(designated as simulated in Fig. 3.4), while the second is a simple compact DC model
adopted from the equations presented above and implemented on a SPICE simulator
(designated as modeled in Fig. 3.4).
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Table 3.1 Simulation and material parameters of the p-channel OTFTs [23]

Parameter Notation Value Unit

Al-gate work function qφAl 4.1 eV

Au-contacts work function qφAu 5.0 eV

DNTT-semiconductor thickness d 11 nm

AlOx-dielectric thickness dox 3.6 nm

SAM-dielectric thickness dSAM 1.7 nm

AlOx/SAM effective permittivity εi 3.37 –

Dielectric capacitance per unit area CI 560 nF/cm2

DNTT highest occupied molecular orbital HOMO −5.19 eV

DNTT lowest unoccupied molecular orbital LUMO −1.81 eV

DNTT band gap EG 3.38 eV

Intrinsic charge carrier mobility μo 2.0 cm2/Vs

Doping concentration in the DNTT NA 1 × 1016 cm−3

Fixed interface charges concentration Nif 5 × 1011 cm−2

For the 2-D device simulation, the TFT design is slightly simplified as illustrated
in the inset of Fig. 3.4. However, comparative simulations for both structures showed
negligible error. The used simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. As for
the compact DC model, the following model parameters are used: μ = 2.0 cm2/Vs,
VTH = −1.0 V and CI = 560 nF/cm2. The extraction of the simulation/model
parameters is described in the following section. As shown in Fig. 3.4, an excellent
agreement between measured, simulated and modeled data using the same device
parameters is achieved.

3.3 Transistor Parameters

There are eleven important parameters that are used to characterize and benchmark
the (O)TFTs, namely on/off current ratio (Ion/Ioff), subthreshold slope (Ssth), turn-on
voltage (VON), transconductance (gm), channel conductance (gch), sheet resistance
(Rsheet), threshold voltage (VTH), insulator capacitance per unit area (CI), charge car-
rier mobility (μ), contact resistance (RC) and current-gain cutoff frequency ( fT). The
parameters of the OTFT, of which the measured characteristics are shown in Fig. 3.4,
are summarized in Table 3.2. The description and extraction of these parameters are
presented in detail herein.
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Table 3.2 Measured and extracted characteristic parameters of the p-channel OTFT with W = 400
µm, L = 200 µm and Lov = 10 µm, operating at ≤3 V

Parameter Notation Value Unit

Maximum on/off
current ratio

Ion/Ioff 106 –

Subthreshold slope Ssth 62.3 mV/decade

Transconductancea gm 4.5 µA/V

Channel conductancea gch 4 µA/V

Turn-on voltage VON −0.8 V

Threshold voltage VTH −1.0 V

Insulator capacitance
per unit area

CI 560 nF/cm2

Effective charge
carrier mobility

μ 2.0 cm2/Vs

Contact resistancea RC 2.5 k�

Sheet resistancea Rsheet 420 k�/�
Current-gain cutoff
frequencya

fT 1.35 kHz

aThese transistor parameters are extracted at a gate-source voltage of −3 V.

On/off Current Ratio

The on/off current ratio (Ion/Ioff) is a measure of how efficient the current can be
modulated by the gate-source voltage; it is simply the ratio between the on-state drain
current at maximum gate-source voltage (|VGS| = 3 V) and the off-state drain current
at minimum gate-source voltage (|VGS| = 0 V). From the measured input transfer
characteristics shown in Fig. 3.4a, the on/off current ratios can be easily extracted;
the OTFT has Ion/Ioff of about 106 and 105 in the saturation and linear regimes,
respectively.

Subthreshold Slope and Turn-On Voltage

The subthreshold slope (Ss-th) is a measure of how fast the transition between the
off- and on-states takes place. The subthreshold region is for gate-source voltages
below the threshold voltage (VTH) and above the turn-on voltage (VON), which is
the voltage on which the off-state current starts to increase dramatically. In princi-
ple, a steep subthreshold slope can be achieved by maximizing the gate dielectric
capacitance and/or by utilizing a gate dielectric that forms less trap states at the
dielectric/semiconductor interface [2]. Again from the measured input transfer char-
acteristics shown in Fig. 3.4a, the turn-on voltage and subthreshold slope can be
extracted; the OTFT has VON of −0.8 V and Ss-th of 62.3 mV/decade.
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Transconductance

The transconductance (gm) describes the response of the drain current to changes of
the gate-source voltage at a constant drain-source voltage:

gm = ∂ ID

∂VGS

∣∣∣∣
VDS

. (3.6)

By substituting for ID using (3.4) and (3.5), the transconductance can be calculated
in the linear and saturation regimes, respectively:

gm =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

μCI
W

L
VDS for VDS < VGS − VTH,

μCI
W

L
(VGS − VT H ) for VDS ≥ VGS − VTH.

(3.7)

Thus, the transconductance is proportional to the gate-overdrive voltage (VGS −VTH)
in the saturation regime, but it is constant in the linear regime.

By substituting for ID using the measured transfer characteristics (Fig. 3.4a) in
(3.6), the transconductance (gm) is extracted. The transconductance in the saturation
regime (at VDS = −2 V) is found to be proportional to the gate-overdrive voltage
(VGS − VTH) with a maximum of gm,sat = 4.5 µA/V (at VGS = −3 V) and a slope
of about 2.4 µA/V2 (slope = μCIW/L). Accordingly, the threshold voltage (VTH)
can be deduced; the threshold voltage is found to be VTH = −1.0 V. On the other
hand, the transconductance in the linear regime (at VDS = −0.1 V) is found to be
fairly constant with a value of gm,lin = 0.23 ± 0.04 µA/V. All the results correspond
closely to what is expected from (3.7).

Channel Conductance and Sheet Resistance

The channel conductance (gch), which is also referred to as the output conductance,
describes the response of the drain current to changes of the drain-source voltage at
a constant gate-source voltage:

gch = ∂ ID

∂VDS

∣∣∣∣
VGS

. (3.8)

Again by substituting for ID using (3.4) and (3.5), the channel conductance can be
calculated in the linear and saturation regimes, respectively:

gch =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

μCI
W

L
(VGS − VTH − VDS) for VDS < VGS − VTH,

0 for VDS ≥ VGS − VTH.

(3.9)
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Note that at very small drain-source voltages (VDS � VGS − VTH), the expression
of gch reduces to μCI(W/L)(VGS − VTH). Ideally, the channel conductance is equal
to zero in the saturation regime; in practice, however, it has a finite value, which
corresponds to an effect called channel length modulation as explained in Chap. 5.

Furthermore, at sufficiently small drain-source voltage (VDS � VGS − VTH), the
gate-induced accumulation channel is assumed to have a nominally uniform thick-
ness. Accordingly, the sheet resistance (Rsheet), which is a measure of the resistance
of the channel, can be calculated from the channel conductance (gch) as follows:

1

Rsheet
= gchL

W
= μCI(VGS − VTH) for VDS � VGS − VTH. (3.10)

By substituting for ID using the measured output characteristics (Fig. 3.4a) in
(3.8), the channel conductance (gch) is extracted. In the linear regime, the channel
conductance is found to be ranging from 0.7 to 4 µA/V (this corresponds to Rsheet of
2.9 M�/� and 500 k�/�, respectively) at gate-source voltages ranging from −1.5
to −3 V. In the saturation regime, however, the channel conductance is found to be
very close to zero. These values conform closely to what is expected from (3.9).

Threshold Voltage

As mentioned before, the threshold voltage (VTH) is the gate-source voltage on which
the conducting channel is created and it is often considered in literature to be the
gate-source voltage necessary to achieve the flat-band condition [2]. Using (3.4) and
(3.5), the threshold voltage can be estimated by extrapolating the measured ID (or√

ID) in the linear (or saturation) transfer characteristics to the intersection with the
x-axis. An alternative approach is to use (3.7), i.e., the transconductance, to extract
the threshold voltage in a similar way. All methods yield to approximately the same
value of VTH = −1.08 ± 0.02 V.

Insulator Capacitance

To extract the insulator capacitance per unit area (CI), dedicated metal-insulator-
metal (MIM) devices are measured using an LCR (Inductance-Capacitance-
Resistance) meter as described in Chap. 6. In principle, the MIM is a two-terminal
pendant of the OTFT sharing the same layer structure except for the semiconduc-
tor. The average value measured for MIMs with different dimensions (200 × 200,
100 × 100, 50 × 50 and 10 × 10 µm2) is found to be CI = 560 nF/cm2. With
the hybrid insulator thickness of about di = 5.3 nm, an effective value of εi = 3.37
resulted for the relative dielectric constant. Given that μCIW/L = 2.4 µA/V2, which
is found during the extraction of the tansconductance, a charge carrier mobility (μ)
of 2.1 cm2/Vs can be calculated.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_6
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Carrier Mobility and Contact Resistance

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the charge carrier mobility is a measure of
how fast an electric charge is transmitted through a material under an applied electric
field. However, one should distinguish between the intrinsic (μo) and the effective
(μ) charge carrier mobilities. The intrinsic charge carrier mobility (μo) is a property
of the material and thus it is a constant. On the other hand, the effective charge carrier
mobility (μ) includes other effects such as the contact resistance (RC). The expres-
sion of RC is derived in Appendix C.2, assuming an ohmic distributed resistance
network for our inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) OTFTs. Furthermore,
the effective charge carrier mobility (μ) decreases as the channel length reduces.
This is owed to the increase in the relative contribution of the contact resistance to
the total device resistance [9]. The relation between μ, μo and RC can be derived as
follows.

Assuming an ohmic contact resistance (RC) for a symmetrical OTFT, i.e., both
the source and drain resistances are equal to the contact resistance (RS,D = RC), the
drain current ID given by (3.4) can be rewritten as the following (VDS is replaced by
VDS − 2ID RC, VGS is replaced by VGS − ID RC and μ is replaced by μo):

ID = μoCI
W

L
· (VDS − 2ID RC) ·

(
VGS − ID RC − VTH − VDS

2
+ ID RC

)

= μoCI
W

L
· (VDS − 2ID RC) ·

(
VGS − VTH − VDS

2

)

= μoL

L + 2μoWCI RC(VGS − VTH − VDS/2)
· CI

W

L
·
[
(VGS − VTH)VDS − V 2

DS
2

]
.

Hence, the effective charge carrier mobility (μ) in the linear and saturation regimes
can be expressed as

μ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

μoL

L + 2μoWCI RC(VGS − VTH − VDS/2)
for VDS < VGS − VTH,

μoL

L + μoWCI RC(VGS − VTH)
for VDS ≥ VGS − VTH.

(3.11)

Similar to the extraction of the threshold voltage, the effective charge carrier
mobility (μ) can be estimated from the measured linear or saturation transfer charac-
teristics using (3.4) or (3.5), respectively, or from the transconductance using (3.7).
By applying any of these approaches to the measured OTFT characteristics (Fig. 3.4),
an effective charge carrier mobility of μ = 2.1 cm2/Vs is found.

As for the intrinsic mobility (μo), along with other parameters, such as VTH, Rsheet
and RC, they are typically extracted from a general approach called the transmission
line method (TLM), which considers the total resistance of transistors with differ-
ent channel lengths measured directly at a fixed gate-overdrive voltage [27, 32].
Using TLM analysis on several OTFTs at VDS = −0.1 V, a set of parameters are
extracted; μo = 2.1 cm2/Vs and VTH = −1.04 V are obtained, and at VGS = −3 V,
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Rsheet = 420 k�/� and RC ·W = 0.1 k� cm are found (Table 3.2). Detailed descrip-
tion of the TLM is given in Chap. 5. Since the OTFT has a relatively long channel
length (L = 200 µm � Lov = 10 µm), contact effects are insignificant; accord-
ingly, the effective charge carrier mobility in both the saturation and linear operation
regimes are very close to the intrinsic mobility.

Current-Gain Cutoff Frequency

The dynamic performance of an OTFT is typically quantified by the current-gain
cutoff frequency ( fT), also referred to as transition or relaxation frequency, which is
defined as the frequency at which the current gain is unity. In this case, the current
gain is the ratio between drain and gate currents. For an (O)TFT, the drain and gate
currents are given by iD = gmvGS and iG = j2π f CGvGS, respectively, where CG
is the total gate capacitance. The frequency-independent contribution of the gate
leakage current is insignificant (∼10−12–10−11 A), and thus, it is neglected.

One of the main objectives of this work is to characterize the dynamic perfor-
mance of the OTFTs, i.e., the current-gain cutoff frequency ( fT). Unlike other user-
configured methods that directly measure gate and drain modulation currents [33–
37], the use of self-contained methods in this work by measuring the device admit-
tance or S-parameters are superior, since they only require either an LCR meter or a
vector network analyzer (VNA), respectively, to characterize the entire AC electrical
properties of the OTFT [23, 38]. These characterization techniques, which are used
to extract fT, are discussed in detail in Chaps. 6 and 7.

Regardless of the device structure (staggered or coplanar) and the fabrication
process (printing or vacuum evaporation), the usual lack of self-alignment OTFT
process typically necessitates the design of non-negligible overlaps between the
source/drain contacts and the gate electrode [14]. Therefore, the total gate capacitance
of an OTFT is considered as the sum of the channel capacitance (Cch) and the
parasitic gate-overlap capacitances (Cov), i.e., CG = Cch +2Cov ∼= CIW (L +2Lov).
Consequently the current-gain cutoff frequency can be estimated in the saturation
regime by the following expression:

fT = gm

2πCG

∼= μ(VGS − VTH)

2πL(L + 2Lov)
. (3.12)

This is often designated in literature as the gain-bandwidth product. Using the
extracted parameters for the measured OTFT with L = 200 µm and Lov = 10
µm (Fig. 3.4): μ = 2.1 cm2/Vs and VTH = −1.08 V, a current-gain cutoff frequency
( fT) of 1.46 kHz at VGS = −3 V is calculated. This value conforms closely to
fT = 1.35 kHz that is extracted by means of admittance measurements as shown
in Chap. 6. Finally, equation (3.12) shows that the current-gain cutoff frequency can
be increased by using an (organic) semiconductor with a higher carrier mobility or
by reducing the (O)TFT lateral dimensions, i.e., the channel or gate-overlap lengths
[2]. Using an OTFT technology based on high-resolution silicon stencil masks, we

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_7
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_6
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demonstrate in Sect. 7.3 a record cutoff frequency of 3.7 MHz for air-stable, high-
mobility p-channel OTFTs with L = 0.6 µm and Lov = 5 µm operating at low
supply voltages (≤3 V).

3.4 Stability and Circuit Performance Measures

The organic semiconductor dinaphtho-thieno-thiophene (DNTT), which was intro-
duced by Yamamoto and Takimiya in 2007 [28, 39], is mainly used in this work as
it offers high charge carrier mobility. Haas and co-workers reported a hole mobility
as high as 8.3 cm2/Vs and we have measured a hole mobility of 3 cm2/Vs for single-
crystal and polycrystalline DNTT-based TFTs, respectively [2, 40]. This makes
DNTT a good candidate for high-performance applications. The potential use of
our OTFTs in the marketplace, however, depends critically on the uniformity of the
transistors and the ability of the DNTT to sustain its electrical performance with-
out significant degradation. In general, the electrical stability and performance of
OTFTs depend on how they are fabricated and how the chemical compositions of
the used materials change over time. The transistors in this work are fabricated by
a new OTFT technology based on high-resolution silicon stencil masks, offering a
dramatic performance boost to the circuits through sub-micrometer channel lengths
and far improved device matching.

This section is organized as follows. In the first part, the device uniformity of
our OTFTs is demonstrated. In the second part, the shelf-life stability of the DNTT
during exposure to ambient conditions is explored. In the third part, the dynamic
performance of p- and n-channel OTFTs by measuring the propagation delay of ring
oscillators are presented; in addition, a comparison to the results reported in literature
is given. All the measurements are performed at MPI-SSR in ambient air and at room
temperature.

3.4.1 Device Matching

As presented in the previous section, The OTFTs are modeled and characterized
through parametric testing. The resulting (mostly DC) device parameters either con-
sist of directly measurable observables (currents or voltages under specific biasing
and environmental conditions), or of derived model parameters such as resistances,
capacitances, threshold voltages, current gains, etc. [41]. These parameters and their
spreads determine the performance specs of the OTFTs, including their limits and
their performance variations. The functionality of many analog and mixed-signal
integrated circuit blocks, such as data converters, comparators, operational ampli-
fiers, depend substantially on the availability of pairs or larger groups of identical
transistors (matched transistors). These transistors are typically placed in a close
proximity and in an identical layout environment. Furthermore, they experience the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_7
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Fig. 3.6 Measured electrical characteristics of 16 p-channel OTFTs with W = 50 µm and L = 5
µm. a Transfer characteristics and gate leakage currents. b Output characteristics. c Extracted
transconductance (gm). d Extracted threshold voltage (VTH) [42]

same technological treatment, and thus, they are generally more identical than devices
made on different dies at different times in the process life-cycle. Nevertheless, para-
metric differences are generally observed even between such matched devices. These
parametric mismatches for our OTFTs are discussed herein.

Figure 3.6 depicts the electrical characteristics of 16 DNTT-based p-channel
OTFTs with channel lengths of 5 µm fabricated using high-resolution silicon stencil
masks on the same substrate. The drain current in the output characteristics shows a
linear increase for small drain-source voltages (VDS < VGS − VTH) and good cur-
rent saturation for large drain-source voltages (VDS ≥ VGS − VTH). Moreover, the
transistors show excellent matching with an average transconductance (normalized
to the channel width) of 0.16±0.01 Sm−1 and an average threshold voltage (defined
as the gate-source voltage for which ID = 100 pA) of −0.99 ± 0.01 V. The thresh-
old voltage variation is less than one percent with respect to the maximum supply
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.7 Measured electrical characteristics of matched transistor arrays. a 15 p-channel OTFTs
with W = 20 µm and L = 2 µm. b 16 p-channel OTFTs with W = 10 µm and L = 1 µm [9]

voltage of 3 V. From the transfer characteristics, a hole mobility of ∼0.6 cm2/Vs, a
subthreshold slope of 90 mV/dec and an on/off current ratio of more than 108 are
extracted.

Furthermore, Fig. 3.7 demonstrates the excellent parameter uniformity of the
p-channel OTFTs with channel lengths of 1 and 2 µm. Given that the transistors
shown in both Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 have the same aspect ratio (W/L), all the measure-
ments of the 47 p-channel OTFTs show nearly the same characteristics. In contrast to
the conventional polyimide shadow mask technology, which provides a minimum of
10 µm for both the channel length and the gate-overlap [43], the high-resolution sili-
con stencil mask technology allow minimum channel length and gate-overlap down
to 0.6 and 2 µm, respectively [9, 18, 38]. Accordingly, a dramatic improvement of
the transistors dynamic performance is expected. A comparison between the mea-
sured saturation transfer characteristics of 16 identical p-channel OTFTs fabricated
using both the polyimide shadow masks and the silicon stencil masks is depicted in
Fig. 3.8, noting the noticeable edge roughness in the case of Fig. 3.8a with a channel
length of 30 µm in comparison to the very smooth edges in the case of Fig. 3.8b with
a channel length of only 2 µm. The figure shows that the 16 OTFTs with L = 30 µm
and fabricated by the polyimide shadow masks have σI/I = 11 %, whereas the 16
OTFTs with L = 2 µm and fabricated by the silicon stencil masks have σI/I = 4 %.

3.4.2 Air Stability

One of the main challenges in the development of OTFTs is to find a conjugated
semiconductor that provides both a large charge carrier mobility and a good stability
during operation in ambient air [25]. Taking for example the small-molecule hydro-
carbon pentacene, it has been a popular candidate for OTFTs as it can be operated in
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.8 Comparison between the measured saturation transfer characteristics of 16 p-channel
OTFTs fabricated by two different technologies. a OTFTs with L = 30 µm fabricated by conven-
tional polyimide shadow masks. b OTFTs with L = 2 µm fabricated by high-resolution silicon
stencil masks. The insets show the dimensions and edge features of both technologies, exhibiting
noticeable edge roughness in case (a) and very smooth edges in case (b) [42]

air and initially provide a relatively large carrier mobility of about 1 cm2/Vs [44–46].
However, the main problem of pentacene is that the molecules get easily oxidized in
air, and thus, the carrier mobility decreases over time when the devices are exposed
to oxygen or water vapor (humidity) [47]. In principle, the mobility degradation can
be reduced by encapsulation or storage under an inert atmosphere [48, 49]; nev-
ertheless, air-stable organic semiconductors are very desirable as they greatly sim-
plify the handling of the materials during manufacturing and characterization. Results
obtained on DNTT-based OTFTs reveal electrical characteristics with a high carrier
mobility of ∼3 cm2/Vs, and more importantly, without significant degradation dur-
ing exposure to ambient conditions over a period of several months [2, 25, 26]. This
is owed to the crystal structure and the thin-film morphology of DNTT, also to its
larger ionization potential (5.4 eV [28]) compared to that of pentacene (5.0 eV [50]),
which promote higher carrier mobility and better air stability, respectively.

Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the saturation mobility of DNTT- and pentacene-
based OTFTs with W = 200 µm and L = 100 µm in the course of five months
when the substrates are kept in ambient air with a humidity of 40–70 % [26]. The
figure depicts that the DNTT-based OTFTs have a substantially better air stability
in comparison to the pentacene-based OTFTs fabricated with the same technology,
i.e., same type of substrate and same dielectric as well as contact materials. In fact, a
closer inspection of the data show that the effective mobility of DNTT-based OTFT
initially increases from 2.48 cm2/Vs for the pristine transistor to a maximum of 3.08
cm2/Vs after one week, followed by a steady reduction to a minimum of 1.91 cm2/Vs
after five months in air [26]. This initial 24 % improvement in the effective mobility
suggest a time-dependent improvement of the contact resistance [2]. Furthermore,
the transfer characteristics of the DNTT-based OTFT depicts a threshold voltage
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.9 Time-dependent air-induced degradation of the OTFT electrical performance. a Evolution
of the normalized saturation mobility of DNTT- and pentacene-based OTFTs with W = 200 µm
and L = 100 µm in the course of five months when the substrates are kept in ambient air with
a humidity of 40–70 %. b Saturation transfer characteristics of the DNTT-based OTFT measured
directly after the fabrication (pristine/fresh) and after five months [26]

shift towards positive values by ∼0.5 V after five months, but a minor change in
the hysteresis behavior, the subthreshold slope (Ssth ∼= 90 mV/dec) and the on/off
current ratio (Ion/Ioff ∼= 106).

A general consensus to explain the mechanism for this slow degradation of the
carrier mobility in DNTT has not yet been achieved. Although oxidation of the
DNTT molecules cannot be completely ruled out, it is unlikely given the molecular
structure of DNTT [25]. Another possible explanation is that the carrier transport is
hindered when air-borne molecules, such as H2O, O2 and O3, penetrate into the grain
boundaries of the polycrystalline DNTT film and then interact with the mobile charge
carriers or the DNTT molecules at or near the grain boundaries [51, 52]. Besides
the high carrier mobility, promising shelf-life and device matching, the DNTT-based
OTFTs feature good bias-stress stability and little hysteresis behavior as demon-
strated thoroughly in [25]. In the following, the dynamic performance of our OTFTs
is evaluated using ring oscillators; in addition, a comparison to the state-of-the-art
results is presented.

3.4.3 Ring Oscillator Speed

The dynamic performance of the OTFTs are typically characterized by measuring
the propagation delays of ring oscillators or by extracting the current-gain cutoff
frequency from admittance or S-parameter measurements on stand-alone OTFTs.
The latter approach is one of the main objectives of this work and is discussed in
detail in Chaps. 6 and 7. In this section, however, the frequency limit of both p- and
n-channel OTFTs are derived using the former approach, i.e., using ring oscillators.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_7
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.10 Signal propagation delay per stage of (a) unipolar and (b) complementary organic ring
oscillators. The measured data for the 11-stage ring oscillators are given in blue (L = 4 µm,
Lov = 20 µm, Wsource/Wload = 110 µm/24 µm for unipolar, and Wn/Wp = 80 µm/40 µm for
complementary) and red (L = 1 µm, Lov = 5 µm, Wsource/Wload = 72 µm/24 µm for unipolar, and
Wn/Wp = 80 µm/40 µm for complementary) colors [9, 27]. The semiconductors employed for the
p- and n-channel OTFTs are DNTT and NTCDI-CI2-(CH2C3F7)2, respectively. The data given in
black color are collected from literature since 1995 [2, 55, 56]. Adopted from [3] with permission
from The Royal Society of Chemistry

A ring oscillator is composed of a cascade of odd number of delay stages, namely
inverters, connected in a closed loop chain. The inverter computes the logical NOT of
its input, and thus, the feedback of the last output to the input results in an oscillation.
Each inverter in the loop needs a finite propagation delay τd to charge or discharge
the parasitic capacitances connected to the output node. Therefore, the oscillation
frequency of the ring oscillator depends on the propagation delay τd per stage and
the number of stages used [53]. To achieve a self-sustained oscillation, the ring must
provide a phase shift of 2π and have at least a unity voltage gain. This means that for
an n-stage ring oscillator, the oscillating signal must go through each of the n delay
stages twice to have a total delay of 2nτd. Accordingly, the frequency of oscillation
( frio) can be expressed as

frio = 1

2nτd
. (3.13)

Therefore, adding pairs of inverters to the ring oscillator increases the total delay and
thereby decreases the oscillation frequency.

Several unipolar and complementary 11-stage ring oscillators are designed and
measured. The ring oscillators comprise OTFTs with different channel lengths (L),
gate overlaps (Lov) and channel widths for the source (Ls) and the load (L l)
transistors. The design and dimensions are summarized in Appendix A. For the
unipolar (p-channel OTFTs) ring oscillator, a biased-load inverter stage is used [54].
The organic semiconductors DNTT and NTCDI-CI2-(CH2C3F7)2 are comprised for
p- and n-channel OTFTs, respectively. Furthermore, the oscillation frequency ( frio)
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of the ring oscillators is measured at different supply (and load bias) potentials by
an oscilloscope and the signal propagation delay per stage (τd) is calculated using
(3.13), where n = 11. Figure 3.10 shows τd as a function of the supply voltage for
two complementary and two unipolar ring oscillators along with other data from the
literature since 1995 [2, 3, 9, 27, 55, 56]. One should note that the data collected
from literature include ring oscillators that are measured not only in air but also under
inert or vacuum conditions.

The minimum measured stage delays are 0.2 µs at 4.2 V (the load transistors
are biased at −1 V) for the unipolar ring oscillators and 17 µs at 2.6 V for the
complementary ring oscillators [9, 27]. For supply voltages below 10 V, the air-stable
organic ring oscillators demonstrated in this work are—to our best knowledge—the
fastest reported so far.

3.5 Summary

The processing method used for the fabrication of OTFTs in addition to the device
architecture and materials play a significant role in realizing the desired electri-
cal performance. Only small-molecule organic semiconductors, namely DNTT for
p-channel and F16CuPc or NTCDI-CI2-(CH2C3F7)2 for n-channel OTFTs are con-
sidered. The p-channel OTFTs, in particular, are mostly employed as they are more
stable and offer higher carrier mobility than their n-channel contenders. The inverted-
staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) TFT configuration, which benefits from a
smooth dielectric/semiconductor interface and provides a small contact resistance,
is selected for our OTFTs. The transistors are fabricated by high-resolution silicon
stencil masks, allowing to pattern the OTFT layers with sub-micrometer accuracy
and without the need of solvents or elevated temperatures. The OTFTs feature excel-
lent device uniformity, promising shelf-life and bias-stress stability, as well as little
hysteresis behavior. Organic unipolar and complementary ring oscillators are fabri-
cated and the measured signal delay per stage for both are the lowest reported values
at supply voltages below 10 V.
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Chapter 4
Fabrication Process

This chapter addresses the fabrication process of the low-voltage submicrometer
OTFTs using vacuum evaporation through high-resolution silicon stencil masks.
A brief overview of the different deposition and patterning techniques is presented
and the reasons of using the stencil lithography, in particular, are explained herein.
The stencilmasks and theOTFTs are fabricated at IMSCHIPS andMPI-SSR, respec-
tively. Characterization of the stencil masks with respect to refurbishment, defects
and uniformity, as part of this work, are discussed in detail. Importance is also given
to the design rules of the physical layout. Finally, the design of three mask sets is
introduced.

4.1 Deposition and Patterning Techniques

A wide range of fabrication techniques can be used for organic electronics, particu-
larly organic thin-film transistors. The key challenge now is to integrate the organic
devices using a cost-effective process at an acceptable yield, resolution and registra-
tion. A reasonable classification of the fabrication processes can be made according
to the the deposition technique, namely vapor or solution processing [1]. The vapor
deposition typically yields smaller dimensions and thus higher thin-film transistor
performance. The solution processing, however, is preferable for high-volume, low-
cost production. As a rule of thumb, processes with higher resolution often have
a lower throughput. Furthermore, solution processing simplifies the manufacturing
process compared to vapor deposition, especially for large areas. It is preferable
that all layers, and not only the organic semiconductor, are processed from solution.
Besides the deposition, solution processing opens up various alternative patterning
techniques such as printing, stamping and selective dewetting. Other typical pat-
terning methods used for the fabrication of organic devices are photolithography,
stencil lithography and laser ablation. In principle, there is no single standard fab-
rication process existing today for organic devices and circuitry; however, different
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deposition and patterning techniques are often combined to optimize for the require-
ment of each device and/or thin-film layer.

Organic materials are deposited at or near room temperature. Therefore, the fabri-
cationmay involve a host number of unconventional large area, flexible or transparent
substrates such as glass, paper, textile or plastic films. Each of these substrates has
its individual strengths and weaknesses in processability, appearance, yield, lifetime,
scalability, sustainability and cost. The appropriate substrate is chosen depending on
the target application, functional materials and fabrication technique. Flexible sub-
strates, in particular low-cost, low-temperature plastic substrates such as PET and
PEN, limit the process temperature window to achieve the optimum material perfor-
mance and stability to less than 150 ◦C [1]. Otherwise, the substrate would exhibit
significant distortion when exposed to excess temperatures and in some cases also
when exposed to excess humidity variations or mechanical stress. If these distor-
tions occurred during device processing in between the deposition and patterning
of two layers, an undesired change in the dimensions would be resulted and thus
malfunctioning might occur.

In former times, it was very convenient to take advantage of the well-established
inorganic-based fabrication techniques such as oxidation and photolithography. In
this context, the OTFTs are built on a highly doped silicon wafer that serves as a
global bottom gate. The gate dielectric is thermally grown and then the source/drain
contacts are patterned using photolithography. The organic semiconducting layer is
in this case deposited lastly on the top to avoid exposure to high temperatures. This
results in an inverted coplanar OTFT configuration. However, such process would
not make use of the unique properties of the organic semiconductors such as the
mechanical flexibility.

The ability to develop materials with well defined structural, chemical, physical
or biological functionality that can be processed from solution has enabled the possi-
bility to adapt graphic art printing techniques to manufacture functional devices and
circuits [1]. Examples of printing techniques that can be used to process functional
materials are flexographic, rotogravure, offset, screen and inkjet printing. However,
numerous technological difficulties need first to be overcome before reliable elec-
tronic products can be produced by commercial printing techniques. For example, to
fabricate all-printed OTFTs, a complete set of solution-processable functional mate-
rials must be developed to meet the required processing conditions and desired per-
formance criteria. This includes not only semiconductors, conductors and dielectrics,
but also planarization, passivation and isolation materials. Furthermore, the printing
equipment and processes must also be improved to meet the rather strict design rules
of OTFTs. The typical resolution capability of printing processes is in the range of
20–100 µm.

An alternative to the above printing methods is printing by thermal imaging [1].
It is a digital technique used by the proofing industry and proceeds via the laser-
ablative transfer of solid layers. Therefore, the limitations of chemical compatibility
in solution-based printing are entirely avoided. In this process, a fully addressable
laser beam is directed to a donor film, which is coated with the material to be printed
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(e.g. conducting layer). A light-to-heat conversion takes place, decomposing an eject-
ing layer, which is placed in between the donor substrate and the target material, into
gaseous state. As a result, a high-temperature bubble is generated that pushes the
target film to the substrate with the desired pattern. This fabrication method is com-
patible with flexible substrates and enables printing of areas up to about 1 m2 with
a resolution down to 5 µm.

For cost-driven applications, such as RFID tags, printingmethods aremost promi-
nent. At present, silicon RFID tags have relatively high costs (in the range of $0.2).
As a result, their use is limited only to applications that can tolerate their price level
such as access control and animal tagging. To enable ubiquitous replacement of opti-
cal barcodes by RFID tags (maybe integrated with smart sensors), manufacturing
solutions for integrated circuits that can be printed directly onto the packaging or an
adhesive label at a cost of $0.01 or less must be found [1]. An ultimate goal here
is to develop a commercial reel-to-reel solution-based printing technology to man-
ufacture ultra-low cost electronics. However, to allow an early market entry for the
organic technology and to investigate its performance limits, industrial companies as
well as research facilities tend to use standard, mature processing techniques such as
spin coating followed by photolithography (solution-based process) or evaporation
through stencil masks (vapor-based process).

On the other hand, high-performance organic devices, especially those that are
based on small-molecule organic compounds, are fabricated using vapor-based
processes. The pattern definition in this case takes place by stencil lithography using
shadow masks. The shadow mask is a thin membrane with a pattern cut out of it,
through which the compounds can be deposited on the substrate. Unlike photolithog-
raphy, this process does not involve any heat or chemical treatment of the substrates.

Conventional vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE) is a commonly used vapor-
based deposition technique. It is a high-vacuum evaporation process, where the
functional material evaporates from a hot source (e.g. heating filament) and con-
denses on the target substrate (e.g. glass). The vacuum allows the vapor particles to
travel directly to the substrate without collision with the background gas and thus
prevents any contamination of parasitic surfaces. VTE is an ideal technique for lab-
oratory usage but it has limitations in scalability and cost effective manufacturing
capabilities.

For industrial scale fabrication, however, organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD)
is a prominent solution. OVPD employs the gas-phase transport principle, in which
the evaporation and the condensation are decoupled. Consequently, the evaporation
design can be optimized to any chemical needs without affecting the design for
uniform and controlled large-area organic film deposition [1]. In this process, the
organic materials are evaporated in individual and decoupled quartz pipes and then
carried to the cooled target substrate using an inert carrier gas (e.g. nitrogen). Two
or more organic materials (e.g. a host and a dopant or any desired organic compos-
ite) can be also simultaneously evaporated, uniformly mixed and finally deposited
onto the substrate. In this controlled gas-phase transport technique, no unintended
deposition of expensive organic molecules occurs in the main OVPD chamber; con-
sequently, high material utilization is enabled. Furthermore, the use of carrier gas in
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OVPD allows the deposition at controlled pressure of 1–103 Pa, thus allowing faster
deposition because the setup does not have to be pumped down to high-vacuum as
in VTE. Finally, the continuous purge of carrier gas in OVPD prevents contamina-
tion, which increases the reproducibility of the deposited organic film quality. Using
an appropriate industrial OVPD apparatus (e.g. AIXTRON Gen2 OVPD equipment
[2]), substrates as large as 400×400 mm2 can be coated uniformly by more than ten
different organic sources.

One of themain objectives in thiswork is to investigate themaximumperformance
of organic transistors and circuits. Consequently, top-contact OTFTs based on high-
mobility small-molecule conjugated semiconductors with short channel lengths are
selected for this study. Given that the operating frequency of a TFT is inversely
proportional to its lateral dimension [3], there have been many attempts to fabri-
cate OTFTs with feature sizes below 1 µm using, for example, photolithography
[4], sub-femtoliter inkjet printing (SIJ) [5] and self-aligned inkjet printing (SAP)
[6]. However, these methods either have relatively small throughput (SIJ, SAP) or
involve organic solvents or elevated temperatures (photolithography, SIJ) [3]. Since
small-molecule organic compounds often undergo phase transition when exposed
to solvents or heat [7, 8], these methods are not suitable to pattern the source/drain
contacts on top of such semiconductor. Alternatively, stencil lithography offer a
virtue in patterning the top contacts without the need of solvents or elevated temper-
atures. Moreover, it allows to pattern the organic semiconductor without exposing it
to potentially harmful process chemicals (e.g. photoresist), organic solvents or even
water. Thismakes the clean, simple andversatile fabrication technique by evaporation
through shadow masks the most favorable for our purpose. In cooperation with the
Institute for Microelectronics Stuttgart (IMS CHIPS) and the Max Planck Institute
for Solid-State Research (MPI-SSR), we have developed a five-level shadow-mask
process that utilizes high-resolution silicon stencil masks to fabricate submicrom-
eter OTFTs with excellent transistor matching [3, 9–11]. This process has led to a
considerable improvement in the dynamic performance of OTFTs as demonstrated
in this work. In the following sections, the process steps for the fabrication of the
shadow masks as well as the OTFTs are presented.

A rough comparison between all the fabrication processes with respect to their
throughput and resolution capabilities is given in Table4.1. The processes are clas-
sified to three different technology levels, namely wafer, hybrid and continuous
technologies [12]. First, the wafer technologies are those that allow the fabrica-
tion of high resolution features but at relatively high production cost; however, they
are compatible with mechanically flexible substrates and can be extended to rotary
(sheet-to-sheet) processes. Second, the hybrid technologies are those that include
large-area processes that make use of flexible substrates and/or produced at medium
cost level. Finally, the continuous technologies are the reel-to-reel processes that
enable high-volume, low-cost mass production but so far with medium resolution.
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Table 4.1 Comparison between the fabrication processes used for organic electronics with respect
to resolution and throughput

Technology level Fabrication process Feature size Throughput

(µm) (m2/s)

Wafer VTEa 1–10 <10−4

OVPD 5–20 <10−4

Hybrid Rotary
photolithography

3–5 10−4–10−1

Thermal imaging 5–40 10−4–10−3

Inkjet printing 15–50 10−3–1

Screen printing 20–100 10−2–10

Continuous Offset printing 10–50 1–102

Rotogravure printing 20–80 10−1–102

Flexographic printing 40–80 1–102

Data is adopted from [1, 12]
aUsing high-resolution silicon stencil masks, it is also feasible to fabricate sub-micrometer feature
sizes as demonstrated in Chap.7

4.2 Silicon Stencil Masks

Stencil masks, which are also referred to as shadow masks, are used in stencil
lithography to fabricate micro- and nano-meter scale patterns. A stencil mask is
a membrane with a pattern cut out of it, through which evaporated or sputtered
particles can be deposited marking the same pattern on the substrate. In principle,
there are numerous application areas for stencil masks and they vary from med-
ical cell filters to exposure masks for semiconductor lithography. Depending on the
used radiation, which can be photons, charged particles, or atoms, different technical
implementations of stencil masks are reported in literature. For example, they have
been exploited in classical beam shaping in semiconductor applications for silicon
wafer resist exposures with single/multi e-beam lithography [13], ion-beam lithog-
raphy [14], ion-assisted etching and milling [15] and ion-implantation for patterned
magnetic media [16].

The quality of the stencil masks is very critical as they define the final pattern
properties, including minimum feature size and line edge roughness, thus directly
affecting the device performance. Different materials have been explored for the
fabrication of stencil masks such as metals, polymers and silicon nitride; however,
these materials suffer from patterning and stability problems for membrane areas
above 100 mm2. As a result, monocrystalline silicon stencil masks are selected for
this study as they offer virtues with respect to mechanical stability, stiffness and
nano-patterning capability [10].

A novel silicon stencil mask process flow is developed at IMSCHIPS for the fabri-
cation of OTFTs. This groundbreaking work in cooperation with theMPI-SSR led to
a considerable improvement in the device uniformity and performance [9, 10]. One
should note that the stencil mask properties are changing during operation due to an

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_7
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interaction between the used radiation and the mask itself. This produces stress vari-
ations within the membrane and changes in the critical dimensions (CD) of the mask
pattern due to residues in the openings, which worsen the image of the stencil mask
during illumination. During the fabrication of the OTFTs, materials are continuously
deposited onto the mask membrane and stencil openings, which results in clogging,
stress induced pattern distortions and membrane deformations [10]. Therefore, etch-
ing of the deposited materials, cleaning and inspection is mandatory to maintain a
good pattern fidelity. The silicon stencil mask process flow is explained in detail in
this section. Furthermore, details about minimum feature sizes, refurbishment and
defects, which are part of this work, are presented.

4.2.1 Fabrication Process

The fabrication of the stencil masks can be implemented in two techniques, namely
membrane flow process (MFP) and wafer flow process (WFP) [17, 18]. In theMFP, a
membrane has to be first prepared from a solidwafer, then all the patterning processes
are applied on the membrane. In the WFP, however, all the critical patterning steps
are carried out on the solid wafer substrate and the membrane etching is applied
later. The latter option is favorable for our purpose because it is compatible with the
standard process tools and silicon wafer fabrication processes.

The fabrication process of the silicon stencil masks is described in detail in
Table4.2 and a corresponding illustration is depicted in Fig. 4.1. A 150 mm (6 in.)
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer is used as a base substrate. The buried silicon oxide
layer serves as an etch stop for the stencil etching from the wafer frontside and the
membrane etching from thewafer backside. This offers a clear separation between the
microelectrical patterning steps and the micromechanical membrane etching steps.
As a result, risk of contamination is significantly reduced.

The fabrication of the fully-patterned top-contact OTFTs requires at least a set
of four masks for the following layers: (i) gold metal interconnects, (ii) bottom
aluminum gate, (iii) organic semiconductor, and (iv) top gold metal contacts. In the
case of a complementary circuit design, which comprises both p- and n-channel
OTFTs, an extra mask is employed. The 150 mm (6 in.) SOI wafer is capable of
carrying nine individual masks with an area of 30×30mm2. Therefore, the complete
mask set can be easily fabricated on a single wafer. To guarantee proper yield, the
remaining five (or four) slots on the wafer are utilized for mask duplicates, especially
for the last mask, i.e., the top gold metal contacts mask, which has the most critical
structures with the minimum feature size. The design rules for the physical layout
of a particular circuit, which are necessary to ensure a successful fabrication, are
discussed in Sect. 4.4. Furthermore, the different mask sets designed for this work
are presented in Sect. 4.5.

In the following, emphasis is made on the characterization of the silicon stencil
masks, with respect to refurbishment, defect analysis and uniformity of evaporated
patterns, to achieve a good pattern fidelity and a cost effective mask technology.
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Table 4.2 Fabrication process steps of the silicon stencil masks [10]

No. Process Description

1 SOI wafer preparation A 150 mm (6 in.) wafer with 20-µm-thick
Si membrane and 200-nm-thick buried
SiO2 is used

2 Silicon nitride (Si3N4) deposition on the
wafer backside

This layer acts as a mask for later wet
membrane etching

3 Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)
deposition on the wafer frontside

This layer acts as a hardmask for later
silicon trench etching. A thickness of 1 µm
is carefully chosen to minimize the stress
on the wafer

4 Resist coating on the wafer frontside and
pattern definition by e-beam lithography

A chemically amplified resist FEP 171
(Fuji) is used and the stencil pattern is
written in a 50 kV Leica SB350 MW
variable shaped e-beam writer

5 TEOS hardmask etching and resist
removal

This is to transfer the resist pattern into the
TEOS hardmask

6 Silicon trench etching Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) using gas
chopping etching technique is implemented

7 Resist coating on the wafer backside and
pattern definition by e-beam lithography

This is to define the size of each membrane
to be 20×20 mm2. A total of 9 masks are
patterned on the wafer

8 Si3N4 etching and resist removal This is to transfer the resist pattern into the
Si3N4 masking layer

9 TEOS deposition on the wafer frontside This layer is to seal the stencil pattern from
later wet etching processes

10 Silicon membrane etching from the wafer
backside

The 9 membranes are etched in a potassium
hydroxide (KOH) solution to a preliminary
thickness of 30 µm

11 Wafer sawing and etching of the
remaining silicon from the wafer
backside

The wafer is dismantled and sawn into 9
single masks with 30×30 mm2 outer
dimensions. The remaining silicon on the
backside of each separated mask is etched
in tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide
(TMAH) solution

12 Removal of all remaining layers, cleaning
and inspection of each of the 9 masks

Remaining dielectrics are removed in a HF
solution. This leaves 20-µm-thick patterned
Si membranes anchored to robust
5-mm-wide frames
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Resist

TEOS

Si3N4

1. SOI wafer preparation

2. Si3N4 backside deposition

3. TEOS frontside deposition

4. Resist coating and e-beam lithography

5. TEOS etching and resist strip

6. Si trench etching

7. Resist coating and backside lithography

8. Si3N4 etching and resist strip

9. Second TEOS frontside deposition

10. Si membrane etching I

Si
SiO2

TEOS

12. HF etching, cleaning and inspection

11. Sawing and Si membrane etching II

Fig. 4.1 Fabrication process steps of the silicon stencil masks [10]

To carry out this study on the manufacturing process, a special testing mask is
designed thereto. Figure4.2 shows the layout of this mask, containing a matrix of
source/drain and gate patterns with various dimensions. The mask comprises a total
of 5×7 cells that cover the complete active mask area, where each cell has eight row
modules (seven for the source/drain and one for the gate patterns). The source/drain
patterns have channel widths and lengths of 100–2 µm and 4–0.3 µm, respectively,
whereas the gate patterns have widths of 8–0.3 µm and lengths of 100 µm.
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Fig. 4.2 Simplified layout of the test mask, containing a matrix of 5×7 cells, where each cell has
seven rowmodules for the source/drain contacts with channel widths (W ) of 2–100 µm and channel
lengths (L) of 4, 2, 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3 µm, and one rowmodule for the gate patterns
with lengths (Lg) of 100 µm and widths (Wg) of 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3 µm

4.2.2 Refurbishment

For the fabrication of the OTFTs, two different metals, i.e., aluminum and gold,
are used to define the gate and the source/drain contacts. Therefore, two different
wet-chemical metal etching processes are developed at IMS CHIPS for the selective
removal of the two metals to the base silicon stencil mask material [10]. This is
necessary to ensure a cost effective and multiple usage of the silicon stencil masks in
the deposition processes. To evaluate the reliability of the etching processes, initial
CD measurements are carried out for two silicon stencil masks, then after aluminum
and gold deposition steps, and finally after the metal removal and cleaning.

Figure4.3 shows scanning electron microscope1 (SEM) top-down images of a
0.5-µm-wide isolated line (bridge) initially before any processing, after a sequence
of gold depositions and finally after gold etching. Furthermore, Fig. 4.4 shows SEM
top-down images of a 2-µm-wide isolated space (hole) initially before any process-
ing, after a sequence of aluminum deposition and finally after aluminum etching. The
widening of the bridge and the closure of the hole due to the metal deposition are
obvious in both figures. Note that the deposition steps are carried out in this exper-
iment on an older mask sample using sputter tool and not on the standard OTFT
evaporation tool due to time and availability reasons. The gold layer is removed in a
concentrated nitro-hydrochloric acid (HNO3 + 3 HCL) solution with an etch rate of
approximately 7 nm/s. Moreover, the aluminum layer is removed in a hydrofluoric

1The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an electron microscope that produces an electronic
image bymoving a beam of focused electrons over an object and reading both the electrons scattered
by the object and the secondary electrons produced by it.
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Fig. 4.3 SEM top-down images of a 0.5-µm-wide isolated line (bridge) in the silicon stencil mask.
a Initially before any processing. b After the deposition of 0.2-µm-thick gold layer. c After the
deposition of 0.5-µm-thick gold layer. d After gold etching [10]

1 µm 1 µm 1 µm 1 µm

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4.4 SEM top-down images of a 2-µm-wide isolated space (hole) in the silicon stencil mask.
a Initially before any processing. b After the deposition of 0.1-µm-thick aluminum layer. c After
the deposition of 0.3-µm-thick aluminum layer. d After aluminum etching [10]

acid (15%wt. HF) solution at an etch rate of approximately 18 nm/s. For both metal
etching processes a 100% over-etch time is applied.

The CDmeasurement results after the gold and aluminum deposition sequence for
0.5–1-µm-wide bridges and 1–3-µm-wide holes, respectively, are shown in Fig. 4.5.
A comparison between the initial and the final CD measurements demonstrates the
successful removal of both metal layers for a wide range of dimensions.

4.2.3 Defect Analysis

The evaporated gate patterns are investigated by evaporating a 30-nm-thick gold
layer and measuring the corresponding current–voltage (I–V ) characteristics for the
different widths. A linear I–V behavior should be measured indicating no physical
separation in the gate lines. Figure4.6a depicts the measurements for widths of 8, 6,
4, 2 and 1 µm. For the width of 1 µm, no electrical conductance is measured, which
results from an insufficient deposition of gold through the 20 µm deep and 1-µm-wide
stencil trench opening. Assuming a homogeneous gold thickness, the gradient of the
I–V plot should reflect the electrical conductance of the evaporated gold layer, which
should be proportional to the cross-section area of the conductor. This complies for
widths of 8, 6 and 4 µm, but not for 2 µm, indicating that the evaporation limit in this
process is at an aspect ratio of 1:10.

It is found that most defects in this fabrication process occur during the final
membrane etch step in the TMAH solution. This results due to defects in the TEOS
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Fig. 4.5 CD measurements of silicon stencil mask patterns initially before any processing, after
a sequence of gold or aluminum depositions and finally after metal etching for a 0.5–1-µm-wide
bridges and b 1–3-µm-wide holes. A comparison between the initial and the final CDs for all the
given dimensions demonstrates the successful removal of both gold and aluminum layers [10]
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Fig. 4.6 a Measured I–V characteristics of 1–8-µm-wide evaporated gate modules. b CDmeasure-
ments of 0.8-µm-wide and 30-µm-long bridges in the stencil mask and the corresponding evaporated
gold source/drain patterns on a test sample; for each row module, there are seven data points, which
correspond to the seven columns from the left to the right side of the sample [10]

protection layer.As shown inFig. 4.7, this kind of defects occurs at thewafer frontside
and is determined by a pyramidal shaped anisotropic silicon etch that is located at the
edge of the bridge. In the figure, the defect is located only at one end of the bridge,
but sometimes it occurs at both ends. To resolve this issue, a change in the membrane
etch strategy is implemented into the process flow. By just reducing the etch time in
the TMAH solution by about 50%, the number of defects are reduced by a factor
of five. This is because the exposure time of the wafer frontside to the etch solution
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6 µm

(a)
6 µm

(b)
6 µm

(c)
2 µm

(d)

Fig. 4.7 SEM top-down images of the silicon stencil mask pattern that is used to define the
source/drain contacts of an OTFT with a channel width of 50 µm and a channel length of 0.5 µm.
a After silicon trench etching during the process flow of the stencil mask. b After TEOS protection
layer deposition during the process flow of the stencil mask. c After the stencil mask is ready but
with a defect on the right edge of the bridge. d A close-up image of the defect region showing a
pyramidal shaped anisotropic silicon etch [10]

15 µm 6 µm 0.8 µm 0.8 µm

0.28 µm

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4.8 SEM images of the minimum feature size of 0.3 µm in the silicon stencil mask and on
a test sample. a Source/drain contacts pattern in the stencil mask with a channel width of 100
µm and a channel length of 0.3 µm (10◦ SEM tilt angle). b Source/drain contacts pattern in the
stencil mask with a channel width of 30 µm and a channel length of 0.3 µm (10◦ SEM tilt angle).
c A close up image of the 0.3-µm-wide stencil mask bridge (top-down SEM). d The corresponding
25-nm-thick gold source/drain contacts that are evaporated on a test sample (top-down SEM) [10]

is much less than before. Table4.3 summarizes the number of defects when using
the two etching schemes for channel widths of 100 and 30 µm and various channel
lengths ranging from 4 µm down to 0.3 µm.

Figure4.8 depicts stable stencil features with excellent sharp edges for the mini-
mum feature size of 0.3 µm and channel widths of 100 and 30 µm. By evaporating
a 30-nm-thick gold layer onto a test sample, the channel length of 0.3 µm could
be successfully realized without electrical shortage as illustrated in Fig. 4.8d. This
implies the potential use of the silicon stencil masks to fabrication submicrometer
OTFTs.

4.2.4 Uniformity of Evaporated Patterns

The uniformity of the evaporated gold pattern is investigated by measuring the CDs
over the complete 20×20 mm2 test sample and compare them to the CDs on the
stencil mask. Figures4.9 and 4.10 show the SEM top-down images of the 0.8-µm-
wide bridges in the stencil mask and the corresponding evaporated gold source/drain
patterns on a test sample, respectively. The figures illustrate the variations in the
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Table 4.3 Comparison between the number of defects of the stencil mask bridges when using the
old and the new etching process strategies

W/L Number of defects W/L Number of defects

(µm/µm) Old New (µm/µm) Old New

100/4 1 0 30/4 0 0

100/2 4 1 30/2 0 0

100/1 7 0 30/1 5 0

100/0.9 11 2 30/0.9 4 0

100/0.8 13 3 30/0.8 5 1

100/0.7 15 2 30/0.7 5 0

100/0.6 15 1 30/0.6 10 3

100/0.5 15 4 30/0.5 14 2

100/0.4 16 3 30/0.4 11 3

100/0.3 24 4 30/0.3 10 3

Total 121 21 Total 64 12

By reducing the etch time in the TMAH solution by about 50% in the new process, the number of
defects are reduced by a factor of five [10]

evaporated patterns compared to the uniformity of the bridge structures on the silicon
stencil mask at the center and the four corners of the entire sample.

Figure4.6b depicts the complete analysis with respect to the position of the struc-
tures on the sample. All the bridges with the widths of 0.8 µm and lengths of 30 µm
aremeasured over the complete five rows and seven columns of the sample (Fig. 4.2).
The mean values of the CDs are found to be 0.88±0.01 µm for the silicon stencil
mask and 0.86±0.19 µm for the evaporated source/drain gold patterns. As shown
in the figure, the CD reduces within every single row, which indicates different dis-
tances between the mask and the substrate during evaporation. Given also the less
sharp edges of the evaporated gold patterns at the top-left and top-right corners (at
positions 51 and 57) shown in Fig. 4.10d, e, respectively, the larger CDs found for
positions 41–57 indicate a tilt of the stencil mask during evaporation and/or the mask
is outside the perpendicular projection of the evaporator source.

In the fabrication process of the OTFTs, the stencil masks are manually mounted
on the substrate and the alignment is done under a light microscope with the help
of box-in-box and vernier structures. In an industrialized manufacturing process, the
mask treatment should be automated, and thus, this kind of non-uniformity would
be minimized.

4.3 Organic Transistor Fabrication

After the preparation of the high-resolution silicon stencil masks at IMS CHIPS,
they are delivered to the MPI-SSR to fabricate the organic transistors and circuitries.
The fabrication of the OTFT-based circuits requires at least a set of four different
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0.4 µm 0.4 µm 0.4 µm 0.4 µm 0.4 µm

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 4.9 SEM top-down images of 0.8-µm-wide isolated lines (bridges) in a silicon stencil mask
at the center and the four corners of the entire pattern: a bottom-left corner, b bottom-right corner,
c center, d top-left corner, and e top-right corner [10]

0.4 µm 0.4 µm 0.4 µm 0.4 µm 0.4 µm

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 4.10 SEM top-down images of 0.8-µm-wide evaporated gold souce/drain patterns on a test
sample at the center and the four corners of the entire ample: a bottom-left corner, b bottom-right
corner, c center, d top-left corner, and e top-right corner [10]

stencil masks for the following layers: (i) gold metal interconnects, (ii) aluminum
gate electrodes, (iii) organic semiconductor, and (iv) gold source/drain contacts. In
general, stencil lithography is compatible with a variety of substrates such as rigid
siliconwafers, transparent glass or flexible polyethylene naphthalate foils [19]. In this
work, glass substrates Eagle2000 from Corning are used because of their very smooth
surface roughness of about 0.2 nm (root mean square) [20], which makes it easier to
fabricate high-performance OTFTs. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)measurements
of a 30-nm-thick aluminum on a silicon wafer and on a glass substrate show a surface
roughness of about 1nm for bothmaterials. As a result, no differences in the electrical
characteristics of the transistors fabricated on either of the substrates are expected
[19, 21]. However, glass is preferable because glass as a non-conducting substrate
is better than conducting silicon for the dynamic measurements, which is one of the
main subjects of this work. This is because the large parasitic capacitances between
the probe pads and the conducting substrate are avoided [19].

The fabrication process of the organic transistors is described in detail in Table4.4
and the corresponding illustration is depicted in Fig. 4.11. For simplification, the
stencil masks are shown in the figure to be suspended from the substrate during
evaporation. In practice, however, three steps are necessary with every single mask.
At first the mask is aligned and fixed to the substrate, second evaporation of material
with the desired thickness takes place, and finally the mask is released carefully from
the substrate to avoid any scratches on the sample. The alignment of the stencil masks
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to the substrate is done under a light microscope with the help of box-in-box and
vernier structures with an accuracy of about 2–5 µm. In the final evaporation step,
the alignment is very critical due to the definition of the gate-source and gate-drain
overlaps, which determine the dominating parasitics of the transistor and thus the
dynamic performance [22].

The gate dielectric of the OTFTs is composed of two-stacked layers, namely
a 3.6-nm-thick aluminum oxide (AlOx) layer and a 1.7-nm-thick self-assembled
monolayer (SAM). The hybrid gate dielectric has a capacitance of the order of 1
µF/cm2, which is sufficiently high to allow the transistors to operate at voltages as
low as 3V [23]. Although, the SAMadds only 1.7 nm to the total dielectric thickness,
it reduces the leakage current density by three orders of magnitude from 5×10−5

A/cm−2 to (5±1)×10−8 A/cm−2 at 2 V [24]. Furthermore, the gate dielectric has
a low surface energy of 20 mN/m [25], which is useful to achieve a high carrier
mobility in the small-molecule organic films deposited on top of this gate dielectric
[19].

Referring to Fig. 4.12, the design cycle of the organic integrated circuits (ICs)
involves several steps. In the beginning, a feasibility study and an IC size estimate is
made. Accordingly, one or more ICs along with duplicates, alignment and test struc-
tures are planned to be included on the active die area of 20×20 mm2. Using OTFT
models, the circuit(s) are designed and simulated on a SPICE (Simulation Program
with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) simulator (e.g. LTspice or Cadence Virtuoso).

Subsequently, the physical layout of the die is implemented (Fig. 4.12), including
floorplanning, design for manufacturability (DFM) and design rule checking (DRC).
Attention must be given to the interconnect crossings and the positioning of the tran-
sistors as they affect significantly the device performance andmatching, respectively.
For DFM, the design is modified to make it easier and more efficient to produce,
also to comply to the design rules, which are set by IMS CHIPS and MPI-SSR. This
is achieved for example by improving the stability of the stencil masks by adding
support grids (anchors), where possible, to hold sensitive structures on the mask.

Table 4.4 Fabrication process steps of the organic transistors [9, 19, 24]

No. Process Description

1 Substrate
preparation

An alkali-free glass substrate Eagle2000 from Corning is used.
The substrate is initially cleaned with deionized water,
2-propanol and acetone. After that, the substrate is covered with
8-nm-thick Al2O3 using atomic layer deposition to increase the
adhesion to the following processed layers

2 Gold
deposition

A 20-nm-thick gold (Au) layer is deposited through the first
shadow mask in a turbo-pumped vacuum evaporator using a
resistively heated tungesten filament with a 1–2 Å/s deposition
rate and a 10−6 mbar base pressure. This bottom-metal layer
defines the interconnects between the transistors

(continued)
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Table 4.4 (continued)

No. Process Description

3 Aluminum
deposition

A 30-nm-thick aluminum (Al) layer is deposited by thermal
evaporation through the second shadow mask in a similar way
as the previous step but with a 10–12 Å/s deposition rate. This
layer defines the bottom-gate electrodes of the transistors.
A direct contact is created wherever the aluminum gate is
deposited over the gold bottom metal

4 Oxygen plasma
treatment

The substrate is exposed to an oxygen plasma with a 200W
power and a 0.13 mbar base pressure to increase the thickness of
the native aluminum oxide (AlOx) layer to 3.6nm and to create a
density of hydroxyl groups that is sufficient for molecular
adsorption in the following process step

5 Self-assembled
monolayer
formation

A 1.7-nm-thick self-assembled monolayer (SAM) is formed on
top of the aluminum oxide surface by immersing the substrate
into a 2-propanol solution of n-tetradecylphosphonic acid
[CnH(2n+1)PO(OH)2] for an hour. The substrate is then rinsed
in a pure 2-propanol solution, blown by dry nitrogen and briefly
backed on a hot plate for 10 minutes at approximately 100◦. This
completes the formation of a 5.3-nm-thick hybrid gate dielectric
with a capacitance of the order of 1 µF/cm2, which is sufficiently
high to allow the transistors to operate at voltages as low as 3 V

6 Organic
semiconductor
deposition

A 30-nm-thick organic semiconductor is deposited by
sublimation through the third shadow mask in vacuum using
a current-heated molybdenum source with a 0.3 Å/s deposition
rate and a 10−6 mbar base pressure. The organic semiconductors
dinaphtho[2, 3-b:2’, 3’-f]thieno[3, 2-b]thiophene (DNTT) for
p-channel OTFTs and hexadecafluorocopperphthalocyanine
(F16CuPc) for n-channel OTFTs are employed. In the case of
fabricating a complementary circuit, which comprises both
p- and n-channel OTFTs, the deposition of both organic
materials are done consecutively through two different shadow
masks. The substrate is kept at an elevated temperature of 60◦
or 90◦ during the deposition of DNTT or F16CuPc, respectively,
to fascilitate the formation of well-ordered organic films with a
high charge carrier mobility

7 Gold
deposition

A 25-nm-thick gold (Au) layer is deposited by thermal
evaporation through the fourth shadow mask with a 0.3 Å/s
deposition rate and a 10−6–10−7 mbar base pressure. This layer
defines the source and drain top-contacts and it is used as well
for interconnect crossings. Owing to the hybrid gate-dielectric
layer, no connection is created between the gold top metal and
the aluminum gate, and a parasitic capacitance of the order of
1 µF/cm2 is formed. However, a direct contact is created
wherever the gold top metal is deposited over the gold bottom
metal
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Layout Cross section

1. Wafer preparation

2. Bottom metal deposition

3. Gate deposition

4. Oxygen plasma treatment

5. SAM formation

6. Organic semiconductor deposition

7. Top metal deposition
CrossingMetal-Metal ContactsOTFT

Fig. 4.11 Fabrication process steps of the organic thin-film transistors [26]
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Fig. 4.12 Design flow of the organic ICs. a Physical layout of organic ICs designed on an active
die area of 20×20 mm2. b Photograph of the silicon stencil mask used to pattern the top-metal
contacts. c Die photograph of the organic ICs fabricated on a glass substrate

A special DRC code is written to check the design rules of the stencil masks and the
organic ICs; these are discussed in detail in the following section.

After that, the layout is sent to IMS CHIPS in the GDSII2 (Graphic Database
System) standard format for tapeout to fabricate the stencil mask set (Fig. 4.12b).
The masks are then inspected under the microscope and the critical structures are
characterized by CD measurements if necessary. Afterwards, the mask set is sent
to MPI-SSR to fabricate organic die samples (Fig. 4.12c). Finally, the samples are
brought back to IMS CHIPS for testing.

4.4 Layout Design Rules

As discussed before, the inverted-staggered OTFT structure, which is also referred
to as bottom-gate/top-contact configuration, is used in this study as it offers better
performance compared to its coplanar counterparts. Table4.5 summarizes the layout
layers and their corresponding materials, mask and GDSII numbers, noting that the
dielectric layers (AlOx/SAM) as well as the substrate are not drawn layers. To gain
more insight of a typical OTFT circuit layout design, a sample schematic and layout
of a complementary NAND logic gate is shown in Fig. 4.13. The numbers given
in the figure designate the layout design rules, which are going to be explained in
detail herein. The top-metal layer is mainly used for the source/drain contacts, while
the bottom-metal layer is used for the interconnects. Another usage of the top-metal
layer is to connect long bottom-metal lines that are cut into shorter fragments for
mask stability reasons. As for the crossing, the top-metal layer is separated from the
bottom-gate layer by a stack of two dielectric layers, namely a 3.6-nm-thick AlOx
layer and a 1.7-nm-thick SAM. The total thickness of the hybrid gate dielectric is

2The GDSII (Graphic Database System) is an industry standard database file format that is used for
data exchange of IC layout artwork.
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Table 4.5 List of layout layers and their corresponding GDSII numbers

Layer type Name Material Mask GDSII

Drawn Bottom metal Gold 1st 51

Bottom gate Aluminium 2nd 46

Semiconductor n-channel F16CuPc 3rd 40

Semiconductor p-channel DNTT 4th 39

Top metal Gold 5th 49

Not drawn Substrate Glass – –

Substrate coat Al2O3 – –

Oxide insulator AlOx – –

SAM insulator CnH(2n+1)PO(OH)2 – –

5.3 nm with an equivalent capacitance of the order of 1 µF/cm2. Exact capacitance
measurements are given in Chap.6.

In general, the Manhattan layout design style is employed, where angles between
zero and 90◦ are ruled out, with the exception for the text labels, which do not have
any electrical activity. Furthermore, the coordinates of the layout components, such
as wires, contacts, cells and modules, must be placed on grid with a spacing of 0.1
µm. All dimensions drawn are supposed to be equal to the final dimensions on the
wafer as well as the stencil masks. The origin (0,0) of the top hierarchy of a design
has to be located at the lower left corner.

Referring to Fig. 4.13, the most important layout design rules are summarized in
Tables4.6 and 4.7. The dimensions given in these tables are minimum values. It is
recommended, however, to use less critical values whenever significant increase in
the area is not resulted. This applies particularly to the width and the spacing of long
interconnection lines, which are realized by the bottom-metal layer.

Starting with the OTFT design rules, a minimum channel length (L) of 2 µm
defined by the top-metal layer is recommended (Rule 1). Furthermore, the minimum
gate-overlap length (Lov), which is defined by the overlap between the top metal and
the bottom gate within the transistor active region, is set to 20 µm (Rule 2). How-
ever, during the characterization of the performance limits of this OTFT technology
through AC measurements, the channel length and the gate overlap are both reduced
down to 0.6 and 5 µm, respectively. The enclosure rules, including the enclosure of
the semiconductor inside the top metal, enclosure of the top metal inside the semi-
conductor, enclosure of the gate inside the semiconductor and finally the enclosure
of the semiconductor inside the gate, are all set to 20 µm (Rule 3). Nevertheless, if
the circuit area is relatively large, it is recommended to increase the enclosures of the
gate and the top metal inside the semiconductor. This is because the semiconductor
materials are translucent, and thus, they are hard to align when being deposited on
the substrate.

The remaining OTFT design rules, including related (Rule 4) and non-related
(Rule 5) clearances, and metal layer widths (Rule 6), they are all set to 20 µm.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_6
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Fig. 4.13 Sample schematic and layout of a complementary NAND logic gate. The designated
numbers represent the layout design rules for the DRC

Moreover, areas of direct contacts (Rule 7) and crossings (Rule 8) are set to 20×20
µm2. However, one should note that crossings should be avoided wherever possible
as they significantly reduce the circuit performance. This is because a very high
parasitic capacitance of the order of 1 µF/cm2 (4 pF for 20×20 µm2) would be
created by each crossing.

As for the design rules of the silicon stencil masks, which are valid for all layout
layers and are necessary for the mechanical stability of the masks, are the following.
The remaining silicon area of the mask (average over 1 mm2) should be greater than
50% (Rule 9). Furthermore, the aspect ratio of long silicon beams,which are attached
either at both ends (Rule 10) or at one end only (Rule 11), should be smaller than 50
and 15 µm, respectively. The maximum die area used so far is 20×20 mm2. All the
alignment structures, layer labels and logos are placed at a 4-mm-wide frame. This
leaves an active die area of 16×16 mm2. Finally, donut-shaped isolated features that
could fall out during stencil etching should be completely eliminated. It has to be
ensured that all features are mechanically and firmly attached by the use of more
than one anchor/bridge.

The software suites developed by Cadence Design Systems, namely Cadence
Virtuoso and Cadence Assura Physical Verification, are used during the physical
layout design of the organic integrated circuits. In this connection, SKILL3 codes
are written to define all the aforementioned design rules that are necessary for the
physical verification and also to describe parameterized cells (PCells) that are helpful
for automated layout design. Samples of the implemented SKILL codes can be found
in Appendix D.1.

3SKILL is a scripting language used in many software suites from Cadence Design Systems.
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Table 4.6 Layout design rules of the organic integrated circuits

Number Rule Layers Value Unit

1 Channel length Top-to-Top 2a µm

2 Gate Overlap Top-over-Gate 20a µm

3 Enclosures Top-enclose-Semib 20 µm

Semi-enclose-Top 20 µm

Semi-enclose-Gate 20 µm

Gate-enclose-Semi 20 µm

4 Related clearances Top-to-Top 20 µm

Gate-to-Gate 20 µm

PSemi-to-PSemi 20 µm

NSemi-to-NSemi 20 µm

Bottom-to-Bottom 20 µm

5 Non-related
spacings

Top-to-Gate 20 µm

Top-to-PSemi 20 µm

Top-to-NSemi 20 µm

Top-to-Bottom 20 µm

Gate-to-PSemi 20 µm

Gate-to-NSemi 20 µm

Gate-to-Bottom 20 µm

PSemi-to-NSemi 20 µm

PSemi-to-Bottom 20 µm

NSemi-to-Bottom 20 µm

6 Metal widths Top 20 µm

Gate 20 µm

Bottom 20 µm

7 Direct contact areas Top-Bottom-contact 20×20 µm2

Gate-Bottom-contact 20×20 µm2

8 Crossing area Top-Gate-crossing 20×20 µm2

aIn AC measurements, the L and Lov are reduced to 0.6 and 5 µm, respectively
bThe Semi layer is for both p- and n-channel semiconductors

Table 4.7 Layout design rules of the silicon stencil masks (valid for all layers)

Number Rule Value Unit

9 Remaining silicon area (average over 1 mm2) ≥50% –

10 Length-to-width ratio of beams attached at both ends ≤50 µm

11 Length-to-width ratio of beams attached at one end ≤15 µm
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4.5 Mask Set Designs

In addition to the test mask presented in Sect. 4.2.1, a total of 5 other mask sets are
designed, three of which are relevant to this work. The layout of each is built in a
cell-based structure forming a tree-like hierarchical design. Figure4.14 depicts the
top-level hierarchical cell of the three mask sets. The illustrations are not arranged
in a chronological order; their order rather depends on the presentation flow of this
work. Each layout has several test structures and/or circuits, these are explained
herein. The layout of each is designed in a way to maximize the area utilization to
have a final compact die that brings together as much circuits and test structure as
possible. A minimum distance of 20 µm between the structures is guaranteed and
an active area of 16×16 mm2 on a 20×20 mm2 die area is always realized. The
layout floorplan is a crucial design decision as it affects significantly the matching
and the data-related interference. Accordingly, the following criteria are necessary
during the design of the layouts:

• The area of each circuit has to be minimized to allow further circuits, or even
duplicates of the same circuit, to be fabricated and tested on the same die.

• When device uniformity is paramount for some circuit topologies, certain blocks
should be designed with the minimum possible area. This is because the increased
distance between the transistors makes themmore susceptible to mismatch effects
and gradient errors.

• Again when the device uniformity is critical, identical transistors should be placed
as close as possible to improve the matching capability. In addition, symmetry
should be achieved wherever possible to ensure the same environment for all the
transistors.

• Only one metal layer should be used for the design of a complete circuit, noting
that the top metal and the bottom metal are both on the same electrical layer.
Therefore, any overlap between them is considered as a physical connection.

• Crossings between the top metal and the bottom gate can be fabricated. Never-
theless, they should be avoided wherever possible to minimize cross coupling and
improve the circuit performance.

Referring to Fig. 4.14, the three designed mask sets are labeled as Die 1, Die 2
and Die 3. The first design, Die 1, includes OTFTs with channel widths of 200 µm,
channel lengths of 100–1 µm and gate overlaps of 100–2 µm, which are dedicated
for the static characterization. Furthermore, relatively large OTFTs with channel
widths of 400 and 1000 µm, channel lengths of 400–5 µm and gate overlaps of 50–5
µm in addition to metal-insulator-metal (MIM) and metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) structures with different dimensions (200×200, 100×100, 50×50, 10×10
µm2) are designed on the same die for the dynamic characterization using admittance
measurements.

The second design, Die 2, includes aggressively-scaled OTFTs for S-parameter
measurements. For the stability of the stencil masks, the OTFTs are dissected into
four parallel transistors sharing the same semiconductor. The OTFTs have channel
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Fig. 4.14 Top-level hierarchical cell layout of the three designed 20×20mm2 organic dies. a Die 1
that includes OTFTs for static and dynamic characterization. It also includes metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) and metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) structures for admittance measurements. b Die 2
that includes aggressively-scaled OTFTs for scattering-parameter (S-parameter) measurements.
c Die 3 that includes ring oscillators and digital-to-analog converters

widths of 100 µm (4×25 µm), channel lengths of 10–0.4 µm and gate overlaps of 20
and 5 µm. To study the impact of misalignment between the gate-source (Lgs) and
gate-drain (Lgd) overlaps, where Lgs+ Lgd = 2Lov, the OTFTs with gate overlaps of
5 µm and channel lengths of 1 and 0.6 µm are duplicated and intentionally misaligned
on the mask level in order to realize OTFTs with well-defined Lgs = 1, 2, . . ., 9 µm,
while keeping Lgs + Lgd = 10 µm. Vernier structures are employed to measure the
particular degree of misalignment. The standard calibration structures, i.e., short,
open and through, are also designed on the same die to remove the parasitics and to
obtain the desired S-parameters at the device terminals.

The third design, Die 3, includes fast and compact organic ICs, namely unipolar
(only p-channel OTFTs) and complementary (both p- and n-channel OTFTs) ring
oscillators (presented before in Sect. 3.4.3), and 6-bit binary and 3-bit unary current-
steering digital-to-analog converters (DACs). Finally, more detailed description of
the layout design of the three dies can be found in Appendix A.

4.6 Summary

High-resolution silicon stencil masks are used for the fabrication of OTFTs with
submicrometer channel lengths. The masks have a silicon membrane thickness of
20 µm and an area of 20×20 mm2. A minimum channel length of 0.3 µm for the
top-metal evaporation process is realized. Characterization of the masks show that
the evaporated gold contacts and aluminum gates can be easily etched with excellent
pattern fidelity. The OTFTs employ a hybrid gate dielectric that is composed of a
3.6-nm-thick aluminumoxide and a 1.7-nm-thick organic self-assembledmonolayer.
The gate dielectric has a capacitance of the order of 1 µF/cm2, which is sufficiently
high to allow the transistors to operate at voltages as low as 3 V. The stencil masks

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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and the organic ICs have recommended layout design rules; accordingly, a Cadence
SKILL code is written for the physical verification of the designs. A total of three
mask sets are designed during the course of this work to fabricate fast and compact
organic transistors and circuits.
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Chapter 5
Static Characterization

An analytical model describing the steady-state characteristics of the OTFTs is
presented herein. The model captures the physical behavior of the device, which
helps to improve the electrical performance, stability and uniformity of OTFTs, as
well as the design and optimization of organic integrated circuits. In general, contact
effects in OTFTs are significant and they limit the device performance; therefore,
source and drain contact resistances are experimentally investigated to analyze and
model their behavior. It is found that contact resistances are dependent on the applied
biasing potentials and on the dimensions of the OTFTs. The static model is validated
by comparing the numerical solutions with measured characteristics of both p- and
n-channel OTFTs; a reliable fit of the data is demonstrated.

5.1 Transmission Line Method

The transmission line method (TLM)—introduced by Murrmann and Widmann in
1969 [1]—is used to extract some intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics of theOTFTs,
including the contact resistance at the metal/semiconductor interface and the sheet
resistance of the organic semiconductor, from which the threshold voltage and the
intrinsic carrier mobility of the devices can be calculated [2, 3]. The theory and
implementation of this method on our DNTT OTFTs are described in this section.
For this method, a set of OTFTs with different channel lengths is required; corre-
spondingly, eleven OTFTs with W = 200 µm, Lov = 100 µm and L = 100–4 µm are
fabricated. Figure5.1 shows the measured static drain currents (ID) of six of those
OTFTs. The characteristics show that ID increases when L is reduced. The OTFTs
have on/off current ratios (Ion/Ioff) of about 106 and subthreshold slopes (Ss-th) of
90 mV/decade. From the saturation transfer curves, effective mobilities (μ) of 2.7,
2.4, 2.0, 1.8, 1.6 and 1.2 cm2/Vs, and transconductances (gm) of 5, 12, 20, 30, 40
and 60 µA/V (at VGS = −3 V) are extracted for L = 100, 40, 20, 12, 8 and 4 µm,
respectively. The reduction of μ as L reduces is owed to the increase in the relative
contribution of the contact resistances to the total device resistance [4].

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Fig. 5.1 Measured static I–V characteristics of inverted-staggered DNTT OTFTs with W = 200
µm, Lov = 100 µm, and L = 100, 40, 20, 12, 8 and 4 µm. a Output characteristics at VGS = −3 V.
b Transfer characteristics at VDS = −2 V

Since the output characteristics of theDNTTOTFTs (p-channel) shown in Fig. 5.1
do not exhibit a non-linearity at low drain-source voltages, it can be assumed in the
following analysis that the OTFTs have ohmic contact resistances; however, it is
demonstrated in Sect. 5.3 that this is not the case for aggressively-scaled DNTT
OTFTs (with L < 1 µm) and for F16CuPc OTFTs (n-channel) as well. Accordingly,
the total resistance of the OTFT (Rtot) is given by the sum of the source/drain contact
resistances (2RC; assuming also that the OTFT is symmetrical) and the channel
resistance (Rch = 1/gch): Rtot = 2RC + Rch. By substituting for Rch = 1/gch using
(3.10) at low drain-source voltages (VDS � VGS − VTH), we obtain

RtotW = 2RCW + RsheetL . (5.1)

Figure5.2a depicts the extracted width-normalized total resistance (RtotW ) of all the
eleven OTFTs as a function of L at various gate-source voltages above threshold and
at a low drain-source voltage of −0.1 V. At each VGS, the resistances Rsheet and RC
can be calculated from the slope and the intersection with the y-axis (when L = 0)
of the linear least-square fit, respectively.

As described in Chap.3, the drain current (ID) when considering ohmic contact
resistances for symmetrical OTFTs can be written as

ID = μoCI
W

L
· (VDS − 2IDRC) ·

(
VGS − VTH − VDS

2

)
. (5.2)

At a sufficiently small drain-source voltage (VDS � VGS−VTH), ID can be simplified
to the following expression:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Fig. 5.2 Analysis of the intrinsic and extrinsic properties of OTFTs with W = 200 µm, L = 100–4
µm and Lov = 100 µm using the TLM. a Measured width-normalized total resistance (RtotW ) as a
function of L for different VGS at VDS = −0.1 V. From the linear least-square fit at VGS = −3 V, a
width-normalized contact resistance (RCW ) of 0.25 k�cm, a sheet resistance (Rsheet) of 347 k�/�
and a transfer length (LT) of 7.3 µm are extracted. All linear least-square fits (except for VGS = −1.8
V) meet at a single point, which defines a characteristic length (−l0) of about 8.5 µm and a gate-
voltage independent parasitic resistance (RC,0W ) of 0.2 k�cm. b The reciprocal of the extracted
sheet resistance (1/Rsheet) as a function of VGS. From the linear least-square fit, an intrinsic carrier
mobility (μo) of 3.3 cm2/Vs and a threshold voltage (VTH) of −1.6 V are determined

ID = μoCI
W

L
· (VDS − 2IDRC) · (VGS − VTH). (5.3)

Given that Rtot = VDS/ID, the width-normalized total OTFT resistance can be
derived as follows:

RtotW = 2RCW + L

μoCI(VGS − VTH)
. (5.4)

From (5.1) and (5.4), the intrinsic carrier mobility (μo) and the threshold voltage
(VTH) of the OTFTs can therefore be deduced by plotting the reciprocal of the
extracted sheet resistance (1/Rsheet) as a function of VGS, as shown in Fig. 5.2b. Cor-
respondingly, it is found that the p-channel DNTTOTFTs have μo = 3.3 cm2/Vs and
VTH = −1.6 V. Using the same procedure for n-channel F16CuPc OTFTs (having
Ion/Ioff = 105), μo = 0.06 cm2/Vs and VTH = 1.1 V are determined. The extracted
μo = 3.3 cm2/Vs is larger than μ = 2.7 cm2/Vs of the DNTT OTFT with L = 100
µm. This is because the gate-overlap length (Lov) of these OTFTs is taken to be as
large as 100 µm. Indeed, if L is designed to be much larger than Lov, the impact of
the parasitic resistances on the carrier mobility will be minimal.

As depicted in Fig. 5.2b, the reciprocal of the sheet resistance slightly deviates
from the linear least-square fit at high gate bias (|VGS| ≥ 2.7 V), which implies that
the OTFTs have about 10% lower carrier mobility at this biasing regime. This can be
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Fig. 5.3 a Measured and modeled 2RCW as a function of VGS for the OTFTs with W = 200 µm,
L = 100–4 µm and Lov = 100 µm. The dashed line represents the empirical model given by (5.5)
with μo = 3.3–2.9 cm2/Vs (as a function of VGS), l0 = 8.5 µm and RC,0W = 2.2 k�cm. The solid
line represents the analytical model given by (5.6) and (3.10) with constants LT = 7.3 µm and
VTH = −1.6 V. (b) Measured and modeled 2RCW as a function of Lov. The solid line represents
the analytical model given by (5.6) with LT = 7.3 µm and Rsheet = 347 k�/�. The figure depicts
the excellent agreement between the measured and modeled RC characteristics with the parameters
extracted using the TLM. The inset shows a schematic diagram illustrating the current distribution
underneath the source or drain contacts of the OTFTs (adopted from [6]), assuming that Lov > LT,
where LT is the characteristic transfer length overwhich 63%of the current flows from the top-metal
contact to the organic semiconductor or vice versa

attributed to bias-stress effects. Even though the OTFTs exhibit very low hysteresis
when being measured in the forward and backward directions (not shown here), a
similar effect is observed in the linear transfer characteristics, i.e., themeasured drain
current is slightly lower in the backward bias stream than in the forward bias stream
due to the lower carrier mobility caused by bias stress at high gate-source voltages.

Furthermore, Fig. 5.3a shows the extracted width-normalized contact resistances
(2RCW ) as a function of the gate voltage. Apparently, the contact resistance is largely
modulated by the gate voltage due to the presence of the overlaps between the
source/drain contacts and the gate electrode; the contact resistance of the OTFTs
decreases with increasing the absolute gate voltage. An empirical model for this
effect can be easily deduced from the TLM data [5]. As shown in Fig. 5.2a, the RtotW
versus L curves merge at l0 ∼= 8.5 µm and has a residual value of a gate-voltage inde-
pendent parasitic resistance (RC,0W ) of 0.2 k�cm. From (5.4), the width-normalized
contact resistances (2RCW ) must therefore satisfy the following relation [5]:

2RCW = RC,0W + l0
μ0CI(VGS − VTH)

. (5.5)

That is, the contact resistance can be considered as an accumulation channel resis-
tance of length l0 in series with a minimum effective contact resistance. The output
of the model with μ0 = 3.3–2.9 cm2/Vs (as a function of VGS), CI = 700 nF/cm2,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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l0 = 8.5 µm and RC,0W = 2.2 k�cm is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 5.3a; the
model fitted quite well with the extracted data.

Only the channel length dependence of the OTFT performance with a fixed gate-
overlap length (Lov) of 100 µm is considered so far. Based on the discussions above,
RC should depend also on Lov because of the current distribution under the contacts.
To investigate this effect, other similar six sets of OTFTs but with Lov = 50, 30,
20, 10, 5 and 2 µm are fabricated on the same substrate. Figure5.3b shows the
width-normalized contact resistances (2RCW ) extracted using the TLM for each
OTFT set at VGS = −3 V. An accurate evaluation of the contact resistance for these
inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) OTFTs requires the use of a distributed
resistance network underneath the source/drain contacts as derived in Appendix C.2;
accordingly, RC is analytically described by [2]

2RCW = 2RsheetLT coth

(
Lov

LT

)
, (5.6)

where LT is a characteristic transfer length over which 63% of the current flows
from the semiconductor into the metal or from the metal into the semiconductor [6].
As defined in Appendix C.2, the transfer length (LT) is given by

LT =
√

ρc

Rsheet
, (5.7)

where ρc (�m2) is the contact resistivity multiplied by the effective distance between
the source/drain contacts and the accumulated channel. Moreover, the expression of
RCW given by (5.6) can be simplified to the following two conditions [2]:

RCW ∼=
{

ρc/Lov forLov � LT,

ρc/LT forLov � LT.
(5.8)

If Lov � LT, the effective contact area is the actual contact area of LovW . If
Lov � LT, however, the effective contact area is LTW , which is smaller than the
actual contact area, leading to an increased current density than if the entire contact
area was active.

In principle, the transfer length (LT) can be extracted from the RtotW versus
L curves shown in Fig. 5.2a. By substituting (5.7) and (5.8) in (5.1) for long gate-
overlap lengths (Lov � LT), the width-normalized total OTFT resistance can be
expressed as

RtotW = Rsheet(2LT + L). (5.9)

Therefore, LT can be calculated at each VGS from the intersection of the linear least-
square fit with the x-axis (when RtotW = 0). Referring to Fig. 5.2a, the OTFTs with
Lov = 100µmhave Rsheet = 347k�/� and LT = 7.3µm(extracted atVGS = −3V).
Using these values, the analytical model of RCW given by (5.6) yielded an excellent
fit to the measured results, as illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 5.3b. Moreover, a
precise fit is also achieved in Fig. 5.3a by substituting in (5.6) for Rsheet using (3.10).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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5.2 Compact Charge-Drift Model

The steady-state characteristics of the OTFTs have been extensively studied and sev-
eral static models have been proposed in literature [7–12]. Brown et al. [7] observed
that the charge carrier mobility in amorphous organic transistors is bias dependent,
i.e., the mobility increases when the gate voltage increases. According to that per-
ceived effect, Vissenberg and Matters [8] and Meijer et al. [9] developed analytical
models based on charge drift in the presence of variable-range hopping1 (VRH).
However, these models are limited to the linear operating regime. Calvetti et al. [10]
and Marinov and Deen [11] derived analytical models based on the same common
points, but on the other hand, the models cover both the linear and the saturation
operating regimes with a single formulation. Each of these models and many oth-
ers [13–17] were proposed to explain the conduction mechanism of their specific
devices while taking into consideration the mobility enhancement behavior at higher
gate bias.

In general, it is quite challenging to define a unified compact DC model for
OTFTs due to various reasons, among them are the following [11]: (i) there is a wide
range of OTFT technologies, including the use of different materials, processing
steps and diverse transistor configurations; and (ii) there is significant variability in
experimental data for similar devices in literature. Consequently, many models are
developed to reflect the unique features for the particular OTFTs.

As shown in Fig. 5.2b, the extracted intrinsic carrier mobility of our p-channel
DNTT OTFTs does not increase with increasing gate bias; in fact, it is slightly
reduced due to bias-stress effects. Note that the same property is observed for our
n-channel OTFTs as well. Therefore, the aforementioned models are not viable to
describe the real physical behavior of our OTFTs, without which they may produce
misleading device characteristics. Since our OTFTs behave to a large degree as the
conventional FETs, the simple charge-drift model presented by Borkan and Weimer
in [18] can be adopted for our simulations. As derived in Chap.3, the drain current
(ID) is accordingly expressed above threshold (VGS > VTH) as

ID =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

μCI
W

L

[
(VGS − VTH)VDS − V 2

DS

2

]
for VDS < VGS − VTH,

μCI
W

2L
(VGS − VTH)2 for VDS ≥ VGS − VTH.

(5.10)

1The variable-range hopping (VRH) is a model describing the conduction mechanism in a strongly
disordered system, assuming the charge-carrier transport as hopping between localized electronic
states. These states can be considered as charge traps induced by chemical impurities, structural
defects or grain boundaries. The hopping rate between two localized states, which corresponds to
the carrier mobility, is thermally activated or tunneling assisted and the relaxation takes place under
phonon emission [3].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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This generic charge-drift model formulates the base for developing a reliable OTFT
compact DCmodel. In the following, we explore the details ofmodifying this generic
model to make it valid in all operation regimes of the device with a single expression
and also to include non-ideal effects, namely subthreshold current, channel length
modulation and parasitic resistances.

The representation of the drain current (ID) given by (5.10) in the linear operation
regime (VDSi < VGSi − VTH) of an intrinsic OTFT (excluding the parasitic contact
resistances) can be rewritten as

ID = μoCI
W

2L

[
(VG − VTH − VSi)

2 − (VG − VTH − VDi)
2
]
. (5.11)

The subscript i designates the internal source and drain potentials of the intrinsic
OTFT, which corresponds to the portion of the inverted-staggered OTFT that is
above the gate electrode and between the source and drain contacts. In fact, the
source (VSi) and drain (VDi) contacts are interchangeable in the model, which reflect
the symmetrical structure of the OTFTs.

To make expression (5.11) valid in both linear and saturation operation regimes,
the term (VG − VTH − VDi) has to be taken only with positive values in the linear
regime (when VDi < VG − VTH) and it has to be very close to zero in the saturation
regime (when VDi ≥ VG − VTH). Moreover, expression (5.11) is valid only above
threshold (when VGSi > VTH). However, a non-zero current is typically measured
when the gate voltage is above the turn-on voltage (VON) and below the threshold
voltage (VTH), which is referred to as the subthreshold regime (see Fig. 5.1). This
regime is particularly important in low-power digital circuits because it describes how
fast the switches are turned on and off [19]. Therefore, to include the subthreshold
regime in the static model, ID has to be proportional to exp(VG − VTH − VSi) when
VGSi < VTH. These conditions can be easily incorporated into the generic charge-
drift model by replacing the terms (VG − VTH − VSi) and (VG − VTH − VDi) in (5.11)
with an asymptotically interpolation function [Veff(V ), where V = VSi or VDi] that
is given by [11]

Veff(V ) = VSS ln

[
1 + exp

(
VG − VTH − V

VSS

)]
(5.12)

∼=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

VSS exp

(
VG − VTH − V

VSS

)

for subthreshold regime,

when VG − VTH − V < −VSS,

VG − VTH − V

for above-threshold regime,

when VG − VTH − V > VSS,

(5.13)
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where VSS is related to the steepness of the subthreshold characteristics of the OTFT.
Note that Veff(V ) is very close to zero when V > VG − VTH, which is a necessary
condition as mentioned above to make the model valid in the linear and saturation
regimes using a single formulation. A similar interpolation has been also used for
MOSFETs [20] and polysilicon TFTs [21].

In the saturation regime, the drain current is determined by the channel length
(L) and the gate-overdrive voltage (VGS − VTH). The saturation regime starts at
the pinch-off point when VDS = VGS − VTH. Once the pinch-off point occurs,
any further increase in the drain potential results in shortening of the accumulated
channel, thus increasing the drain current correspondingly. This effect is referred to
as channel length modulation. A simple modification to (5.11) can be implemented
to incorporate this phenomenon by replacing the channel length L with L − �L ,
given that [11]

L

(
1 − �L

L

)
∼= L

1 + λ|VDi − VSi| , (5.14)

where λ is the channel-length modulation coefficient. By taking the absolute value
of VDSi, the inherent symmetry of the model is preserved.

The final representation of the drain current (ID) of the intrinsic OTFT is deter-
mined by substituting for the subthreshold region using (5.12) and the channel length
modulation using (5.14) in (5.11) to obtain

ID = μoCI
W

2L
· (1 + λ|VDi − VSi|) ·

{
[Veff(VSi)]

2 − [Veff(VDi)]
2
}
. (5.15)

All expressions derived so far are for n-channel OTFTs. Similar characteristic equa-
tions are valid for p-channel OTFTs, for which the polarities of the voltages and
currents have to be inverted.

As discussed in the previous section, the parasitic contact resistances (2RC) of
OTFTs contribute substantially to the total device resistance and have a considerable
impact on the drain currents. In fact, measurements show that RC is dependent on
the gate bias as demonstrated in Fig. 5.3. Consequently, the model of RC given by
(5.6) is used in the static OTFT model to account for this field dependence.

Ideally, the model is geometry scalable. However, the variability in the character-
istics of OTFTs is relatively large and in practice there is always some discrepancy
between idealized assumptions and experimentally acquired data [11]. In addition,
some parameters, such as the contact resistance, might have different scaling rules.
Thus, one should allow for some variability in the values of μ, VTH, λ and VSS
for OTFTs with different dimensions, even if the they are fabricated on the same
substrate.

The model is implemented in a SPICE simulator. Figure5.4 shows the measured
versus simulated data for the I–V output and transfer characteristics of a p-channel
DNTT OTFT with W = 100 µm, L = 4 µm and Lov = 20 µm. The accurate
agreement of the simulated to the measured data justifies the reliability of the pro-
posed model, which is needed to carry out more complex simulations for integrated
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Fig. 5.4 Measuredversus simulated I–V characteristics of a p-channelDNTTOTFTwithW = 100
µm, L = 4 µm and Lov = 20 µm. a Output characteristics. b Linear and saturation transfer
characteristics. The inset shows the OTFT DC model schematic. The model parameters are Kp =
μCI = 478 nA/V2, VTH = −1.08 V, λ = 0.5 %/V and VSS = 90 mV

circuits based on OTFTs. Note that the OTFT, the characteristics of which are shown
in Fig. 5.4, is located on the same sample as the digital-to-analog converters pre-
sented in Chap.8. The model is tested on several p- and n-channel OTFTs with dif-
ferent dimensions and a quite good agreement between the measured and simulated
data is generally achieved. However, it is observed that the output characteristics of
aggressively-scaled p-channel (only those that are freshly fabricated) and n-channel
OTFTs exhibit a pronounced non-linearity at low drain-source voltages, i.e., the
contact resistances are dependent not only on the gate bias but also on the drain
bias. This eventually necessitated the implementation of a simple modification to the
OTFT model to consider this non-ideal contact effect, as discussed hereinafter.

5.3 Non-linear Contact Resistance

Non-ideal contacts in TFTs strongly affect the device characteristics and perfor-
mance, especially for short channel devices, where these effects become dominant
[22]. In the previous section, it is demonstrated that the characteristics of p-channel
DNTT OTFTs with channel lengths down to 4 µm can be accurately modeled with
ohmic contact resistances that are dependent only on the gate bias. However, mea-
surements of aggressively-scaled OTFTs with channel lengths below 1 µm show
pronounced non-linearity of the output characteristics at low drain-source voltages
(|VDS| < |VGS − VTH|), as depicted in Fig. 5.5. This implies that these transistors
exhibit non-linear parasitic contact resistances, which are not ohmic because they
are not only dependent on the gate bias but also on the drain bias. A similar effect
is measured also for the n-channel F16CuPc OTFTs even with a channel length of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_8
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Fig. 5.5 Measured versus simulated I–V characteristics of a p-channel DNTT OTFT with W = 5
µm, L = 0.8 µm and Lov = 20 µm. a Output characteristics. b Linear and saturation transfer
characteristics. The inset shows the OTFT DC model schematic. The model parameters are Kp =
μCI = 830 nA/V2, VTH = −1.16 V, λ = 4 %/V, VSS = 95 mV, ISS = 1.6 µA and η = 3.5. Note
that these characteristics are measured immediately after the fabrication and the high non-linearity
observed in (a) at low |VDS| had disappeared after 5 months [3]

4 µm, as shown in Fig. 5.6. It is important to note that the non-linear drain cur-
rent increase observed in the aggressively-scaled DNTT OTFTs had disappeared 5
months after fabrication [3]; this suggests that their contact resistances had improved
over time. In principle, the non-ohmic contact resistances severely limit the effective
carrier mobility of the OTFTs and might also lead to frequency dispersion of their
current–voltage and capacitance–voltage characteristics [22]. Therefore, we present
in the following a modification to the compact model allowing to simulate the highly
non-linear source and drain contact resistances for the said devices.

Referring to Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, the non-linear regions of the output characteristics
at |VDS| < |VGS − VTH| indicate that the contact resistances decrease with |VDS|. In
order to simulate this contact effect, we propose an equivalent circuit that consists of
a pair of anti-parallel diodes, a parallel resistance (Rp) and a series resistance (Rs) for
each contact. The corresponding equivalent circuit representing a complete OTFT
compact model that reflects the non-ohmic nature of the source and drain contacts
is depicted in the inset of Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. A similar model is used by Necliudov
et al. [23, 24] for inverted-coplanar (bottom-gate, bottom-contact) OTFTs, of which
the contact resistances are also dependent on the gate and drain biases.

A pair of anti-parallel diodes is used at each contact to preserve the symmetry
of the current–voltage characteristics of the OTFTs. The diode current (Idiode) at a
given voltage (Vdiode) is given by

Idiode = ISS

[
exp

(
qVdiode

ηkBT

)
− 1

]
, (5.16)
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Fig. 5.6 Measured versus simulated I–V characteristics of an n-channel F16CuPc OTFT with
W = 100 µm, L = 4 µm and Lov = 20 µm. a Output characteristics. b Linear and saturation
transfer characteristics. The inset shows the OTFT DCmodel schematic. The model parameters are
Kn = μCI = 11 nA/V2, VTH = 0.92 V, λ = 4 %/V, VSS = 125 mV, ISS = 3 nA and η = 1.6

where ISS is the reverse bias saturation current, also referred to as the scale current, k
is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and η is the ideality factor. The scale
current (ISS) and the ideality factor (η), which are responsible for the steepness of the
current–voltage characteristic, are used as fitting parameters in the model. At very
low drain-source voltages |VDS| � |VGS − VTH|, each diode contributes little to the
current conduction. Thus, the total device resistance is viewed in this case as a pair
of contact resistors Rs and Rp in series with Rch, i.e., Rtot = 2Rs+2Rp+ Rch. Using
the TLM, similar to that shown in Fig. 5.2, one can extract the contact resistance
(RC = Rs + Rp) as well as the intrinsic channel resistance (Rch) as a function
of the gate-source voltage (VGS). However, when |VDS| exceeds the diode turn-on
voltage, the impact of the parallel resistance (Rp) diminishes; therefore, the total
device resistance is given in this case by Rtot = 2Rs + Rch, meaning that the contact
resistance is reduced to RC = Rs [24].

The model is implemented in a SPICE simulator; comparisons of the simulation
with the experimental data shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the good fit at all
operating regimes.Note that allmeasurements presented in this chapter are performed
in ambient air and at room temperature. Moreover, an IC-CAP PEL code is written
to control the test setup and to automate the data collection process; the code is listed
in Appendix D.2.
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5.4 Summary

Using the TLM, static intrinsic and extrinsic properties of the OTFTs are character-
ized. The p- and n-channel OTFTs based on DNTT and F16CuPc organic semicon-
ductors have intrinsic carrier mobilities (μo) of 3.3 and 0.06 cm2/Vs, respectively.
The source/drain parasitic resistances are experimentally studied for different L and
Lov; a distributed resistive network is employed to accurately model their behavior.
Furthermore, the static I–V characteristics of the OTFTs are well described by a sim-
ple compact model, in which the channel length modulation, subthreshold current
and parasitic resistances are considered. It is found that n-channel and aggressively-
scaled p-channel (pristine) OTFTs exhibit pronounced non-linearities in their output
characteristics at low |VDS|; this non-ohmic parasitic effect is modeled using an
equivalent circuit incorporating a pair of diodes at each contact.
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Chapter 6
Admittance Characterization

An accurate modeling of the dynamic response of OTFT-based circuits requires an
analysis of the charge storage behavior in the transistors. Accordingly, this chapter
presents an experimental study of the OTFT admittance at different biasing potentials
and validates the results with accurate modeling as well as 2-D device simulations.
Effects induced by the parasitic elements that extend beyond the periphery of the
intrinsic transistor, including fringe current and contact impedance, are carefully con-
sidered. Furthermore, a small-signal model is built to characterize both the resistive
and the reactive parts of the measured device admittance. Finally, the implications
of the measurements are also discussed relating to the OTFTs dynamic performance,
particularly the cutoff frequency and the charge response time.

6.1 Parameter Extraction

For admittance measurements, fully-patterned OTFTs with channel widths (W ) of
400 µm and channel lengths (L) of 200, 160, 140, 120, 100, 80, 50 and 30 µm are
fabricated. To minimize and precisely control the parasitic capacitances, the top-
contact layer is carefully aligned with the patterned bottom-gate layer. Considering
the good alignment capability of the high-resolution silicon stencil masks, the gate-
overlap length is symmetrically laid out at 10 µm for the source and drain electrodes.
Moreover, the organic semiconductor layer extends beyond the periphery of the
intrinsic OTFTs by 30 µm on each side (also called fringe regions).

In the beginning, static current–voltage (I –V ) measurements are performed using
a DC source/monitor unit (HP 4141B) on the chip, in the dark, in ambient air and
at room temperature. Using the transmission line method (TLM) analysis, which
is described in detail in the previous chapter, at a drain-source voltage (VDS) of
−0.1 V, a set of parameters are extracted; an intrinsic charge carrier mobility (μo) of
2.1 cm2/Vs and a threshold voltage (VTH) of −1.04 V are calculated, and at a gate-
source voltage (VGS) of −3 V, a sheet resistance (Rsheet) of 420 k�/� and a contact
resistance (RCW ) of 0.1 k� cm (this value is equal to half of the value reported
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in [1] due to the different notation used) are found. The I –V output and transfer
characteristics of the OTFT with L = 200 µm is shown previously in Fig. 3.4.
Furthermore, the simulation and modeling parameters are given in Tables 3.1 and
3.2, noting that some of the values are extracted from admittance measurements as
demonstrated further below. It is observed from the measurements that the OTFTs
have very little hysteresis (not shown in Fig. 3.4) indicating a low interface trap
density and good electrical stability of the DNTT layer on the SAM/AlOx gate
dielectric. Since the transistor has a relatively long channel (L = 200 µm � Lov =
10 µm), contact effects are insignificant; accordingly, the effective charge carrier
mobility in both the saturation and linear operation regimes are very close to the
intrinsic mobility (μo = 2.1 cm2/Vs) and independent of the gate voltage.

The frequency response analysis by means of admittance (Y ) measurements is
subsequently conducted to provide much insight with regard to the limitation factors
of the device performance and their origin. For example, the admittance of OTFTs
has been investigate in literature to obtain the doping concentration and charge carrier
mobility [2, 3]. Moreover, it has been a useful tool to understand the charge transport
mechanism in the polycrystalline organic semiconducting films that include many
grain boundaries and trap sites [4], also to study the charge injection mechanism
through the contact interfaces between the metallic source/drain contacts and the
organic semiconductor [5, 6]. The admittance (Y ) measurements are carried out using
an LCR meter (HP 4284A) at frequencies from 100 Hz up to 1 MHz and at different
bias potentials ranging from zero to −3 V under the same atmospheric conditions as
in the static measurements. The IC-CAP PEL codes written to control the LCR meter
and to automate data collection are given in Appendix D.2. The capacitance (C) and
the conductance (G) are calculated using equations C = Im(Y/ω) and G = Re(Y ),
respectively, where ω is the angular frequency.

To initially extract the gate insulator capacitance per unit area (CI), dedi-
cated metal-insulator-metal (MIM) devices with different dimensions (200 × 200,
100 × 100, 50 × 50 and 10 × 10 µm2) are fabricated on the same substrate. In
principle, the MIM is a two-terminal pendant of the OTFT sharing the same layer
structure except for the semiconductor. Figure 6.1a shows the measured capacitance–
voltage (C–V ) curves of the MIM structures at frequencies ranging from 500 Hz upto
1 MHz. The average value measured for the MIMs with different areas is found to be
CI = 560 nF/cm2 (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). With the hybrid insulator thickness of about
di = 5.3 nm, an effective value of εi = 3.37 resulted for the relative dielectric
constant.

Figure 6.1b shows also the C–V curves of the OTFT with L = 200 µm calcu-
lated from the measured admittance [1]. For this setup, the source and drain con-
tacts are electrically shorted and connected to the low terminal (virtual ground) of
the LCR meter, while the gate electrode is connected to the high terminal. A DC
potential sweep from zero to −3 V along with a superimposed AC voltage (Vm) of
±100 mV is applied to the gate. The C–V curves show a typical step-like transition
from depletion (at low absolute bias potential) to accumulation (at higher nega-
tive bias), determined by the doping concentration of the semiconductor (Table 3.1)
[2, 4–8]. As the frequency ( f ) increases, the accumulated charges in the channel

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Fig. 6.1 a Measured capacitance–voltage (C–V ) characteristics of MIM devices with different
dimensions (200 × 200, 100 × 100, 50 × 50 and 10 × 10 µm2) as a function of the bias voltage
and at different frequencies. The results show that the capacitance is dependent neither on the bias
voltage nor on the frequency. An average dielectric capacitance per unit area (CI) of 560 nF/cm2

for all the structures is extracted. b Measured versus simulated C–V characteristics of an OTFT
(W = 400 µm, L = 200 µm and Lov = 10 µm) as a function of gate bias and at different frequencies.
The inset shows the used measurement setup, where the device under test (DUT) is the p-channel
OTFT. The dashed line represents the simulations, assuming a mobility of μ = 2.0 cm2/Vs and a
contribution of the fringe part of about 13%. The simulations also fit well to the conductance-voltage
(G–V ) characteristics (not shown here) [1]

cannot follow the signal. Considering the measurement at f = 500 Hz, a minimum
capacitance of Cmin = 13 pF (in depletion) and a maximum capacitance of
Cmax = 566 pF (in accumulation) are measured. At VGS > VTH � −1 V, no chan-
nel exists and the measured Cmin corresponds to the overlap capacitances (2 · Cov)
between the gate and the source/drain contacts, and can be modeled as a series sum
of two dielectrics (with εi = 3.37 for the hybrid gate dielectric and εDNTT = 2.84
for the fully depleted layer of DNTT). On the other hand, at sufficiently large nega-
tive bias (VGS � −2 V), the measured Cmax is equal to the geometrical capacitance
between the gate and the accumulated channel. It is simply given by the hybrid dielec-
tric capacitance per unit area (CI), while considering that the gate-induced channel
extends beyond the periphery of the intrinsic OTFT through the overlaps and fringe
regions.

The usual lack of a self-alignment OTFT process makes the gate-to-contact over-
lap capacitances inevitable [7, 9–11]. As a result, the gate electrode is patterned to
minimize the impact of the parasitics. The pronounced ratio between the measured
capacitances in the depletion and accumulation modes (44 times) is due to the pat-
terning of the gate layer and the use of a relatively small overlap length (Lov = 10 µm
� L = 200 µm). This helps in modeling the OTFT intrinsic capacitance accurately.
Note that this change in the capacitance is more evident than previously reported
works (�6 times) [2, 4–8] owing to the better accuracy and alignment capability of
the high-resolution silicon stencil masks [12–15].
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Furthermore, Fig. 6.1b depicts the results of the 2-D device simulation, which are
performed by our partners at the University of Ilmenau on Sentaurus Device simulator
from Synopsys [1]. At the frequency of f = 500 Hz, the transition slope between the
accumulation and depletion modes is determined only by an unintentional doping
in the organic semiconductor (NA). From the minimum capacitance, the effective
layer thickness (d) of the organic semiconductor is estimated. At this frequency, the
measured curve is well described with NA = 1016 cm−3 and d = 11 nm (Table 3.1)
with the exception of the transition near VGS = −1 V; however, the error in this
region is less than 10 % and probably caused by the large voltage step taken in the
measurements. To simulate correctly the flat band voltage, a concentration of fixed
interface charges of Nif = 1.1 × 1012 cm−2 is assumed. A slightly larger Nif is
used in the dynamic simulation compared to the value used in the static simulation
(Nif = 5×1011 cm−2 given in Table 3.1) because of the negative bias stress caused by
VGS = −3 V during the measurements and resulted in a negative shift of the threshold
voltage (VTH). The frequency dependence of the C–V curves is well simulated by
considering a mobility of μ = 2.0 cm2/Vs for the injected holes from the source/drain
electrodes. As for the highest frequencies (40 KHz and 1 MHz), a smaller contribution
of the fringe part should be assumed to reduce the error. Nevertheless, the value of
the mobility corresponds very well with the aforementioned TLM measurements and
static simulation.

The sheet charge density of the channel (Qch) in the OTFT can be calculated
from the C–V measurements; accordingly, the charge carrier mobility (μ) can be
easily extracted from the corresponding linear I –V characteristics as follows [3].
The carrier mobility (μ) is defined as the drift velocity (vd) of the charge carriers
divided by the electric field in the channel (Ech). Given that v = ID/(W Qch), the
charge carrier mobility can be written as

μ = ID

W Qch Ech
. (6.1)

At sufficiently low drain-source bias (VDS � VGS − VTH; ID in the linear opera-
tion regime), the gate-induced accumulated charges at the semiconductor/dielectric
interface are assumed to be uniformly distributed along the channel length (L);
consequently, the electric field across the entire channel is approximately constant
(Ech = VDS/L). Moreover, the induced charge density in the channel at different
gate-source voltages can be determined from the C–V measurements at a low drain-
source voltage (VDS = −0.1 V) using the following expression [3]:

Qch =
∫ VGS

+∞

(
Cch

W L

)
dV, (6.2)

where Cch is the channel capacitance and is obtained by subtracting the overlap
capacitances (2 · Cov) between the gate and the source/drain contacts from the total
measured OTFT capacitance.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Large contact resistances in the OTFT may introduce error into the calculation
of the mobility [3]. Therefore, to minimize the effects of the contact resistances, the
measured C–V and I –V (Figs. 6.1b and 3.4) characteristics of the longest channel
(L = 200 µm) are considered here. From the TLM, it is found that the contact
resistances are significantly smaller (< 3%) than the channel resistance for the OTFT
with W = 400 µm and L = 200 µm. Subtracting the measured minimum capacitance
(Cmin = 13 pF) at VGS = −0.8–0 V, which corresponds to the overlap capacitances
(2 · Cov), from the measured C–V characteristics at the frequency of f = 500 Hz
(Fig. 6.1b) yields the desired channel capacitance (Cch). A sheet charge density (Qch)
of 1.23 µC/cm2 is therefore obtained at VGS = −3 V by substituting Cch in (6.2). At
VDS = −0.1 V, a linear drain current (|ID|) of 0.46 µA is measured and a constant
electric field (|Ech|) of 500 V/m is calculated. Finally, a charge carrier mobility (μ)
of 1.9 cm2/Vs is extracted from (6.1). This value corresponds very well with the
aforementioned TLM measurements and static simulations.

6.2 Frequency Response Analysis

To further investigate the charge response behavior, the capacitance (C) and the loss
(G/ω) of the OTFTs are measured as a function of the frequency. This helps to clarify
the limitation factors for the AC characteristics of the OTFTs. Similar to the previous
setup shown in the inset of Fig. 6.1b, the results include the intrinsic as well as the
parasitic OTFT components, i.e., the fringe regions that extend beyond the periphery
of the intrinsic OTFT and the overlap regions between the gate and the source/drain
electrodes.

Figure 6.2 show the admittance measurements of the OTFT with W = 400 µm,
L = 200 µm and Lov = 10 µm [1]. Above threshold (VTH = −1.08 V), the holes
appear to respond well to the applied small signal and the measured capacitance is
proportional to the channel length. This is valid up to a certain frequency depending
on the applied gate potential; however, their responsiveness starts to degrade above
this frequency due to limited lateral flow of holes [7]. At the said frequency, also
referred to as relaxation or cutoff frequency ( fT), the measured capacitance (C)
decreases and the loss (G/ω) reaches a maximum. This kind of dispersion occurs as
a result of the frequency- and voltage-dependent accumulation layer, while another
dispersion is expected to occur above 1 MHz due to the overlap regions. For the latter
case, the measured capacitances fall to zero. For a smaller VGS, the cutoff frequency
( fT) decreases indicating a lower mobility of the holes. In other words, the mobility
of the holes increases by filling up the trap inside the DNTT [7].

As mentioned above, the admittance of OTFTs is investigated to obtain informa-
tion about the carrier concentration and the interface trap properties [3, 16, 17]. It
is also a useful tool to build a small-signal model because both the resistive and
the reactive characteristics of a device can be obtained from the measurements
[18]. Therefore, the limitations of the AC characteristics by the significant para-
sitic impedance can be quantitatively explained by means of a simple equivalent

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Fig. 6.2 Measured versus modeled admittance of an OTFT (W = 400 µm, L = 200 µm and
Lov = 10 µm) as a function of frequency and at different gate bias. a Capacitance–frequency
(C– f ) characteristics, where C = Im(Y/ω). b Loss–frequency (G/ω– f ), where G = Re(Y ). The
OTFT has a maximum cutoff frequency ( fT) of about 13 kHz (estimated from the peak of G/ω) at
VGS = −3 V. The results show that fT increases with increasing the VGS [1]

circuit [4]. Contact effects in an OTFT are generally dependent on the gate bias
and related to the organic semiconductor property, particularly in inverted-staggered
(bottom-gate, top-contact) OTFT structure [19]. It is possible to characterize the
gate-overlap admittance by fabricating a dedicated MIS structure as in [4, 18]. How-
ever, as mentioned in the previous section, the overlap capacitances can be extracted
directly from the C–V measurements, obviating the need for special MIS structures.
In this case, the admittance of the intrinsic and fringe regions can be obtained from
the total admittance by subtracting the estimated gate-overlap admittance.

A small-signal equivalent circuit is developed to explain the conduction mech-
anism and quantitatively evaluate the impact of the parasitic impedance [1]. As
depicted in Fig. 6.3, the model consists of a distributed circuit with parasitic
impedances at the contact [4, 5, 7, 18]. The channel as well as the fringe regions act
as a resistance-capacitance (RC) transmission line owing to the distributed coupling
between the gate electrode and the semiconductor. From the geometry, the contri-
bution of the fringe parts is found to be about 16.5%. In principle, parasitic effects
are more dominant in shorter channel OTFTs and they considerably limit the cutoff
frequency.

It is reported in [6] that parasitic impedance accounting for a depletion region near
the metal/semiconductor interface is necessary to fit the measured channel capaci-
tance [7]. Furthermore, another group has shown in [4] that this parasitic impedance
at the metal/semiconductor interface can be suppressed by contact doping; this is
supposed to originate from the reduction of the current injection barrier and inter-
face dipole. In this work, however, the contact regions are not doped and no parasitic
impedances at the metal/semiconductor interface are considered. It is necessary here
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Fig. 6.3 Schematic cross section of an inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) OTFT. The
small-signal equivalent circuit of the intrinsic as well as the extrinsic (overlap) parts of the OTFT
using a distributed RC equivalent or transmission line model is depicted inside the schematic.
A particular section of the transmission line of length �x has the resistance �R = rch�x , and the
capacitances �C = ci�x and �C ′ = cs�x . The overlap region comprises source/drain contact
resistances RS,D = RC, and overlap capacitances �Cov = ci Lov and �C ′

ov = cs Lov. Note that the
capacitances �C ′ and �C ′

ov govern the change in the depletion layer thickness depending on the
applied gate voltage. The resistance in the gate electrode is assumed to be negligible

to include only contact resistances and overlap capacitances into the model to prop-
erly simulate the measured data.

Referring to Fig. 6.3, the model consists of five parameters, namely source/drain
contact resistances (RS,D), channel resistance per unit length (rch), dielectric capac-
itance per unit length (ci) and semiconductor capacitance per unit length (cs) [1].
The resistance in the gate electrode is neglected because the resistance in the channel
is large enough in this experiment. The resistances RS,D (�) and rch (�/cm) are
directly obtained from the TLM, where RS,D = RC and rch = Rsheet/W . Note that
the expression of RC for our inverted-staggered OTFTs is derived in Appendix C.2.
Since there is no potential difference between the drain and source electrodes in this
setup, rch is assumed to be uniform along the channel. The accumulated charges of
the intrinsic gate region of the OTFT are, however, non-uniformly distributed along
the channel when a drain-source bias is applied. Furthermore, rch is assumed to be
uniform along the channel also because the amount of accumulated holes does not
change considerably during the admittance measurements by the AC small signal
under high negative DC gate-source bias [7]. In depletion, the capacitance cs (F/cm)
governs the change in the depletion layer thickness depending on the applied gate
voltage. In accumulation, the influence of the semiconductor capacitance is negligi-
ble (cs � ci). Finally, ci (F/cm) is acquired from the capacitance measurements of
the MIM structure (Fig. 6.1a), where ci = CI · W .

At VGS = −3 V, the following values are used: RC · W = 0.12 k� cm, Rsheet =
500 k�/� and CI = 560 nF/cm2. There is only a slight difference (less than 20%) to
the values extracted from the TLM. Table 6.1 summarizes all the modeling parameters
used at the different gate-source voltages. As depicted in Fig. 6.2, the model shows an
excellent agreement with both the capacitance and loss of the measured admittance
over the complete frequency range (100 Hz–1 MHz).
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Fig. 6.4 Measured versus modeled admittance of several OTFTs (W = 400 µm, Lov = 10 µm,
and L = 200, 160, 140, 120, 100, 80, 50 and 30 µm) as a function of frequency and at VGS = −3 V.
a Capacitance–frequency (C– f ) characteristics, where C = Im(Y/ω). b Loss–frequency (G/ω– f ),
where G = Re(Y ). Note that the model (shown in Fig. 6.3) here used a constant set of parameters
(Table 6.1) except for the channel length (L). A maximum cutoff frequency ( fT) of about 0.4 MHz
(estimated from the peak of G/ω) at VGS = −3 V is extracted for the OTFT with L = 30 µm. The
results show that fT increases with decreasing L [1]

Table 6.1 List of model parameters used in the OTFT (W = 400 µm and Lov = 10 µm) small-
signal equivalent circuit

Model parameter Gate-source voltage [VGS (V)]

0 −0.5 −1.0 −1.5 −2.0 −2.5 −3.0

Rsheet = rch · W (k�/�) ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 3100 1000 620 500

CS = cs/W (µF/cm2)a 0.2 0.23 0.35 10.5 ⇑ ⇑ ⇑
The parameters listed above, namely the sheet resistance (Rsheet) and semiconductor capacitance
(CS), are those that are dependent on the gate-source voltage (VGS). In addition, RC · W = 0.12
k� cm and CI = 560 nF/cm2 are included in the model
aIn depletion, CS governs the change in the depletion layer thickness

To evaluate the scalability of the model with reducing the device dimensions,
Fig. 6.4 shows the measured and simulated admittance at VGS = −3 V for all the
fabricated OTFTs with W = 400 µm, Lov = 10 µm, and L = 200, 160, 140, 120,
100, 80, 50 and 30 µm. The same set of model parameters is used. A reliable and
precise fit of the small-signal equivalent circuit to the experimental data is obtained.

Following the method presented in [4], the extracted capacitances can be divided
into two regions, namely a constant region at low frequencies and a decreasing
region at high frequencies. In the high frequency region, the measured capacitances
follow the power law (C ∝ f −p). Figure 6.5a shows an example for the OTFT with
L = 200 µm. The values of the exponent p are between 0.59 and 0.68. The cutoff
frequency ( fT) can be estimated as the intersection point of the extrapolated fitting
lines (using power law fit) and the capacitance in the low frequency region (lateral
line fit) [4]. This method is useful if no conductance measurements are available.
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Fig. 6.5 a Measured capacitance–frequency (C– f ) characteristics of an OTFT with (W = 400 µm,
L = 200 µm and Lov = 10 µm) as a function of frequency and at different gate bias. At VGS > VTH,
the capacitance follow the power law (C ∝ f −p) in the high frequency region and is nearly constant
in the low frequency region, noting that the cutoff frequency can be roughly estimated from the
intersection point between the two fitting lines [4]. The values of the exponent p are 0.59, 0.6, 0.62
and 0.68 at VGS = −1.5, −2.0, −2.5 and −3.0 V, respectively. b Extracted cutoff frequency ( fT)
of all the OTFTs (W = 400 µm, Lov = 10 µm, and L = 200, 160, 140, 120, 100, 80, 50 and 30
µm) from the peak of G/ω. The results verify that fT approximately complies with (3.12), i.e., fT
increases with decreasing L and with increasing VGS

However, a more accurate approach is to estimate fT from the peak of G/ω as depicted
in Fig. 6.5b. The results verify that the cutoff frequency increases with decreasing
channel length and with increasing gate bias. This approximately conforms with the
expression (3.12).

6.3 Effective Delay of Gate-Induced Charges

The charges in the OTFT channel cannot be induced instantaneously with the applied
gate-source voltage; therefore, the charge response time can be a bottleneck in the
high frequency operation of the device [18]. A quantitative evaluation of the effective
RC delay time (τ ), which is needed to make the charges induced in the channel,
requires first to derive expressions for the gate-to-channel capacitance (Cch) and
loss (Gch/ω) of the intrinsic OTFT. Referring to Fig. 6.3, a transmission line model
(RC network) is used for the calculation of the capacitance. Assuming the transistor
is operated in the accumulation regime, the influence of the capacitances �C ′ and
�C ′

ov that govern the change in the depletion layer thickness depending on the
gate voltage are negligible, i.e., �C � �C ′ and �Cov � �C ′

ov. Considering
only the intrinsic part of the OTFT (valid when L � Lov), a particular section of
the transmission line of length �x has the resistance �R = Rsheet�x/W and the
capacitance �C = CIW�x . By following a procedure similar to that used in [20]

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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and [21], we apply Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws and take the limit �x → 0
to obtain

∂ I

∂x
= − jωCIW V (x), (6.3)

∂V

∂x
= − Rsheet

W
I (x). (6.4)

We then combine (6.3) and (6.4) and solve the resulting second-order linear differ-
ential equation to get expressions for the current I (x) and the voltage V (x). After a
considerable amount of algebra, it can be deduced that the gate-to-channel capaci-
tance (Cch) and loss (Gch/ω) are expressed by the following [1, 18, 20]:

Cch = 1

ω
Im

[
2I (x = 0)

V (x = 0)

]
= CIW L

α

(
sinh α + sin α

cosh α + cos α

)
, (6.5)

Gch

ω
= Re

[
2I (x = 0)

V (x = 0)

]
= CIW L

α

(
sinh α − sin α

cosh α + cos α

)
, (6.6)

where α = √
ωRsheetCIL2/2. Detailed steps for the derivation of Cch and Gch/ω are

given in Appendix C.1.
When α = 1, the channel capacitance (Cch) given in (6.5) is equal 0.97 × CIW L .

Therefore, the delay time (τ = 1/ω) that is needed for 97% of the total charges in
the channel to be induced and effectively responding, is accordingly determined as

τ = RsheetCIL2

2
. (6.7)

This relation is slightly different from the one reported in [18] because of the different
device structure used. Figure 6.6a shows the calculated τ as a function of L using
the same modeling parameters: Rsheet = 500 k�/� and CI = 560 nF/cm2 [1]. Such
a plot can be used to deduce information about the maximum frequency achieved
for a given minimum channel length and/or maximum channel length needed for a
given frequency. For example, one can estimate from Fig. 6.6a that for a successful
operation at f = 10 kHz, the OTFT should have L ≤ 106 µm. To verify this
estimation, normalized C–V characteristics of the OTFTs with L = 200, 160, 140,
120, 100, 80, 50 and 30 µm measured at 10 kHz are depicted in Fig. 6.6b. The
normalization is implemented by dividing the measured C–V data by 1.165 CIW (L+
2Lov) to account for the parasitic components, i.e., the fringe (16.5%) and overlap
regions (Lov = 10 µm). There is an error of less than 3% because of this assumption;
when L = 100 µm, the normalized channel capacitance almost reaches unity at
VGS = −3 V, but longer devices cannot fully induce the charges at this frequency.
The result correspond closely to what is estimated from (6.7).

Equation (6.7) suggests that there are three ways to reduce the effective charge
response time (τ ) of an OTFT [18]. First, the sheet resistance (Rsheet) can be reduced
by using an organic semiconductor with a larger mobility or by applying a higher
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Fig. 6.6 a Calculated effective delay (τ ) for 97% of the total charges in the OTFT channel to be
induced and effectively responding. The expression of τ is represented by (6.7), considering the
same values for the sheet resistance (Rsheet) and the gate dielectric capacitance per unit area (CI),
which are used for the small-signal equivalent circuit model. Information about the maximum f
achieved for a given minimum L and/or maximum L needed for a given f can be deduced from this
relation. For instance, it can be estimated that for a successful operation at f = 10 kHz, the OTFT
should have L ≤ 106 µm. b Normalized C–V measurements at f = 10 kHz. The contribution of
the fringe part is assumed to be constant (16.5%) for all channel lengths and the normalization is
done by dividing the measurement results by 1.165 CIW (L + 2Lov). There is an error of less than
3% because of this assumption [1]

voltage. However, the evolution of the mobility (Fig. 2.2b) in recent years does not
offer a promising order-of-magnitude improvement in the near future [22]. Further-
more, applying a higher voltage would increase the power consumption of the device
and this is not favorable for battery-powered or frequency-coupled portable devices.
In addition, this may avert the possibility to integrate hybrid solutions combining
large-area organic electronics with high-performance thin silicon chips. Second, a
smaller dielectric capacitance (CI) can be employed, but this may cause low on-
current (Ion) or transconductance (gm). Finally, the most reasonable approach is to
reduce τ by scaling down the channel length (L) of the OTFT.

6.4 Meyer’s Capacitance Model

For the simulation of the dynamic performance of OTFTs, the variations in the
stored charges of the devices have to be considered. In an OTFT, there are stored
charges in the gate electrode and the conducting accumulated channel. In a simpli-
fied manner, the variation in these stored charges can be expressed through different
capacitance elements as discussed herein. One should distinguish between the para-
sitic and intrinsic elements of the OTFT. As mentioned before, the parasitics include
the fringe regions that extend beyond the periphery of the intrinsic OTFT, and the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_2
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overlap regions between the gate electrode and the source/drain contacts. In general,
applying a drain-source bias to the OTFT results in a non-uniform distribution of
charges along the channel. An accurate description of this effect requires a distrib-
uted RC network as an equivalent circuit model, which can in practice be simplified
into lumped capacitive elements between the source, drain and gate terminals. In this
case, the resulting errors in circuit simulations are typically small [23]. In contrast
to DC models, the development of capacitance compact models for OTFTs were
not verified by experimental data since measurements of OTFTs in the quasistatic
regime were not available [7, 24–28]. In this section, to the best of our knowledge,
we present the first experimental analysis of the OTFT intrinsic capacitances at dif-
ferent biasing potentials and validate the results with accurate modeling as well as
2-D device simulations [1].

Using a similar approach that is developed for silicon-based MOSFETs, analysis
of how the accumulated charges in an OTFT are distributed between the source,
drain and gate electrode at different bias potentials is discussed in the following
[23]. Ward and Dutton have reported in 1978 a MOSFET capacitance model, which
comprises a set of charge-conserving and nonreciprocal capacitances between the
different intrinsic terminals of the device [29]. Note that nonreciprocity here means
that Cij �= Cji, where i and j denote source, drain, gate or substrate in the case of
MOSFETs. In a simplified analysis by Meyer in 1971, a set of reciprocal capacitances
are obtained as derivatives of the total gate charges with respect to the various terminal
voltages [30]. In principle, Meyer’s model does not guarantee charge conservation
because it is only a subset of Ward and Dutton model. Hence, there have been attempts
in [24] and [25] to derive OTFT capacitance models based on Ward and Dutton
analysis. However, we prefer to use here the simple Meyer’s model as the resulting
errors in circuit simulations are usually small. Unlike MOSFETs, the OTFT layers
are grown on an insulating substrate, most notably on a glass substrate. Therefore,
there is no bulk connection/terminal and there are no charges stored in the substrate.

In the following, only the intrinsic part of the OTFT is considered, i.e., the over-
lap and fringe regions are excluded. However, the effects induced by the parasitic
elements on the capacitance measurements are investigated hereinafter. According
to the Meyer’s capacitance model, the distributed intrinsic capacitances of an OTFT
can be split into the following two lumped capacitances, namely gate-source (Cgs)
and gate-drain (Cgd) capacitances, which are expressed as

Cgs = ∂QG

∂VGS

∣∣∣∣
VGD

, (6.8)

Cgd = ∂QG

∂VGD

∣∣∣∣
VGS

, (6.9)

where QG is the total intrinsic gate charges [23]. The capacitances Cgs (F) and Cgd
(F) are assumed to be dominated by the gate-induced accumulated charges. Thus,
the contribution of the accumulated charges to the gate charges is determined by
integrating the sheet charge density of the channel (Qch) over the active gate area:
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QG = CIW
∫ L

0
(VG − VTH − Vx) dx, (6.10)

where Vx is the voltage at an arbitrary distance x from the source. Using the well-
established concept of charge drift, the drain current (ID) in an OTFT can be deduced
from (6.1) as

ID = μCIW (VG − VTH − Vx)
∂Vx

∂x
. (6.11)

The current is constant along the channel and dVx = (∂Vx/∂x) dx . By substituting
for dx using (6.11) in (6.10) and changing the integral limits, we obtain

QG = μC2
I W 2

ID

∫ VD

VS

(VG − VTH − Vx)
2 dVx

= μC2
I W 2

3ID

[
(VGS − VTH)3 − (VGD − VTH)3

]
. (6.12)

Using the expression (3.4) for the drain current (ID) in the linear operation regime
and replacing VDS by VGS − VGD, we get

ID = μCIW

L

[
(VGS − VTH)VDS − V 2

DS

2

]

= μCIW

2L
VDS [(VGS − VTH) + (VGD − VTH)]

= μCIW

L

[
(VGS − VTH)2 − (VGD − VTH)2

]
. (6.13)

Substituting (6.13) in (6.12), the total intrinsic gate charges (QG) can therefore be
expressed as

QG = 2

3
CIW L

(VGS − VTH)3 − (VGD − VTH)3

(VGS − VTH)2 − (VGD − VTH)2 . (6.14)

Finally, The gate-source (Cgs) and gate-drain (Cgd) capacitances can be obtained by
substituting (6.14) in (6.8) and (6.9), respectively:

Cgs = 2

3
CIW L

[
1 −

(
VGT − VDS

2VGT − VDS

)2]
, (6.15)

Cgd = 2

3
CIW L

[
1 −

(
VGT

2VGT − VDS

)2]
, (6.16)

where VGT = VGS − VTH, also called the gate-overdrive voltage. At VDS = 0 V, both
the gate-source and gate-drain capacitances are equal to 1/2 · CIW L . In saturation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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regime (VDS ≥ VGS − VTH), the drain-source voltage is given by VDS = VGT, and
thus, Cgs and Cgd are equal to 2/3·C IW L and zero, respectively. This indicates that a
small change in the applied drain-source voltage (VDS) when the channel is pinched
off during the saturation regime does not have an impact on the gate or channel
charges; however, the channel is completely assigned to the source terminal, resulting
in a maximum value for the gate-source capacitance (Cgs,max = 2/3 · CIW L) [23].

Discontinuities in the derivatives of the Meyer capacitances given by (6.15) and
(6.16) occur at the onset of saturation. Such discontinuities should be avoided in
the device models since they give rise to increased simulation time and conversion
problems in circuit simulators [23]. A smooth transition between the nonsaturated
(linear or off regimes) and the saturated regimes is assured by replacing VDS in (6.15)
and (6.16) by VDSe, where VDSe is an effective drain-source voltage that is equal to
VDS for VDS < VGT and is equal to VGT for VDS > VGT. This is achieved by the
following asymptotic interpolation function for the effective drain-source voltage
(VDSe) [23]:

VDSe = 1

2

[
VDS + VGT −

√
V 2

δ + (VDS − VGT)2

]
, (6.17)

where Vδ is a constant voltage that determines the width of the transition region; It
is a fitting parameter that is extracted from the measurements.

We have considered so far admittance measurements with shorted source and
drain contacts, however, a different setup is used here to account for the variations
in the stored charges of the OTFT at different drain-source (VDS) and gate-source
(VGS) voltages. Accordingly, the gate electrode is connected to the low terminal
(virtual ground) of the LCR meter, while the source and drain contacts are connected
alternatively to the high terminal of the LCR meter (HP 4284A precision LCR meter)
and a DC voltage source (Keithley 230 programmable voltage source) [1, 7]. The
DC voltages VDS and VGS are both swept from zero to −3 V and an AC signal of
±100 mV with f = 500 Hz is applied to either the source or the drain.

Figure 6.7 shows the measured gate-source (Cgs) and gate-drain (Cgd) capaci-
tances along with modeled and simulated results for the OTFT with W = 400 µm,
L = 200 µm and Lov = 10 µm [1]. The measured data include both the intrinsic and
parasitic components. Similar to the previous measurements, the parasitic compo-
nent is composed of about 16.5% for the fringe region and a constant Cov = 6.5 pF
for each of the gate-source and gate-drain overlap areas. By excluding the parasitic
components from the measured data, it is found that Cgs = Cgd = 1/2 · CIW L
at VDS = 0 V, while Cgs and Cgd approach 2/3 · CIW L and zero, respectively, at
VDS ≥ VGS − VTH (saturation regime). This charge storage effect complies with the
Meyer’s capacitance model described above.

Using CI = 580 nF/cm2, VTH = −1.18 V and Vδ = 0.1 V in addition to multi-
plying both (6.15) and (6.16) by 1.165 for the fringe region and adding 6.5 pF for
the overlap capacitance (Cov), a precise fit between the modeled and measured data
is accomplished as demonstrated in Fig. 6.7. Furthermore, the measured and mod-
eled characteristics are compared to 2-D device simulation results. Using the same
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Fig. 6.7 Measured gate-source (Cgs) and gate-drain (Cgd) capacitances along with modeled and
simulated results of an OTFT (W = 400 µm, L = 200 µm and Lov = 10 µm) at f = 500 Hz. a Cgs
and Cgd as a function of VDS. b Cgs and Cgd as a function of VGS. Note that the modeled curves are
represented by (6.15) and (6.16) along with the interpolation function (6.17), which are valid above
threshold (solid lines). The voltage-dependent fringe factor of the simulated curves is calculated
by dividing the measured value of Cgs by the simulated intrinsic value. The inset shows the used
measurement setup, where the gate electrode is connected to the low terminal (virtual ground) of
the LCR meter, and the source and drain contacts are connected alternatively to the high terminal
of the LCR meter and the DC voltage source [1]

simulation parameters given in Table 3.1, an excellent agreement for all voltage
regions is obtained for both Cgs and Cgd. It is necessary here to include a voltage-
dependent fringe factor because otherwise the results would not be well described.
The reason is simply the smaller influence of fringe effects for small intrinsic capac-
itances, which occurs in the case of the subthreshold or the linear operation regions.
The fringe factor is calculated by dividing the measured Cgs–VGS by the simulated
intrinsic values at the different drain-source voltages. The results do not show a strong
dependency of the fringe factor on the drain-source voltage but it changes consider-
able depending on the gate-source voltage ranging from about 0.6 at VGS = −1.3 V
to 1.19 at VGS = −3 V.

6.5 Summary

Frequency response analysis on inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) OTFTs
based on DNTT organic semiconductor by means of admittance measurements is per-
formed. The results confirm that the cutoff frequency ( fT) of the OTFTs increases
with decreasing channel length (L) and with increasing gate-source bias (VGS). A
small-signal equivalent circuit based on a distributed RC network or a transmission
line model is used to produce a precise and reliable fit to the data for different oper-
ating frequencies (100 Hz–1 MHz), biasing potentials (−3 V to zero) and channel

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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lengths (30 to 200µm). A quantitative evaluation of the effective RC delay time
(τ ), which is needed to make the charges induced in the OTFT channel, is demon-
strated. Furthermore, the charge storage behavior in the OTFT is very well described
by compact modeling and verified against 2-D device simulations. The dependence
of the intrinsic gate-source (Cgs) and gate-drain (Cgd) capacitances on the applied
gate-source (VGS) and gate-drain (VGD) voltages shows an excellent agreement with
Meyer’s capacitance model, which can in principle be easily incorporated into a
SPICE simulator. This is the first study to undertake experimental analysis of OTFT
intrinsic capacitances at different biasing potentials and validate the results with
accurate modeling and simulations. The material parameters used for all the dynamic
characterization correspond closely to those extracted from the static measurements,
with the exception of the density of fixed interface states (Nif). This is because of
the negative bias stress imposed during the dynamic measurements, which results in
a negative shift of the threshold voltage (VTH).
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Chapter 7
Scattering Parameter Characterization

Recent developments of the performance of OTFTs in the past few years have led
to a renewed interest in characterizing their AC electrical properties using a self-
contained method. Accordingly, the first comprehensive experimental study of the
frequency response of OTFTs using scattering S-parameter measurements is intro-
duced in this chapter. A small-signal model, which includes intrinsic as well as
extrinsic components, derived from the physical behavior of the device is presented.
An excellent fit between measured and simulated S-parameters is demonstrated. The
frequency performance of the model is examined in terms of its current-gain cut-
off frequency. The channel length dependence of the cutoff frequency is described
in a compact model and a close agreement to the measured data of OTFTs with
variable device dimensions is shown. Moreover, the correspondence between sta-
tic and dynamic characterization is discussed. For this study, low-voltage OTFTs
based on the air-stable DNTT organic semiconductor having various channel and
gate-overlap lengths are utilized. Furthermore, the impact of misalignment between
the source/drain contacts and the patterned gate on the dynamic TFT performance
is explored and a simple method to estimate the degree of misalignment from the
measured S-parameters is proposed. The intentional asymmetry between gate-source
and gate-drain overlaps is precisely controlled by the use of high-resolution silicon
stencil masks.

7.1 Measurement Setup

Analysis of the frequency response of OTFTs is of great interest to gain deeper
insight into the physics of the device and for comparing different structures as well
as assessing materials-related limitations [1]. In addition, it helps to predict the max-
imum operating frequency of which circuits based on OTFTs, such as an amplifier,
can work satisfactorily without reduction of the gain [2]. So far, the frequency limit
has been derived from the propagation delay of a ring oscillator, which only provides
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an average delay figure. As presented in Sect. 3.4, the minimum measured stage
delays are 0.2 µs for unipolar and 17 µs for complementary ring oscillators, where
both comprised air-stable organic semiconductors, fabricated using high-resolution
silicon stencil masks and operated at supply voltages below 5 V [3, 4]. It is also men-
tioned that simultaneous achievement of low operation voltage and small propagation
delay is very difficult for OTFTs-based ring oscillators because of the limited carrier
mobility, particularly for the air-stable organic semiconductors, and the large para-
sitic capacitances and contact resistances [5]. Nevertheless, in view of the low supply
voltage and air stability, these results mark a record accomplishment in the OTFT
technology. Given the variability of state-of-the-art OTFTs and the design variations
of the ring oscillators, this characterization method is not fully satisfactory.

To fairly compare different OTFTs with respect to their frequency response, the
bandwidth has to be measured in a consistent way [6]. It is shown in the previ-
ous chapter that AC admittance measurements on stand-alone OTFTs, under certain
DC bias, can be used to give information about the cutoff frequency and/or charge
response time within the channel. This characterization is essential for estimating all
the circuit elements present in the device and in particular for constructing an equiv-
alent circuit model [7]; however, it is only appropriate for relatively large devices
to ensure accurate measurements. For this reason, others have demonstrated the
possibility to extract the cutoff frequency on individual OTFTs using direct mea-
surement of the gate and drain modulation currents [6–9]. In this setup, the gate and
drain are biased by a DC voltage source, while a superimposed AC signal is applied
to the gate through a bias tee using a function generator. The input and output AC
current components are measured by special current probes (Integrated Sensor Tech-
nologies 711S standard) without electrical connection and monitored using a digital
oscilloscope [8, 9]. An alternative approach is to measure the input and output AC
currents by a lock-in amplifier [6, 7]. In both cases, the frequency scan is done by
reprogramming (computer-controlled) the function generator. Such user-configured
measurement setup, involving multiple test instruments, is cumbersome and makes
the extraction of device parasitics very difficult. Therefore, a self-contained method
for characterizing the cutoff frequency of OTFTs by means of S-parameter measure-
ments is highly desirable, as demonstrated on other field-effect transistor types such
as ZnO TFTs [10], graphene FETs [11], heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs)
[12] and radio-frequency MOSFETs [13]. In this work, to the best of our knowledge,
we present the first report on S-parameter measurements of OTFTs [1].

Unlike previous techniques, the use of a self-contained method by measuring
S-parameters is superior, since it only requires a vector network analyzer (VNA) to
characterize the entire AC electrical properties of the OTFTs [14]. This simple and
accurate approach is well suited for wafer probing systems because it is very fast
and is performed at relatively low frequencies (100 kHz–5 MHz) [15]. Therefore, a
large amount of data directly connected with the design or the process of the OTFTs
can be easily obtained. Note that the S-parameter measurements also include the
intrinsic as well as the extrinsic components of the OTFTs. As a result, appropriate
analysis of the parasitic effects can be determined. This allows to build an OTFT
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Fig. 7.1 Block diagram of two-port network/device with defined a voltages and currents, and
b traveling waves. In (b), the network/device is connected to a VNA using two line segments
(transmission lines) with a characteristic impedance Zo. Only the forward direction is illustrated
when the source and load are connected to port 1 and port 2, respectively. The source (ZS) and load
(ZL) impedances are configured by the VNA. When perfect terminations (ZS = ZL = Zo) are
applied in this configuration, the input reflection (S11) and forward transmission (S21) coefficients
can be measured. In addition, the connections can be reversed by the VNA to measured the full
two-port S-parameters [17]

small-signal equivalent circuit in a more direct and straightforward manner without
possible uncertainties due to user-configured measurement setup.

Full two-port S-parameter measurements that relate the AC currents and voltages
between the drain and the gate contacts of the OTFTs are carried out using an HP
3577A VNA at frequencies up to 5 MHz. A MATLAB code is written to handle and
automate this process; the code is presented in Appendix D.3. All the measurements
that are demonstrated herein are performed on-wafer, in ambient air and at room
temperature. A steady-state bias is applied to the gate and drain electrodes superim-
posed by additional radio-frequency (RF) excitations, while the source electrode is
connected to a common (virtual) ground.

In principle, two-port parameter sets for transistors are useful design aids that are
provided by manufacturers [16]. As mentioned above, they can be used to extract
the well-defined unity-gain bandwidth of the transistor. For a general two-port net-
work/device (e.g. an OTFT) with voltages (v1 and v2) and currents (i1 and i2) applied
at the input and output ports as indicated in Fig. 7.1a, it can be described using any
of the following relations:

v1 = Z11 · i1 + Z12 · i2
v2 = Z21 · i1 + Z22 · i2

[
v1
v2

]
=

[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22

] [
i1
i2

]
, (7.1)

i1 = Y11 · v1 + Y12 · v2
i2 = Y21 · v1 + Y22 · v2

[
i1
i2

]
=

[
Y11 Y12
Y21 Y22

] [
v1
v2

]
, (7.2)

v1 = h11 · i1 + h12 · v2
i2 = h21 · i1 + h22 · v2

[
v1
i2

]
=

[
h11 h12
h21 h22

] [
i1
v2

]
, (7.3)

v1 = A · v2 − B · i2
i1 = C · v2 − D · i2

[
v1
i1

]
=

[
A B
C D

] [
v2
−i2

]
, (7.4)

where Zij, Yij, hij and ABCD are the impedance, admittance, hybrid and cascade
(chain) parameters, respectively. Referring to Fig. 7.1a, it can be deduced from (7.1)
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that Z11 = v1/ i1 when i2 = 0, meaning that port 2 is open circuit. On the other
hand, it can be deduced from (7.2) that Y11 = i1/v1 when v2 = 0, meaning that
port 2 is short circuit. Same applies to all the other parameters in the four two-port
parameter sets. Moreover, the h-parameters are often used for the description of the
active devices such as transistors [16]. In fact, the h21-parameter is the short-circuit
current gain (h21 = i2/ i1 when v2 = 0) of the device and its absolute value is used
to characterize the cutoff frequency ( fT) when |h21| = 1. More details about the
current gain and the cutoff frequency of a transistor are presented in the following
two sections. Finally, the ABCD-parameters are very useful for cascaded circuit
topologies as they allow matrix multiplications of single circuit/network components,
which are connected in series.

In order to measure the two-port parameter sets, namely Z-, Y-, h- and ABCD-
parameters, open and short terminations are required. These terminations, however,
create some problems when measured at high frequencies (especially at radio fre-
quencies, which are relevant to this work) [16]. At high frequencies, these termina-
tions are difficult to obtain due to stray inductances and capacitances. Furthermore,
it is problematic to directly measure voltages and currents in a test setup because
they depend on the length of the cables used to connect the DUT to the measure-
ment equipment. Accordingly, the measured values depend on the position along the
cables. Therefore, in order to avoid these drawbacks, S-parameter set can be used to
characterize a two-port network, which is related to the scattering and reflection of
the incident waves on the network rather than the total voltages and currents [18].
Instead of the short and open terminations, the ports are terminated in this case by a
cable of a certain characteristic impedance1 (Zo), usually 50 �, and a matched load
with an impedance of ZL = Zo to compute the individual S-parameters. Moreover,
assuming a lossless transmission line is used, the traveling waves do not vary in
magnitude along the line.

Referring to Fig. 7.1, the traveling waves a1 and b1 at port 1, and a2 and b2 at
port 2 are defined in terms of v1, v2, i1, i2 and the real-valued positive characteristic
impedance Zo as follows [17]:

a1 = v1 + Zoi1

2
√

Zo
, a2 = v2 + Zoi2

2
√

Zo
,

b1 = v1 − Zoi1

2
√

Zo
, b2 = v2 − Zoi2

2
√

Zo
.

The square of the magnitude of these variables (a1, a2, b1 and b2) has the unit watt.
Hence, these incoming and outgoing waves can be considered to be in the form of
power waves travelling in both directions along the lines. Assuming that the used
transmission lines (cables) are uniform in cross section; therefore, the transmission
line (Fig. 7.1b) can be modeled by a general equivalent circuit with a series impedance

1A characteristic impedance (Zo) of a cable, i.e., a uniform transmission line, is the ratio of the
amplitudes of the voltage and the current of a single wave propagating forward along the line. It is
determined by the geometry and the materials of the cable, but it is independent of the cable length.
Typical values are Zo = 50, 75, 90 or 300 �.
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and a shunt admittance per unit length. Accordingly, the characteristic impedance
(Zo) is expressed generally as [18]

Zo =
√

R + jωL

G + jωC
. (7.5)

For a lossless line, the series resistance (R) and the shunt conductance (G) are both
zero, and thus, the expression of the characteristic impedance given by (7.5) can be
simplified to Zo = √

L/C .
The S-parameters completely define the network/device characteristics; in addi-

tion, they provide a clear physical interpretation of the transmission and reflection
performance of the network/device [18]. For the two-port network shown in Fig. 7.1b,
the S-parameters are defined using the reflected or emanating waves (b1 and b2) as
the dependent variables, and the incident waves (a1 and a2) as the independent vari-
ables [18]. The general expressions for these waves as a function of the S-parameters
are given by

b1 = S11 · a1 + S12 · a2
b2 = S21 · a1 + S22 · a2

[
b1
b2

]
=

[
S11 S12
S21 S22

] [
a1
a2

]
. (7.6)

The parameters S11 and S22 are the complex-valued input and output reflection coeffi-
cients, whereas S21 and S12 are the complex-valued forward and reverse transmission
coefficients, respectively. Using (7.6), the individual S-parameters can be determined
by taking the ratio of the reflected or transmitted wave to the incident wave with a
perfect termination placed at the corresponding port. For example, when a matched
load (ZL = Zo) is applied to port 2 as depicted in Fig. 7.1b, the input reflection
and forward transmission coefficients can be calculated using S11 = b1/a1 and
S21 = b2/a1, respectively. The matched termination means that the load impedance
(ZL) is equal to the characteristic impedance (Zo) of the line (not the network);
consequently, any wave traveling through the line towards the load would be totally
absorbed. This guarantees that a2 = 0 since there is no reflection at port 2. The same
applies for the output reflection and reverse transmission coefficients; S22 = b2/a2
and S12 = b1/a2 when a matched load is applied to port 1 (a1 = 0).

Accurate characterization of the DUT, i.e., an OTFT on a glass wafer, requires
that the parasitics associated with the measurement setup and on-wafer pads to be
removed from the measured results. The employed VNA (HP 3577A) has 50 � RPC-
3.5 interfaces, which are connected to high precision flexible cables using adapters.
The cables are mounted directly to the probe tip holders that are connected to the
OTFT. At this point, a distinction between the desired OTFT characteristics and
the measured extrinsic parameters has to be made. There are typically differences
between the measured S-parameters and the simulation results, which are mostly
introduced by systematical errors due to the measurement setup. In principle, sys-
tematical errors are repeatable errors that result from non-idealities in the measure-
ment system such as mismatches between the test system and the DUT, directivity
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Fig. 7.2 Schematic diagram of several devices under test (DUT) with a fictitious two-port error
adapter (red-colored blocks). The error adapter separates the DUT from an ideal measurement
system, thus creating a distinction between the intrinsic (actual; related to the traveling waves a1,
a2, b1 and b2 shown in Fig. 7.1b) and extrinsic (measured; related to the traveling waves a0, a3, b0
and b3 shown in this figure) S-parameters. In the used model, the error adapter contains twelve error
terms as described in Appendix B. The devices/terminations depicted in the figure are the standard a
short, b open, c through, and d matched (Zo) loads used for the calibration/de-embedding procedure
in addition to e an OTFT as an active load. The schematic is adopted from [24]

effects in the couplers, and cable losses [19]. Therefore, the test setup needs to be
calibrated at the point where the DUT is connected, also referred to as the device
plane as shown in Fig. 7.1b.

The process of calibrating the system and removing the undesired extrinsic effects
due to the physical network placed between the VNA and the OTFT is called de-
embedding. The de-embedding procedure uses a model of the test fixture and mathe-
matically removes the undesired characteristics from the overall measurement [19].
For a typical two-port network, the test system can be modeled as having twelve
errors that can be corrected; this 12-term error correction model is implemented
in this work and is described in Appendix B [19–21]. Because of the variety of
the test fixtures, there are also other error correction models, such as 8-term and
16-term models, which can be used [22, 23]. However, the 12-term error correction
model produced promising results that are sufficient for our purpose as presented
hereinafter. Accordingly, the standard short, open, through and matched loads are
utilized to remove the parasitics and to obtain the desired S-parameters at the device
terminals (see Fig. 7.2).

Furthermore, the ground-signal-ground (GSG) pads configuration is used by our
test structures to conform with the microwave wafer probes employed during the
measurements. The layout of an OTFT and the calibration structures with the GSG
pads are presented in Appendix A. The open, short and through calibration structures
are fabricated on the same glass substrate, but the matched load (with an impedance of
50 �) is not realizable with our OTFT technology. As a result, a standard calibration
substrate with well-characterized terminations (short, open, through and matched
loads that are necessary for the 12-term error correction model) at the desired fre-
quency range (≤5 MHz) is employed. Note that the contact pads can also incorporate
parasitic capacitance and inductance to the system, and in fact, the accuracy of the
de-embedding procedure strongly depends on the quality as well as the layout of the
terminations. Therefore, identical layout of the active device (including the contact
pads) with that of the calibration structures is used to achieve high fidelity in the
de-embedding process [11].
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Fig. 7.3 Comparison between the measured input reflection coefficient (S11) of the standard short,
open and through loads before and after calibration. a The real part of S11 [Re(S11)]. b The imaginary
part of S11 [Im(S11)]. The calibration procedure is implemented by de-embedding the parasitics
associated with the measurement setup and on-wafer pads using the 12-term error correction model
as explained in Appendix B. The same calibration accuracy is obtained for S12, S21 as well as S22
(not shown here)

There are basically two main approaches to implement the de-embedding process
[19]. The first is to measured the OTFT and the calibration structures beforehand and
then mathematically remove the undesired parasitics from the measurements using
any error correction model. The second uses the VNA itself to directly perform the de-
embedding calculations, given that the error correction model is incorporated in the
VNA. The latter approach allows the user to examine the de-embedded S-parameters
in real-time. However, the used HP 3577A VNA offers only one-port calibration
(3-term error correction model), which is not appropriate for our OTFT measure-
ments. Therefore, the first approach using the 12-term error correction model, whose
equations are described in Appendix B, is implemented on MATLAB to calculate
the desired de-embedded S-parameters.

The calibration steps are as follows. First, the standard short, open, through and
matched loads are measured, from which the twelve error terms are extracted using
MATLAB. Second, the full two-port S-parameters of an OTFT are measured. Finally,
the de-embedded S-parameters of the OTFT are calculated using MATLAB. As long
as the measurement system and the temperature are stable over time, the same twelve
error terms can be used for de-embedding all subsequent measurements [19].

Figure 7.3 shows the measured input reflection coefficient (S11) of the short, open
and through loads before and after calibration. The differences between the mea-
sured and expected values of the real and imaginary components of S11 result from
the systematical errors, of which the impacts are successfully removed by the de-
embedding process over the complete frequency range (0.1–5 MHz) as depicted in the
figure. For example, the measured S11 of a short load before calibration are between
−0.96 − 0.05 j and −0.82 + 0.47 j at f = 0.1 and 5 MHz, respectively; however,
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the expected value of S11 = −1 is achieved after calibration for the entire frequency
range. Same applies for the other S-parameters, namely S12, S21 and S22, and all load
structures. This verifies the AC measurement and the calibration procedure used here
for studying the frequency response of OTFTs.

7.2 Small-Signal Model

Over the past few years, tremendous research efforts have been devoted to increase
the field-effect mobility in organic materials by choosing the proper composite or
improving the deposition conditions. As a result of these efforts, many OTFTs with
high mobilities exceeding 1 cm2/Vs have been reported [2, 8]. In particular, high
mobilities of more than 5 cm2/Vs in OTFTs based on pentacene and fullerene C60
organic semiconductors have been demonstrated [8]; this surpasses the mobilities of
the conventional a-Si:H TFTs by about ten times. Besides high field-effect mobil-
ity, other ways of improving the dynamic performance of OTFTs, such as reducing
the lateral dimensions of the device, has also attracted considerable attention [2, 8].
Downscaling the channel length results in an increase of the transconductance; fur-
thermore, reducing the gate-overlaps results in a decrease of the parasitic capaci-
tances [25]. In principle, high frequency operation is expected in the planar OTFTs
with high mobility as well as small lateral dimensions. However, this can be difficult
because in many cases the mobilities of OTFTs decreases with the channel length
as a result of the parasitic contact resistances [8]. This problem can be resolved by
choosing an appropriate device configuration (e.g. inverted-staggered topology) or
by suppressing the parasitic resistance (e.g. by contact doping or choosing a proper
material for the contact metal with a work function that matches the LUMO/HOMO
energy level of the organic semiconductor) [26].

As described in Chap. 3, OTFTs are commonly fabricated in the inverted configu-
ration, i.e., inverted-coplanar or inverted-staggered topologies (Fig. 3.1). It depends
on weather the source/drain contacts are deposited on top of the organic semiconduc-
tor film or on the gate dielectric prior to the deposition of the organic semiconductor
film, they are referred to as top-contact or bottom-contact OTFTs, respectively [2].
The bottom-contact OTFTs has the advantage that the standard photolithography and
spin coating techniques, which are used in the established IC and display industries,
can be used to obtain short channel devices. In this case, the organic semiconductor
is deposited merely at the end of the process to avoid degradation of the conju-
gated organic compound due to solvents or elevated temperatures. Nevertheless, the
bottom-contact OTFTs suffer from higher contact resistance compared to that of
the top-contact OTFTs [27, 28]; the adhesion layers for the bottom contacts and
the carrier injection barrier into the organic material typically cause the large contact
resistance [8]. This results in a significant reduction of the field-effect mobility, which
contradicts with the requirement of high mobility for the high-frequency operation.
On the other hand, the top-contact OTFTs have been commonly fabricated using
plastic shadow masks, which result in a relatively large minimum channel lengths

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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of about 10–20 µm [25]. However, we are able to fabricate top-contact OTFTs with
submicrometer channel lengths (down to 0.6 µm as demonstrated further below) and
very small contact resistance without exposing the semiconductor layer to poten-
tially harmful solvents during device processing using high-resolution silicon stencil
masks [1].

Furthermore, it is demonstrated in [2] that top-contact OTFTs have smaller gate
capacitance compared to that of the bottom-contact OTFTs, resulting in improved
frequency performance. If one ignores the artifacts introduced by the contact resis-
tance, the gate-source capacitance is found to be similar for both configurations.
However, the gate-drain capacitance is found to be lower in top-contact OTFTs, par-
ticularly in the saturation operation regime, because the absence of the accumulation
layer beneath the contact area makes the organic semiconductor film to behave as
a dielectric layer. As a result, a smaller gate-drain overlap capacitance and a larger
bandwidth are expected for top-contact OTFTs.

In view of the promising advantages of the top-contact configuration and the
advances offered by the new OTFT technology process developed at IMS CHIPS and
MPI-SSR, the top-contact OTFTs fabricated by high-resolution silicon stencil masks
becomes the most attractive choice for this study. Besides the differences between the
bottom- and top-contact OTFT configurations mentioned above, there are also other
important aspects that relate to the organic semiconductor film thickness, of which
implication with respect to the device performance is not discussed so far. According
to the device simulations presented in [2], significantly higher device speed can
be obtained just by choosing an optimal thickness of the organic semiconductor
film. In principle, there is a tradeoff when choosing the organic semiconductor film
thickness, i.e., a larger thickness would result in an increase of the contact resistance
but a decrease of the overlap capacitance. A thickness of 20 nm for the organic
semiconductor film is chosen for our OTFTs.

All the OTFTs fabricated for this study are prepared on the same substrate in
order to minimize the device-to-device variations. Moreover, the gate electrodes are
patterned to minimize the parasitic capacitances associated with overlap between
the gate and the source/drain contacts. The channel width (W ) of all the OTFTs is
100 µm, the channel length (L) is 10, 2, 1 or 0.6 µm, and the gate-overlap length
(Lov) is 20 or 5 µm. To ensure proper fabrication yield, each transistor is dissected
to four parallel OTFTs with W = 25 µm sharing the same semiconductor layer; this
is to comply with the layout design rules constrained by the required mechanical
stability of the silicon stencil masks (Table 4.7). The layout of the OTFTs with the
dissected top contacts and connected to the aforementioned GSG pads is shown in
Appendix A. Despite the fact that there are OTFTs, such as those based on pentacene
and fullerene C60 organic semiconductors, offering high mobilities of more than
5 cm2/Vs, we prefer to use the DNTT owing to its better air stability. Furthermore,
the DNTT-based OTFTs feature promising shelf-life, bias-stress stability, matching
and hysteresis behavior as demonstrated thoroughly in [29] and [25]. An intrinsic
mobility (μo) of ∼2.5 cm2/Vs and a contact resistance (2RCW ) of 0.1 k� cm are
extracted for the fabricated DNTT-based OTFTs using the TLM. For comparison,
this measured value of the contact resistance is substantially smaller than that of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
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Fig. 7.4 Measured static I –V characteristics of OTFTs with W = 100 µm, L = 10, 2, 1 and
0.6 µm, and Lov = 5 µm. a Output characteristics. b Saturation transfer characteristics. The figure
depicts that by reducing the channel length of the TFTs, the drain current is increased. From the
transfer characteristics, effective saturation mobilities (μ) of 1.9, 1.2, 0.87 and 0.75 cm2/Vs are
extracted for channel lengths of 10, 2, 1 and 0.6 µm, respectively. In addition, a threshold voltage
(VTH) of −1.1 ± 0.1 V is extracted for all the TFTs [1]

the values reported for the OTFTs based on pentacene (2RCW = 0.94 k� cm) and
fullerene C60 (2RCW = 3 k� cm) organic semiconductors [8].

Measured static drain currents of the OTFTs with the various channel lengths
and the gate overlap of 5 µm are shown in Fig. 7.4. The on/off current ratios of the
OTFTs are found to be 107–105 for channel lengths of 10–0.6 µm, respectively. The
measurements reveal that the extracted effective saturation mobility (μ) is decreased
as the channel length is reduced. As discussed above, this is because of the increase
in the relative contribution of the contact resistances to the total device resistance [3].
The relationship between these parameters is explained further below. Emphasis is
also made on the OTFT dynamic performance given the advanced material (air-stable
DNTT-based OTFTs with small contact resistances) and the aggressively scaled
lateral dimensions (L = 0.6 µm and Lov = 5 µm, which are enabled by the OTFT
fabrication process based on high-resolution silicon stencil masks).

In literature, large-signal OTFT models combining the I –V characteristics and
device parasitics have been thoroughly studied [30, 31]. This is necessary when
analyzing for example digital circuits in which the bias points of transistors are
significantly disturbed by the input signals [32]. Conversely, in most analog circuits
the perturbation in bias conditions is small. Accordingly, a small-signal model is
used to simplify the design and analysis. Furthermore, it is essential for estimating
all the circuit elements and extracting various figures of merit of the device. In
principle, the small-signal model is just an approximation of the large-signal model
around an operating point [33]. This has been demonstrated for OLEDs and OPVCs
to give deeper insight into the transport properties and operational mechanism in
these devices [7, 34, 35]. Therefore, the knowledge of the small-signal model of an
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Fig. 7.5 Schematic diagram of the OTFT small-signal model including both intrinsic (highlighted)
and extrinsic (not highlighted) components. The subscript i designates the internal potential of
the intrinsic OTFT, which corresponds to the portion of the OTFT above the gate and between
the source/drain contacts. Though the capacitances Cgs and Cgd are highlighted, each includes a
constant overlap capacitance (Cov), which is a contribution of the extrinsic part of the OTFT [14]

OTFT is very beneficial in many aspects: (i) simplification of the analyses and the
design of analog/hybrid circuits, (ii) determination of the device performance, (iii)
verification of the large signal model, (iv) characterization of the technology process,
and (v) extraction of the material properties. In the following, a physics-based small-
signal OTFT model and a verification of the model to S-parameter measurements are
presented. The model is simple to allow convenient upgradability of further effects
and it includes no empirical fitting parameters.

Since most transistors in analog circuitry are biased in the saturation operation
regime; correspondingly, Fig. 7.5 shows a proposed OTFT small-signal equivalent
circuit including both intrinsic and extrinsic components. Nevertheless, in the linear
regime the transistors operate as a switch, which can be roughly modeled by a linear
resistor with an equivalent voltage-dependent resistance of L/(μCIW (VGS − VTH))

together with the device extrinsic components. The values of the small-signal parame-
ters are constant with the change in the frequency but they depend on the large-signal
parameters and the DC quiescent point as described hereinafter.

As depicted in Fig. 7.5, the OTFT small-signal model contains circuit elements
similar to the classical small-signal models of field-effect transistors (FETs). The
intrinsic part of the model, which corresponds to the portion of the OTFT above
the gate and between the source/drain contacts, is composed of a voltage dependent
current source that is equal to gmvgsi (where vgsi is for the internal gate-source
potential; the subscript i denotes the internal nodes of the intrinsic OTFT), output
resistance (ro = 1/go), and gate-source (Cgs) and gate-drain (Cgs) capacitances. The
transconductance (gm) is the change in the drain current divided by the change in the
gate-source voltage as given by (3.7). Owing to the channel length modulation effect,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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ro is placed in the model and is given by the change in the drain current divided by
the change in the drain-source voltage as follows:

ro = ∂ ID

∂VDS

∣∣∣∣
VGS= const.

= 1

λID
, (7.7)

where λ represents the relative variation in the channel length for a given change in the
drain-source voltage. Although the use of fully patterned OTFTs makes the overlap
capacitances minimized, the usual lack of a self-alignment OTFT process makes the
overlap capacitances inevitable. According to the experimental AC analysis presented
in the previous chapter using admittance measurements, the capacitances Cgs and
Cgs are found at the bias of interest (in the saturation regime) to be

Cgs = Cov + (2/3)Cch = CIW [Lov + (2/3)L], (7.8)

Cgd = Cov = CIW Lov. (7.9)

Note that Cov is a contribution of the extrinsic part, i.e., parasitic overlap capacitance,
of the device.

Since the intrinsic OTFT exhibits a hybrid-π topology (Fig. 7.5), it is convenient
to use the admittance (Y) parameters to characterize the electrical properties [15].
Accordingly, the Y-parameters used to describe the small-signal model of the intrinsic
OTFT can be derived as follows:

Y11i = jω(Cgs + Cgd), (7.10)

Y12i = − jωCgd, (7.11)

Y21i = gm − jωCgd, (7.12)

Y22i = go + jωCgd. (7.13)

From which the transfer function of the current gain, defined as the ratio of the small-
signal output current to the input current of the transistor with short-circuited output
(h21i = idi/ igi = Y21i/Y11i), is found to be

h21i = gm − jωCgd

jω(Cgs + Cgd)
. (7.14)

Note that the current gain (h21) of a transistor is often denoted in literature by the
symbol β [1, 14]; however, this distinction is not made in this work for the sake of
clarification.

It is shown so far that the small-signal model of the OTFTs is similar in com-
position to those of conventional FETs, i.e., consisting of gm, ro, Cgs and Cgd.
Furthermore, the dynamic performance of the OTFTs is strongly limited by the con-
tact interface between the metallic source/drain electrodes and the semiconductor
layer [36]. Detailed analyses of the capacitance-voltage (C–V ) characteristics and
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frequency responses of metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) structures have been
presented in literature to describe the current injection mechanism through the con-
tact interfaces of OTFTs [36–38]. As shown in the schematic diagram of the pro-
posed small-signal model, the extrinsic part that is used to describe the non-ohmic
source/drain contacts consists of a junction capacitance (Cj), a junction resistance
(rj) and a series resistance (rs). The origin of the junction capacitance in the con-
tact model is most likely due to the formation of a small depletion region near the
metal-semiconductor interface, while the junction resistance governs the injection
current to the channel [38]. Both are highly dependent on the processing conditions;
for example, they can be considerably reduced when performing local doping into
the contact interface [36]. It is demonstrated in the following that the contribution of
the junction capacitance in our OTFTs can be neglected. Unlike the MIS structures,
the resistances rj and rs has to account not only for the vertical but also for the much
larger horizontal component of the total OTFT contact resistance (Appendix C.2) [3].

Each terminal (gate, source and drain) of the OTFTs is in fact exhibiting a very
small ohmic resistance resulting from the resistivity of the aluminium and gold con-
ductive materials; nevertheless, they are neglected in the above model for simplicity.
Moreover, the gate leakage current is also not considered, but it can be easily incor-
porated into the model by distinctive resistors tied between the gate and source/drain
contacts. The proposed model is adequate for most frequency analyses and can be
even further simplified by utilizing only the intrinsic part of the model while consid-
ering the contact resistances in the calculation of the effective charge carrier mobility
using (3.11); the validity of this simplification is demonstrated hereinafter.

Using the test setup described in the previous section, full two-port S-parameter
measurements that constitute a complete set of coefficients to describe the
input/output behavior of the OTFTs are performed. Figure 7.6a depicts measured and
simulated S-parameters of the OTFT with W = 100 µm, L = 1 µm and Lov = 20
µm [14]. The measurements are carried out under various bias conditions, but only
the saturation regime (at VGS = −3 V and VDS = −2 V) is illustrated here, as it is
the bias of interest for most analog circuits. A relatively large gate-overlap length of
20 µm is utilized in this experiment in order to minimize the impact of unintentional
misalignment on the measurement results, noting that this effect is carefully studied
and the results are presented in Sect. 7.4. The corresponding model parameter set used
for the small-signal simulation is summarized in Table 7.1. The intrinsic mobility and
the contact resistance are initially extracted using the TLM (μo = 2.5 cm2/Vs and
2RCW = 0.1 k� cm); subsequently the rest of the parameters are calculated from
the analytical formulas and/or optimized to fit the simulations to the measurements.
Owing to the parts of the organic semiconductor that extend beyond the periphery of
the intrinsic transistor and cause additional fringe currents, the model has to account
for an additional induced parsitic capacitance by adding CI Afringe to (7.8), where
Afringe � 480 µm2 (about 12% of the total overlap area). As depicted in the figure,
the simulation results agree well with the measured S-parameters over the entire
frequency range from 100 kHz to 1 MHz. The relative mean square errors (rMSEs)
are found to be <0.03 %, 10.4 %, 6.9 % and <0.03 % for S11, S12, S21 and S22,
respectively. The equation describing the calculation of the errors is given by [39]

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Fig. 7.6 a Full two-port measured and simulated S-parameters of the OTFT with W = 100 µm,
L = 1 µm and Lov = 20 µm operated in the saturation regime. b Extracted short-circuit cur-
rent gain of the OTFT. The solid(black) lines represent the schematic simulations, while the
dashed(red)linerepresents the simplified compact model when ohmic contact resistances are con-
sidered. The results demonstrate the reliability of the proposed OTFT small-signal model [1, 14]

Table 7.1 Summary of the small-signal model parameters used in the simulation of the p-channel
OTFT with W = 100 µm, L = 1 µm and Lov = 20 µm [14]

Parameter Notation Value Unit

Intrinsic mobility μo ∼2.5 cm2/Vs

Threshold voltage VTH −1.2 V

Insulator capacitance per unit areaa CI 900 nF/cm2

Junction capacitance per unit area Cj 2000 nF/cm2

Normalized junction resistance rj 60 � cm

Normalized series resistance rs 9 � cm

Normalized output resistance ro 10 k� cm
aThe slight difference of CI from the previously reported values is most probably due to wafer-to-
wafer variations

Eij = 1

n

n∑
k=1

( |Sij,sim| − |Sij,meas|
|Sij,meas|

)2

, (7.15)

where n is the number of the data points and the subscripts i and j are equal to 1
and/or 2.

Figure 7.6b shows the extracted and simulated current gains (h21) [14]. The expres-
sion used to calculate h21 from the measured full two-port de-embedded S-parameters
is given by [40]

h21 = −2S21

(1 − S11)(1 + S22) + S12S21
. (7.16)
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The current gain decays with increasing frequency as expected for a FET-like device,
following the 1/ f slope (−20 dB/decade) resulting from the total gate capacitance
(CG = Cgs+Cgd) given in the denominator of (7.14). This validates the measurement
and the de-embedding procedures employed here to study the frequency response
of the OTFTs. The current-gain cutoff frequency ( fT) of this OTFT, defined as the
frequency at which the current gain is unity (|h21| = 1), is found to be about 0.4 MHz.
The characterization of the current-gain cutoff frequency is discussed in detail in the
following section. Using the same parameter set given in Table 7.1, the solid line in the
Fig. 7.6b represents the simulated current gain of the small-signal equivalent circuit
model. The good correspondence between the simulations and the measurements
verifies that the proposed model is accurate and reliable. The small difference between
the measured and simulated data near 100 kHz, which is the lowest frequency limit
of the employed VNA, is owed to the accuracy of both the measurement and the
calibration procedure.

Given the relatively large value of the junction capacitance (Cj = 2000 nF/cm2),
the model can be further simplified as follows. Assuming an ohmic contact resistance
(i.e., no junction capacitance) with 2RCW = 0.1 k� cm (extracted using the TLM),
the corresponding effective gm and μ represented in the saturation regime for sym-
metrical OTFTs by (3.7) and (3.11), respectively, can be calculated. Accordingly,
the short-circuit current gain (h21) is computed using the analytical expression given
by (7.14) for the classical hybrid-π small-signal model, while taking into consider-
ation the impact of the contact resistance on the mobility. An excellent agreement is
achieved as demonstrated by the dashed line in Fig. 7.6b. However, it is important
to note that these two models do not represent any different physical operation or
performance of the OTFT; they are just different representations of the same device.

7.3 Current-Gain Cutoff Frequency

In principle, the dynamic performance of the OTFTs can be improved by reducing
the lateral dimensions. As a measure of the device speed, the parameter current-
gain cutoff frequency is selected for this study. To investigate the dependence of
the lateral dimensions on the frequency response, the OTFTs with various chan-
nel and gate-overlap lengths down to 0.6 and 5 µm, respectively, are characterized
herein. Correspondingly, Fig. 7.7 shows the short-circuit small-signal current gain
(h21) derived from the measured S-parameters of the OTFTs with W = 100 µm,
L = 10, 2, 1 and 0.6 µm, and Lov = 20 and 5 µm at a gate-source voltage (VGS)
of −3 V and a drain-source voltage (VDS) of −2 V [1]. For all the transistors, the
de-embedded current gain is inversely proportional to the frequency ( f ), following
the 1/ f slope expected for a conventional FET [11]. Referring to (7.14), this 1/ f
frequency dependence of h21, which is equivalent to a decay slope of −20 dB/decade,
results from the total gate capacitance (CG = Cgs + Cgd). This observation is sig-
nificant because it not only validates the used characterization approach but also
verifies the regular FET-like behavior of the OTFTs. At high frequencies, however,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Fig. 7.7 Short-circuit current gain (h21) derived from the de-embedded full two-port S-parameter
measurements of OTFTs with W = 100 µm, L = 10, 2, 1 and 0.6 µm, a Lov = 20 µm, and
b Lov = 5 µm. The current gain decreases with increasing frequency, following the 1/ f slope as
expected for a FET-like device. This decay slope is represented by the −20 dB/decade solid lines.
At high frequencies, the decay levels off due to the zero in the transfer function h21. The cutoff
frequency ( fT) of each OTFT is extracted from the point at which the extrapolated roll-off slope
(−20 dB/decade) crosses the x-axis (when |h21| = 1) [1]

the decay levels off as depicted in Fig. 7.7; this is due to the zero in the transfer
function h21, which denotes a current flow through the relatively large gate-drain
capacitance (Cgd).

In the following, the capacitance Cgd is neglected during the derivation of the
current-gain cutoff frequency, but its impact is discussed in detail in the next section.
For a typical FET, the input current (gate current) induced by an applied AC gate
voltage increases linearly with the frequency due to the finite gate capacitance (iG =
j2π f CGvGS), assuming that the independent DC contribution of the gate leakage
current is insignificant. Furthermore, the output current (drain current) is mainly
given by the transistor’s DC characteristics and a small superimposed AC component
(iD = gmvGS). For the unity-gain bandwidth, the upper frequency limit of the device
is reached if the input and output AC levels exhibit the same amplitude. Beyond
the said frequency, also referred to as the cutoff or transition frequency ( fT), the
transistor is not able to drive another load transistor of the same kind. Hence, no
circuitry that is composed of such transistors can operate at a frequency beyond fT
[6]. Accordingly, the cutoff frequency ( fT) is considered as one of the most important
figures of merit for characterizing the dynamic performance of the transistors. In this
connection, fT given by (3.12) can be rewritten in the saturation regime as

fT = gm

2π(Cgs + Cgd)
= μ(VGS − VTH)

2πL[(2/3)L + 2Lov] . (7.17)
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Therefore, the current-gain cutoff frequency results from an interplay between the
transconductance and the device capacitances [2]. To attain high cutoff frequency, a
small variation in gate voltage should create a huge drain current modulation, i.e., a
large transconductance (gm); furthermore, the total gate capacitance (CG) should be
minimized to reduce the gate current [6]. In other words, a high bandwidth is achieved
by a transistor with high mobility, short channel length, low threshold voltage and
low parasitic capacitances [8]. It is important to note that for transistors with short
channels and large gate overlaps, the total gate capacitance in (7.17) has to account
for the additional fringe region that extend beyond the periphery of the intrinsic
transistor.

In practice, fT is extracted from the measured de-embedded current-gain (h21) at
the point at which the extrapolated roll-off slope (−20 dB/decade) due to the pole
in the transfer function h21 crosses the x-axis (when |h21| = 1, which is equivalent
to zero decibel) as illustrated by the solid lines in Fig. 7.7. Correspondingly, the
extracted fT of all the tested OTFTs are plotted in Fig. 7.8a to investigate the impact
of scaling down the channel and gate-overlap lengths on the dynamic performance.
In the figure, there is an additional point for an OTFT with W = 100 µm, L = 0.8 µm
and Lov = 5 µm, of which the measured current gain is not shown in Fig. 7.7. As
expected, the cutoff frequency is found to increase consistently with reduced channel
and/or gate-overlap lengths. A maximum fT = 3.7 MHz is obtained for the OTFT
with W = 100 µm, L = 0.6 µm and Lov = 5 µm. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the highest value measured for low-voltage, air-stable OTFTs to date.

In order to check the validity of the method, a comparison between the extracted
and simulated cutoff frequencies is carried out. The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 7.8a
represent fT calculated using (7.17) and two different representations for the effec-
tive saturation mobility (μ). It is shown that for a constant μ (dashed lines) of 2.5
cm2/Vs, which is equal to the intrinsic carrier mobility (μo), the results are over-
estimated for shorter channels. This is attributed to the contact resistance (RC), the
influence of which becomes more dominant for smaller channel lengths. Therefore,
an ohmic contact resistance had to be considered in the calculation of the effective
saturation mobility as given by (3.11). A reliable and good matching of the model
to the experimental data of the OTFTs with different device geometries is obtained
with VTH ∼= −1.2 V and 2RCW ∼= 0.1 k� cm. This result suggests that a higher
transistor bandwidth can be also achieved by reducing the contact resistance at the
metal/semiconductor interface.

The correspondence between the DC and AC characteristics is examined. Given
that μ = 0.8 cm2/Vs and VTH = −1.1 V from the static transfer characteristics of
the OTFT with W = 100 µm, L = 1 µm and Lov = 5 µm, 2RCW can be similarly
reproduced from (7.17) to be ∼0.1 k� cm. The extracted value is identical to the
aforementioned result determined from the S-parameter measurements.

Furthermore, the DC transconductance (gm) extracted from the static transfer
characteristics (Fig. 7.4) along with the cutoff frequency ( fT) extracted from the
S-parameter measurements (multiplied by a constant 2πCG where CG = 8.5 pF) at
various gate-source voltages of the same OTFT is plotted in Fig. 7.8b. This is to verify
the proportionality between gm and fT as given by (7.17). The figure illustrates that

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Fig. 7.8 a Current-gain cutoff frequency ( fT) extracted for the OTFTs with the different L and Lov.
Note that there is an additional point for an OTFT with W = 100 µm, L = 0.8 µm and Lov = 5 µm,
of which the short-circuit current gain (h21) characteristics is not shown in Fig. 7.7. The dashed lines
represent simulated fT with a constant effective mobility (μ) that is equal to the intrinsic mobility
(μo). The solid lines represent the simulated fT with an effective mobility (μ) that is channel-length
dependent as given by (3.11), providing excellent agreement with the measured data. b Extracted
fT and gm as a function of VGS. A total gate capacitance (CG) of 8.5 pF is extracted from the
linear relation between fT and gm as given by (7.17). The figure confirms the close correspondence
between the DC and AC measurements [41]

the frequency response of the OTFT is highly dependent on the DC bias conditions.
In principle, the performance of the transistor is mainly determined by gm, which is
defined as the ratio of the drain current to an applied gate-source voltage. The strong
correlation between the two quantities as a function of the gate-source voltage is
clearly observed with a maximum fT of 2.2 MHz corresponding to a peak gm of
about 120 µA/V at VGS = −2.8 V. In addition, CG can be independently estimated
from the device geometry. Given that CI = 900 nF/cm2, W = 100 µm, L = 1 µm
and Lov = 5 µm, a total gate capacitance (CG) of 9.6 pF is calculated, which is in
close agreement with the extracted value from fT and gm measurements. The small
difference between the calculated and extracted values of CG can be attributed to
an accumulation of errors that are encountered in converting the original measured
S-parameters to h21, from which fT is extracted.

The OTFTs in practical applications require simultaneously low-voltage opera-
tion, high bandwidth, small parasitics and good air stability. Recent results available
in literature are cutoff frequencies of 27.7 MHz for fullerene C60 (n-channel; not
air-stable) TFTs and 11.4 MHz for pentacene (p-channel) TFTs having channel
lengths of 2 µm and operating, however, at a large supply voltage (VDD) of 20 V [8].
Others have reported cutoff frequencies of 2 MHz for poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
(p-channel) TFTs with a channel length of 480 nm operating at 10 V and 1.6 MHz
for poly(2,5-bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) (pBTTT) (p-channel)
TFTs with a channel length of 200 nm operating at 8 V [6, 42]. As demonstrated

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Table 7.2 Measured current-gain cutoff frequency ( fT) benchmarked against data reported in
literature for individual OTFTs

Material Type L (nm) VDD (V) fT (MHz) Reference

Fullerene C60
a n-channel 2000 20 27.7 [8]

Pentacene p-channel 2000 20 11.4 [8]

Pentaceneb p-channel 1000 50 0.9 [44]

P3HT p-channel 480 10 2 [6]

pBTTT p-channel 200 8 1.6 [42]

Sexithiophene p-channel 30 2 0.02 [45]

DNTT p-channel 600 3 3.7 This work
aFullerene C60 is not an air-stable organic semiconductor
bThis OTFT is implemented using the vertical-channel configuration

above, a peak cutoff frequency of 3.7 MHz for DNTT TFTs with a channel length
of 0.6 µm, a gate overlap of 5 µm and operating at a supply voltage of 3 V is mea-
sured [1]. In fact, an important advantage of the organic semiconductor DNTT over
pentacene and poly(3-hexylthiophene) is its better air stability [29, 43]. Table 7.2
summarizes the cutoff frequencies (measured on individual transistors) reported for
the state-of-the-art OTFTs. In view of the low supply voltage and good air stability,
the results presented in this work mark a record performance achievement in the
OTFT technology.

7.4 Asymmetric Organic Transistors

Regardless of the device structure (staggered or coplanar) and the fabrication tech-
nique (printing or vacuum evaporation), the usual lack of a self-alignment process
typically necessitates the design of non-negligible overlaps between the source/drain
contacts and the gate electrode [46]. Since these overlaps have a significant impact
on the static and/or dynamic TFT characteristics, it is necessary to include these
contact effects in all the models presented in this work. Furthermore, the limited
alignment capabilities of most OTFT technologies, especially printing techniques,
make it very difficult to avoid a mismatch between the gate-source and gate-drain
overlaps, which has a direct influence on the device performance and is particularly
detrimental for OTFTs with small feature sizes [14]. Therefore, a detailed frequency
analysis of aggressively scaled asymmetric OTFTs is presented herein.

To study the impact of asymmetry between the gate-source (Lgs) and gate-drain
(Lgd) overlap lengths, where Lgs + Lgd = 2Lov, the OTFT with W = 100 µm,
L = 1 µm and Lov = 5 µm is duplicated and intentionally misaligned on the mask
level in order to realize several OTFTs with well-defined Lgs = 1, 2, . . ., 7 µm, while
keeping constant Lgs + Lgd = 10 µm. The seven OTFTs are placed in close proxim-
ity to minimize the device-to-device variations and ensure proper device uniformity.
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Fig. 7.9 Short-circuit current gain (h21) derived from the de-embedded full two-port S-parameter
measurements of asymmetric OTFTs with W = 100 µm, L = 1 µm and Lgs + Lgd = 10 µm.
The −20 dB/decade slopes starts to level off at lower frequencies for OTFTs with smaller Lgs. (b)
Extracted unity-gain cutoff frequency f (|h21| = 1) for all the OTFTs with Lgs = 1, 2, . . ., 7 µm,
while keeping constant Lgs + Lgd = 10 µm. As a reference, the dashed line represents the simu-
lated prevalent FET-based cutoff frequency ( fT) calculated from (7.17). The solid line, however,
represents the modeled f (|h21| = 1) given by (7.18), showing an accurate and reliable fit to the
measured data [14]

The utilization of the OTFT process based on high-resolution silicon stencil masks
enabled the fabrication of such small dimensions. Vernier structures, which are orig-
inally used to resolve alignment errors more accurately than the minimum feature
size of a given technology, are employed to measure the particular degree of mis-
alignment.

Figure 7.9a shows the current gain of the asymmetric OTFTs with W = 100 µm,
L = 1 µm, Lgs = 1, 4 and 7 µm, and Lgs + Lgd = 10 µm [14]. It is found that
the 1/ f slopes (−20 dB/decade) level off at lower frequencies for smaller Lgs. This
occurs due to a current flow through the relatively large gate-drain capacitance (Cgd),
which can be understood mathematically from the zero in the current-gain transfer
function (h21) given by (7.14). In other words, as Cgd decreases for smaller Lgd, the
decay in the measured current gain levels off at higher frequencies, which implies
that the device behaves more like a conventional silicon MOSFET, where Cgd � 0
and Cgd � Cgs in the saturation regime.

As discussed in the previous section, the current-gain cutoff frequency ( fT) is
generally defined as the frequency at which the magnitude of the current gain (h21)
of the device drops to unity when a short-circuited load is applied at the output.
Therefore, the expression of fT given by (7.17) is valid when Cgd � Cgs. On the
other hand, f (|h21| = 1) can be derived from (7.14) and written as

f (|h21| = 1) = gm

2πCgs
· 1√

1 + 2Cgd/Cgs
. (7.18)
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Fig. 7.9b depicts the extracted frequency at which the current gain is unity (|h21| = 1)
for each of the asymmetric OTFTs [14]. The solid line represent f (|h21| = 1) cal-
culated using (7.18) with gm = 120 µA/V. Even though the impact of misalignment
is not considered in gm, a reasonable agreement is obtained. This indicates that in
this frequency range, the impact of misalignment on the overlap capacitances is
more detrimental. Furthermore, the dashed line designates the cutoff frequency ( fT)
that is commonly calculated using (7.17). As shown in the figure, the expression
of fT produces a reasonable approximation but is not well-suited for characterizing
asymmetric OTFTs.

The result of this study is worthwhile for understanding the device physics and
for process corner simulations of OTFT-based circuits. Moreover, it can be deduced
from (7.14) that the current gain levels off at |h21| = Lgd/(Lgs + Lgd). Given that the
sum Lgs +Lgd = 10 µm, one can easily estimate the values of Lgs and Lgd separately
from the measurements, i.e., the degree of misalignment can be determined from the
measured S-parameters. For example, the upper (green) curve in Fig. 7.9a levels off
at |h21| � −1 dB, accordingly, the gate-overlap lengths Lgs = 1 µm and Lgd = 9
µm are calculated. These values match properly with the designed dimensions.

7.5 Summary

S-parameter characterization of OTFTs is, for the first time, demonstrated in this
work. A physics-based OTFT small-signal model is presented, which is well-suited
for the design and analysis of analog/hybrid circuitry. The model includes the contact
effects and reflects closely the characteristics of the OTFTs. The correspondence of
the S-parameter characterization to prevalent methods, such as the admittance mea-
surements presented in the previous chapter for relatively large OTFT devices, is
illustrated. A reliable fit between the theoretical and experimental S-parameters is
achieved. The short-circuit current gain, which is calculated from the S-parameter
measurements, shows the ideal 1/ f frequency dependence, confirming the reliability
of the characterization technique and the FET-like behavior of the OTFTs. Further-
more, the extracted current-gain cutoff frequency is found to increase with decreasing
channel and/or gate-overlap lengths. The deviation of the measured cutoff frequency
for short channels owing to the device contacts is physically modeled and a good
agreement to the measured data of OTFTs with various channel and gate-overlap
lengths is accomplished. Moreover, by varying the gate-source voltage, the linear
dependence between the measured cutoff frequency and the DC transconductance
is verified. In view of the low 3-V supply voltage, a record cutoff frequency of 3.7
MHz is measured on an air-stable DNTT OTFT with a channel length of 0.6 µm and
a gate-overlap length of 5 µm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest value
reported for low-voltage, air-stable OTFTs so far.

In addition, the impact of misalignment in OTFTs, occurring between the
source/drain contacts and the gate electrode, on the TFT dynamic performance is
investigated. Due to the limited alignment capabilities of many OTFT technologies,
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this effect has to be considered during circuit design in process corner simulations.
Although OTFTs are similar in many aspects to conventional FETs, the study of
asymmetric transistors shows that incorporating assumptions like Cgd � Cgs into
the calculation of the cutoff frequency might produce underestimated results. The
submicrometer patterning and the precise control of the misalignment are attributed
to the OTFT process that is based on the high-resolution silicon stencil masks.
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Chapter 8
Digital-to-Analog Converters

The unique processing characteristics and demonstrated performance of OTFTs sug-
gest that they can be competitive candidates for emerging commercial applications
such as flexible displays, low-end RFID tags and smart sensors systems. In such
applications, data conversion to interface the digital processors with the analog
world is an essential necessity. Hereby, the first demonstration of organic-based
current-steering digital-to-analog converters (DACs) is reported [1–5]. Given that
many state-of-the-art OTFTs suffer from intrinsically low carrier mobility and large
behavioral parameter variations, this chapter gives first an overview of the circuit
design techniques used in literature to address these challenges. This is followed
by a discussion on the operation principal and the different architectures of DACs,
with an emphasis on the current-steering topology. Then the design and measure-
ments of a 6-bit binary and a 3-bit unary current-steering DACs are presented. The
6-bit binary current-steering DAC uses p-channel OTFTs; it marks records in speed
(100 kS/s) and compactness (2.6 × 4.6 mm2) owing to the OTFT fabrication process
that is based on high-resolution silicon stencil masks. The 3-bit unary current-steering
DAC, however, uses complementary OTFTs and is employed as a circuit test vehicle
in a simulation case study to investigate the impact of parasitics as well as the influ-
ence of using the relatively slow n-channel OTFTs on the circuit performance. The
study is based on extrapolations from a well calibrated circuit simulation, resulting
from optimized DC/AC SPICE models for both p- and n-channel OTFTs. The models
are validated by transient measurements of the driving complementary logic of the
DAC, i.e., a binary-to-thermometer decoder, up to a maximum operating frequency
of 1 kHz.

8.1 Organic Circuit Design Methodologies

Integrated circuits based on OTFTs have recently shown a rapid progressive devel-
opment towards higher level of integration and better performance, particularly in
applications where large-area, low-cost and novel form factors such as flexibility and
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transparency are important considerations [6]. The technology is being developed for
active-matrix backplanes of flexible electrophoretic (e-paper) [7] and OLED [8, 9]
displays. Furthermore, it has attracted considerable attention for realizing memories
[10–12], RFID tags [13–18], and smart sensor such as biosensors [19–21] and robotic
e-skin [22–25]. Most of the OTFT-based circuits developed today are digital, yet the
interest is also growing to harness the technology for analog circuits. In this context,
OTFTs are beginning to make significant inroads into building basic analog circuit
blocks, where the first OTFT-based amplifiers [26–28], digital-to-analog converters
(DACs) [1–3, 29] and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [30, 31] are successfully
demonstrated in experiment.

Circuit design in OTFT technologies is quite challenging because of several
reasons, among them are the following. First, most OTFTs, particularly those man-
ufactured using low-cost printing methods, suffer from large process variations and
bias-stress degradation, which result in significant performance deterioration and
poor long-term reliability [32]. Second, OTFTs are often having high threshold volt-
ages and operate at fairly large supply potentials, which deter the possibility to fabri-
cate low-power circuits. Third, it is difficult and in most cases not possible to realize
area-efficient resistors. Fourth, it is observed that electron transport in most avail-
able organic semiconductors is not possible in air [33]. This is because molecules
possessing an electron on their LUMO are usually very reactive towards oxygen or
water vapor such that oxidation of the molecule occurs in ambient air. Furthermore,
electron traps due to hydroxyl groups located at the interface between the dielectric
and the organic semiconductor immobilize their transport. As a result, most organic
circuits today utilize p-channel OTFTs only.

To overcome these limitations, a number of technological enhancements are made
in the OTFT technology used in this work as discussed in Chaps. 3 and 4. The surface
of the gate insulator is treated with a molecular self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
that provide a capacitance approaching 1 µF/cm2, thus allowing the OTFTs to operate
with voltages of a few volts [34]. Furthermore, the OTFTs employ organic semicon-
ductors, namely DNTT, F16CuPc and NTCDI-CI2-(CH2C3F7)2, which are able to
operate in ambient air with a relatively good stability [34–36]. These low-voltage
and air-stable OTFTs are fabricated using high-resolution silicon stencil masks that
provide submicrometer channel length capability and excellent device uniformity
[1, 37–39]. Finally, a robust design solution to realize an OTFT-based transimpedance
circuit, which imitates the behavior of a linear passive resistor element, is proposed
hereinafter.

Figure 8.1 shows several logic design techniques that have been mostly explored
by researchers for OTFT technologies. The key factors to choose the appropriate logic
family are the output voltage swing, noise margin, power consumption, number of
transistors and routing complexity. The complementary logic design is most favorable
in that regard, but with the fact that n-channel OTFTs are still in their infancy, designs
that make use of p-channel OTFTs only are still mostly employed [33].

The conventional configuration is the biased-load (Fig. 8.1a); depending on the
bias voltage (Vbias) applied to its gate terminal, the load transistor can be operated in
the saturation regime (when Vbias is connected to the drain of the load transistor; also
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Fig. 8.1 Inverter designs. a Biased-load inverter; also referred to as diode-load inverter when Vbias
is set to zero (when the gate electrode of the load transistor is connected to the ground) [40].
b Level-shifted diode-load inverter; the voltage V ′

SS is typically set higher than VDD to increase the
driving potential at the input of the output stage [14, 41]. c Zero-VGS inverter; a load TFT with
a high VTH (depleted-like device) is usually used in this design [40]. d Pseudo-E inverter [32].
e Pseudo-D inverter [32]. f Complementary inverter [42]

referred to as diode-load inverter [40]) or in the linear regime (when Vbias ≤ VTH)
[42]. Both cases have distinct advantages and disadvantages. The saturated biased-
load inverter requires a single voltage supply and a relatively simple routing, yet the
output low level (VOL) is limited to |VTH|. The linear biased-load inverter, however,
allows the output node to be completely dissipated to the ground level, resulting in
a higher noise margin compared to that of the saturated counterpart. Nevertheless,
one should note that there is a tradeoff because as Vbias reduces, the load transistor
drives larger current. Thus, the output high level (VOH) also reduces, which results
in a lower noise margin. The main drawback of the linear biased-load inverter is
the use of two separate power supplies, but this can be actually utilized as a built-in
post fabrication tool to compensate for process variation and device degradation or
can be also employed to switch off the inverter when it is not needed by applying
Vbias = VDD. In general, both saturated and linear biased-load inverters suffer from
low gain and relatively high stand-by power dissipation.

In the biased-load inverter, the output swing as well as the trip voltage are depen-
dent on the applied bias voltage Vbias. To have a better control over the trip voltage
without affecting much the output swing, a level shifter (Fig. 8.1b) can be used at the
input [14, 41]. In this special case, a diode-load inverter is used at the output stage to
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have only one additional power supply V ′
SS and accordingly reduce the routing com-

plexity. Therefore, by adjusting V ′
SS, the trip voltage can be shifted towards VDD/2.

This design, though improves the balance between the high and low noise margins,
consumes more power due to the larger flow of current compared to the previous
design.

Another approach is by using a zero-VGS load (Fig. 8.1c); this configuration can
alleviate the high power dissipation of the level-shifted diode-load inverter at the
cost of a slower speed [40]. The zero-VGS load provides a higher output resistance
and thus higher gain, sharper voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) and better noise
margin. Given that the mobility in OTFTs is dependent on the gate voltage, the load
in this case must be significantly wider than the driver to achieve positive noise
margins [43]. Not only does this make the area of the inverter larger, it also increases
the total gate capacitance, resulting in a slower inverter speed. In order to increase the
pull-down force and improve the asymmetric characteristics without area and speed
overhead, a zero-VGS OTFT load with a high VTH, i.e., a depletion-like device, can
be used. This dual-VTH implementation can reduce the area by 30 times compared to
the single-VTH inverter, assuming a trip voltage at VDD/2 [43]. However, the problem
with the high stand-by power dissipation is still present in this approach because the
load transistor always has a conducting channel regardless of the input and output
voltage levels.

Organic transistors are mostly not intentionally doped; therefore, the threshold
voltages of all OTFTs on a substrate are similar [33]. In principle, electrical dop-
ing of organic semiconductors is possible, but this is not favorable as discussed in
Chap. 3. Alternatively, several methods have been studied in literature to achieve
VTH control in OTFTs: (i) different SAMs in the gate dielectric [44], (ii) floating-
gate structure [45], (iii) back-gate bias [46], or (iv) gate materials with different work
functions [43, 47]. Despite the successful tuning of the VTH, each of these methods
has certain drawbacks for use in practical applications. These methods generally
require special process manipulation, add an electrode in each transistor that result
in more interconnect lines, create a very small (sometimes negligible) amount of VTH
shift relative to the typical supply voltage VDD, or induce substantial adverse effects
on the OTFT characteristics including performance and stability. Nevertheless, the
control of the threshold voltage after manufacturing using the floating- or back-gate
methods is beneficial for many OTFT technologies, since VTH is known to change
inadvertently during operation due to bias stress and air exposure [45, 46]. In 2011,
the first organic 8-bit microprocessor was introduced, which employed the dual-VTH
OTFT architecture with back-gate bias [48, 49]. The microprocessor runs at a clock
speed of 40 Hz with a supply voltage of 10 V; however, a very high back-gate voltage
of 50 V is needed to tune properly the threshold voltage.

A new logic family called Pseudo-CMOS that avoids the process complexities
introduced by the dual-VTH technologies while attaining a comparable inverter per-
formance was recently proposed [32, 50, 51]. Pseudo-E (Fig. 8.1d) and Pseudo-D
(Fig. 8.1e) are two design variations of this category; they differ in the gate connec-
tion of the load transistor of the input stage. Similar to the level-shifted diode-load
inverter, four OTFTs are needed to realize an inverter. Moreover, the additional

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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tuning voltage V ′′
SS is also used post fabrication to compensate for the process vari-

ations and to keep the device performance in check. The difference to the previous
configurations is that the load transistor connected to the output node is switched off
when the input is low to prevent a direct current from VDD to ground, resulting in a
high output swing. Nevertheless, the load transistor in the input stage always has a
conducting channel regardless of the input voltage level.

The operation of all the inverters considered so far is controlled primarily by
switching the driver transistor. In addition, a nonzero steady-state current is always
drawn from the power supply to the ground when the driver transistor is switched
on, which results in an inevitable significant DC power consumption [42]. On the
other hand, the complementary inverter (Fig. 8.1f), which comprises both p- and
n-channel OTFTs, operates in a different way. For a logic high input, the n-channel
OTFT drives (pulls down) the output node while the p-channel OTFT is switched
off; however, for a logic low input, the p-channel OTFT drives (pulls up) the output
node while the n-channel OTFT acts is switched off. A direct flow of current from
the power supply to the ground occurs only when switching between the high- and
low-level states, resulting in a negligible static power dissipation (<1 nW [34]). In
the steady-state operation, only the gate leakage current (supposedly small current)
between the gate electrode and the contacts is present. As a result, the VTC of the
complementary inverter exhibits a full output swing between 0 V and VDD with a
sharp transition between the logic states.

The low power consumption in organic transistors is highly desirable for battery-
powered or frequency-coupled applications. However, the integration of n-channel
OTFTs is beneficial only if the electron mobility is comparable with the hole mobility
[43]. In the dual-VTH inverter presented in [43], the load OTFT is 15 times larger than
the driver to achieve a trip voltage at VDD/2. Therefore, an n-channel OTFT would
be superior only if the ratio of the hole mobility to the electron mobility is less than
15. The ground-breaking work of our partners at MPI-SSR on the development of
the performance and stability of complementary OTFTs led to considerable improve-
ments in the past few years [52], which made the complementary OTFT technology a
favorable choice for this work. The fabricated n-channel OTFTs have about ten-fold
lower carrier mobility than p-channel OTFTs and there is still an ongoing research
effort to improve these results [36].

A comprehensive study of all the different logic design styles is performed and the
results are summarized in [52–54]. In view of the many advantages of the comple-
mentary logic, a further study of the impact of using n-channel OTFTs in a practical
circuit on the dynamic performance is given in Sect. 8.4. A 3-bit unary current-
steering DAC, which requires a binary-to-thermometer decoder, is used for this study
as a circuit test vehicle. Furthermore, a 6-bit binary current-steering DAC using only
p-channel OTFTs is built to demonstrate the high-performance capability of the used
technology; a thousand-fold faster update rate than prior state of the art is achieved
as presented in Sect. 8.3.
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8.2 Functionality and Specifications

With the excessive development of functionality and performance of digital circuits,
electronic systems tend to employ more digital than analog circuitry [4]. Neverthe-
less, the physical environment prevents such proliferation to cover the entire system
because naturally occurring signals are analog. Accordingly, data converters (DACs
and ADCs) are indispensable fundamental blocks which are used to interface the
digital processors with the analog world. Data converters find many applications
in electronic products such as displays and sensors. In this work, only DACs are
considered.

8.2.1 Operation Principle

A DAC is a functional block that constructs analog signals from digital input by
generating a multiple of a reference quantity (Xref) for each digital input code. For
an n-bit digital input sequence (b0b1b2 . . . bn−1), the analog output can be described
by [55]

Xout =
n−1∑
i=0

2i bi Xref. (8.1)

Depending on the reference quantity Xref, the analog output can be either charge,
voltage or current. In fact, the reference quantity Xref designates the least significant
bit (LSB) value of the DAC.

In principle, a DAC is characterized by two main parameters, namely resolution
and update rate. For an n-bit resolution, the digital signal can only have 2n values.
Furthermore, the update rate is the rate at which the input digital codes are converted.
Therefore, for the realization of an accurate DAC, the resolution and update rate have
to be maximized. According to Nyquist-Shannon theorem, the minimum update rate
of the DAC has to be at least equal to two times the highest frequency of the signal;
this is to avoid aliasing and to be able to fully construct the output analog signal. In
the following, detailed description of the different characterization parameters of a
DAC is presented.

8.2.2 Characterization Parameters

The performance of DACs is evaluated by several specification parameters. These
help to evaluate and select the most suitable DAC architecture from the numerous
available alternative designs for a given application. The parameters are classified
into two categories, namely static and dynamic measures. The static parameters are
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Fig. 8.2 Static specifications of a DAC. a Ideal transfer characteristics in addition to offset and
gain errors. b Differential non-linearity (DNL) and integral non-linearity (INL) errors [55]. The
INL shown here is extracted from the best-fit line, which is fitted to the data using the minimum
mean square error (MMSE) approach. Another commonly used method is to extract the INL from
the end-point line, which is a line that connects the points on the transfer function corresponding
to the lowest and highest input codes. The latter approach typically yields larger INL values

offset error, gain error, differential non-linearity (DNL) and integral non-linearity
(INL). Furthermore, the dynamic parameters in the time and frequency domains
are maximum update rate, settling time, slew rate, glitch energy and spurious free
dynamic range (SFDR). The definition of each of these nine parameters is as follows
[4, 55].

8.2.2.1 Offset and Gain Errors

The offset error is the constant DC offset of the DAC transfer characteristics, while
the gain error is the deviation of the characteristic slope from the ideal one (Fig. 8.2a).
Note that these errors do not introduce any non-linearity and has no effect on the
frequency domain.

8.2.2.2 Differential Non-linearity

The maximum DNL error is the worst case deviation of the actual to the ideal step
size of 1 LSB between two adjacent input codes (Fig. 8.2b). The maximum DNL is
expressed as

DNLmax = max

(
Vout(i + 1) − Vout(i) − �VLSB

�VLSB

)
, (8.2)
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where i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n − 2 and �VLSB is given by

�VLSB = Vout(2n − 1) − Vout(0)

2n − 1
. (8.3)

In general, it is preferable to have a DAC with a DNL error that is less than ±1 LSB
to guarantee proper operation.

8.2.2.3 Integral Non-linearity

The maximum INL error is the worst case deviation of the actual to the ideal linear
output curve. After nullifying the gain and offset errors, the ideal output curve is
either an end-point line connecting the minimum and full scale points or a best-fit
line that is based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE) distance from line to
samples. The latter approach—as shown in Fig. 8.2b—is used in this work.

For the end-point line approach, however, the maximum INL of a DAC is repre-
sented by the following expression:

INLmax = max[Vout(i) − Vout(0) − �VLSB · i], (8.4)

where i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n −1, and �VLSB is the slope of the line through the end points
and is given by (8.3). The resulting INL using this expression is typically larger than
when using the best-fit line.

By definition, a DAC is called monotonic when its output never decreases with an
increasing digital input, i.e., the analog output always increases or remains constant
as the digital input increases. For guaranteed monotonicity, the INL error should be
less than or equals to ±0.5 LSB.

8.2.2.4 Update Rate

The update rate is the rate at which the output is sampled. According to Nyquist-
Shannon theorem, the minimum update rate of the DAC has to be at least equal to
two times the maximum frequency of the signal. The update rate is given in unit
samples per second (S/s).

8.2.2.5 Settling Time

The settling time is defined to be the time needed by the DAC to experience a full
scale transition and settle around its final value (Fig. 8.3a).
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Fig. 8.3 Dynamic specifications of a DAC. a Analog output of a DAC as a function of time,
showing the settling time, slew rate and glitch energy. b Frequency spectrum of a DAC output
signal, illustrating the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) [55]

8.2.2.6 Slew Rate

The slew rate is defined to be the maximal rate at which the output of the DAC can
change with the varying input (Fig. 8.3a).

8.2.2.7 Glitch Energy

The glitch energy is the area under the transient response when the DAC switches
between two consecutive input codes (Fig. 8.3a). An acceptable quantitative approx-
imation of the glitch energy can be evaluated by assuming a square-shaped glitch
impulse (worst case calculation). Therefore, the glitch energy is given by Egl =
tgl × Agl, where tgl and Agl are the timing error and the amplitude of the glitch,
respectively. In practice, the glitch energy has to be adequately smaller than the LSB
energy, which is given by ELSB = tLSB × ALSB. Therefore, for a good dynamic
performance, the ratio Egl/ELSB has to be minimized. A simple way to minimize
Egl is to reduce tgl by using well-placed synchronized blocks in the DAC.

8.2.2.8 Spurious Free Dynamic Range

The SFDR is defined to be the ratio between the fundamental signal power (Psig)
and the largest distortion component power (Pmax-dist) within a specific measured
frequency window (Fig. 8.3b). Accordingly, the SFDR is expressed as follows:
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SFDR = Psig

Pmax-dist
. (8.5)

Note that the SFDR depends on the operating conditions and the update rate of the
DAC.

8.2.3 Design Architectures

This section gives an overview and comparison of different DAC architectures exist-
ing today [4]. Emphasis is made on the area, complexity and dynamic specifications
of the DACs. For more detailed study of the operation of each architecture, the reader
is referred to [56].

The DACs are mainly classified into three main categories, namely resistive,
capacitive and current-steering DACs. This classification is recognized from the ref-
erence quantity (Xref) used. Correspondingly, the DAC output signal can either be
voltage, charge or current, respectively. Note that there are also other DAC topolo-
gies such as hybrid resistive-capacitive and pulse-width-modulation-based DACs;
however, these architectures are not comprised in the focus of this work. For each of
the DAC architectures, various implementations ranging from high-speed to high-
accuracy designs are proposed in literature. This gives the designer the freedom to
choose the most suitable implementation for a given application; nevertheless, there
is always a tradeoff and a compromise has to be made.

In general, chip area and process limitations rule out the resistive-based DACs for
our OTFT technology. This is because accurate and compact resistors cannot be yet
realized. On the other hand, the capacitive-based DACs can be implemented using
charge-divider, multiplying-capacitive or switched-capacitor designs [56]. The very
large chip area needed by the charge-divider design makes it not suitable for high
resolution DACs. Furthermore, the complexity of the multiplying-capacitive design
makes it not a favorable choice for an OTFT technology. The switched-capacitor
design, however, is suitable for OTFTs. In fact, all the capacitive-based DACs are
known to have better matching properties than the resistive and current-steering
DACs due to the more controllable capacitor matching.

Because of the large device-to-device variations resulting from older OTFT fabri-
cation processes, the first approach to realize an organic-based DAC used the capac-
itive (switched-capacitor C-2C) architecture [29], which is less sensitive to the poor
transistor matching. Despite the better capacitor matching property, the design pro-
posed in [29] suffers from many limitations:

• A reset phase is needed every conversion clock cycle to prevent accumulating
leakage errors, which are expected to be up to 0.6 LSB at 100 Hz. This degrades
the speed capability of the converter.

• The leakage error of the capacitors perturb the static performance and constricts
the lower speed limit of the DAC to be around 10 Hz.
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Fig. 8.4 Schematic diagram of 3-bit current-steering DACs with current-division topology. a Binary
architecture driven by a binary-coded input. b Unary architecture driven by a thermometer-coded
input. The reference current in both circuits is given by Iref = (2n − 1)I , where I = ILSB

• The use of n-channel OTFTs that feature low carrier mobility of 0.005 cm2/Vs
limits the maximum update rate to 100 Hz and results in a relatively large DAC
area of 28 × 14 mm2.

Therefore, for high-speed, high-accuracy and compact applications, the capacitive
DACs are no longer the preferable choice for OTFT technologies.

The last category is the current-steering DACs. In this case, the current is used as
the reference quantity for generating the output. The main advantage of the current-
steering DAC over the resistive and capacitive DACs is the combination of high
speed and compactness. This is because the transistors used to implement the cur-
rent sources consume much smaller area than the resistors or capacitors. However,
excellent device uniformity in this architecture is an essential necessity for the DAC
linearity. Referring to Fig. 3.8, the comparison between the conventional polyimide
shadow masks (used for the fabrication of the OTFT C-2C DAC) and the high-
resolution silicon stencil masks (used in this work) show that the silicon stencil
masks provide much improved transistor matching even for smaller device geome-
tries, thus allowing the realization of the current-steering architecture at considerably
higher sampling rate and smaller chip area.

There are basically two main design alternatives for the current-steering DAC,
namely current-division and current-mirror topologies. Figure 8.4 shows a schematic
diagram of a 3-bit current-steering DAC based on the current-division topology. As
depicted in the figure, a reference current (Iref) is divided into n-equal or binary-
weighted currents depending on the architecture used. The n-equal currents are use-
ful in case of thermometer-coded input, whereas the binary-weighted currents are
useful in the case of binary-coded input. In both architectures, 2n − 1 transistors
are required to divide the reference current. This implementation, however, has two
main drawbacks: (i) the stack of the current dividing transistors on top of Iref limits
the output voltage swing; and (ii) the current Iref must be as large as 2n − 1 times the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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Fig. 8.5 Schematic diagram of 3-bit current-steering DACs with current-mirror topology. a Binary
architecture driven by a binary-coded input. b Unary architecture driven by a thermometer-coded
input. The reference current in both circuits is given by Iref = ILSB = I

unity current ILSB, which results in a very large device for generating the reference
current. On the other hand, the current-mirror design shown in Fig. 8.5 maximizes
the output swing and requires small reference current, leading to a smaller biasing
transistor. This gives rise to the current-mirror topology to be the most favorable
choice for our OTFT technology.

In the binary current-steering DAC based on current mirrors (Fig. 8.5a), the current
sources are organized in a binary-weighted structure and controlled by a binary-coded
input. The advantages of this design includes simplicity of the architecture, small
area consumption and low power dissipation. However, this design suffers from large
glitches. For example, during a transition from “100” to “011”, the transition may
go through an intermediate value of “000” if the most significant bit (MSB) turns off
before the remaining bits turn on, hence a large glitch occur. As for the unary architec-
ture (Fig. 8.5b), 2n −1 identical current sources are controlled by thermometer-coded
input. Therefore, for a binary-coded input, a binary-to-thermometer decoder is used.
This decoding logic adds a finite area and power to the complete design. In general,
this design inherently exhibits a monotonic behavior because any increment at the
digital input results in an additional current at the analog output. To combine the
advantages of both unary and binary architectures and also to compensate for their
limitations, segmented current-steering DACs are proposed in literature [55]; for a
resolution of n = k + m, the n-MSBs are converted to thermometer code and driven
to a unary current-steering sub-converter, while the remaining m-LSBs are driven
directly to a binary current-steering sub-converter.

The use of silicon stencil masks in this work made it possible to fabricate top-
contact OTFTs with high resolution and excellent uniformity. Such precise match-
ing between the transistors is highly desirable in the current-steering DAC, where
device matching is paramount. Accordingly, a 6-bit binary current-steering DAC
using only p-channel OTFTs is implemented to benchmark the recently published
6-bit switched-capacitor DAC that uses complementary OTFTs [1, 29]. By com-
paring the results of both circuits, the presented current-steering DAC offers a dra-
matic performance boost (1000 times faster) and greatly reduced area consumption
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Fig. 8.6 Schematic diagram of the 6-bit binary-weighted current-steering DAC [1, 2, 4]. The circuit
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(30 times smaller). Furthermore, a 3-bit unary current-steering DAC is designed and
fabricated, allowing to demonstrate the feasibility to realize a fully custom comple-
mentary logic block, i.e., a binary-to-thermometer decoder. The functionality of this
DAC is validated and a study of the impact of device and interconnect parasitics as
well as the use of relatively slow n-channel OTFTs on the circuit performance is car-
ried out. The DAC designs and measurement results are presented in the following
sections. Given the successful realization of both designs, it is proposed to combine
in the future both implementations in a high-resolution segmented current-steering
DAC.

8.3 A High-Performance Unipolar Design

8.3.1 A 6-Bit Binary Current-Steering DAC

The schematic diagram of the designed 6-bit current-steering DAC is shown in
Fig. 8.6 [1, 2, 4]. The binary-weighted current-steering architecture is employed here
because of its lower complexity, smaller area consumption and lower power dissipa-
tion since no decoding logic is necessary compared with its unary current-steering
counterpart. The converter consists of three main blocks: (i) a current-source array
(CSA) that contains the binary-weighted current sources and an input current mirror,
(ii) a switch array (SWA) that contains the binary-weighted analog switches, and
(iii) a current-to-voltage converter (CVC) at the output. For the current sources Mi ,
2i−1 identical parallel transistors are used to provide 2i−1 ILSB. This similarly applies
for all the binary-weighted analog switches; this results in a total of 129 transistors.
This type of current-steering can be designed by exclusively n- or p-channel OTFTs,
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hence not requiring complementary OTFT technology. Accordingly, the converter is
designed with only p-channel OTFTs because of their faster operational speed and
smaller area; this is mainly owed to the considerably higher carrier mobility in the
p-channel (μp ≥ 10 μn), thus proportionally larger drive current.

The current cell comprises a current-source transistor and an analog switch. The
dimensions of the current-source transistor typically depend on the technology with
which the circuit is fabricated [55]. Furthermore, excellent device matching in this
architecture is an essential necessity for the DAC linearity; the matching requirements
are evaluated for an n-bit binary-weighted current-steering DAC by the following
[29, 57]:

σINL = INL√
2(erfinv(Y ))

=
√

2n

2
· σI

I
, (8.6)

σDNL = DNL√
2(erfinv(Y ))

= √
2n − 1 · σI

I
, (8.7)

where σI /I is the current relative standard deviation (transistor’s current mismatch).
For n = 6 bits, INL ≤ 1 LSB, DNL ≤ 1 LSB and Y = 0.95, which corresponds to a
confidence interval of 2-σ , the required current mismatch should be σI /I ≤ 6.4 %,
which is the minimum value resulting from Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7).

Referring to Fig. 3.8, the 16 OTFTs fabricated by the conventional polyimide
shadow masks with a channel length of 30 µm have σI /I = 11 %, which exceeds
already the upper limit calculated above, whereas the 16 OTFTs fabricated by the
high-resolution silicon stencil masks with a channel length of only 2 µm have σI /I =
4 % [1, 37]. Because of the large device-to-device variations resulting from the older
OTFT fabrication processes, the first approach to realize an organic-based DAC used
the capacitive (switched-capacitor C-2C) architecture which is less sensitive to the
poor transistor matching [29]. However, the improved transistor matching even for
smaller dimensions offered by the silicon stencil masks allow the realization of the
current-steering architecture at considerably higher sampling rate and smaller area
consumption. Therefore, for the design of the current-source transistors in our DAC,
a sufficiently large channel length of 15 µm and a channel width of 100 µm are utilized
to ensure even better matching than the value displayed in Fig. 8.8b and to guarantee
that σI /I ≤ 6.4 %.

As long as the voltage swing at the drain nodes of the current-source transistors
is reduced during switching, the considerable capacitance of the current sources
would not be charged and discharged, thus the dynamic performance would not be
degraded. This would have been achieved by using differential analog switches with
reduced cross-point voltage at their control signals [58]. By doing so, the interconnect
crossings, featuring very high parasitic capacitances (∼800 nF/cm2) and degrading
the circuit performance, would have been indispensable. Therefore, single-ended
analog switches are used mainly to avoid interconnect crossings and also to minimize
the area consumption. Furthermore, the analog switches are designed to be operating
in the saturation mode during the full output voltage swing. This approach avoids the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_3
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use of cascode current sources, which require larger area and limit the output swing,
while maintaining the shielding effect of the cascode structure by isolating the drain
nodes of the current source transistors from the variant output node. In addition, the
non-linearities of the output current-voltage characteristics of the OTFTs at low drain
bias due to the non-ohmic contacts can be avoided.

These specific operating conditions put a constraint on the switch input ON voltage
(Vsw,on) to keep both the current source and analog switch transistors in the saturation
mode. For proper circuit operation and in close agreement with simulations, the
analog switch transistors are designed with a channel length of 4 µm and a channel
width of 40 µm and the switch input ON voltage is set to be 1 V.

8.3.2 Current-to-Voltage Converter

The aim of the current-to-voltage converter (CVC) is to convert linearly the output
DAC current to a voltage. The linearity of the CVC is essential as it directly affects
the DAC static performance. An ideal CVC would have been implemented by using
a passive resistor element; however, resistors are so far difficult to be realized in
the organic technology. For this reason, an OTFT-based transimpedance circuit is
designed.

As shown in the schematic diagram of the DAC (Fig. 8.6), the CVC consists of
only two p-channel OTFTs with W = 100 and L = 5 µm; one transistor is biased in
the linear regime when Vbias = −2 V, while the other transistor is diode-connected
(saturation regime) to serve as a variable current source [1, 4]. This design followed
series of comparison steps which are elucidated by the simulations shown in Fig. 8.7.
Two main design aspects have to be considered during the design of the CVC; the
CVC has to be very simple to avoid poor yield and it must tolerate device mismatches.

The ideal case with the passive resistor element (Fig. 8.7a) experiences very low
linearity error, taking into account that device mismatch is not considered in the sim-
ulations. The second case (Fig. 8.7b; when Vbias = 0 V and Ibias is constant) involves
a p-channel load OTFT that is diode-connected, thus operating in the saturation mode
(VDG < |VTH|). In this case, the CVC relation is controlled by the OTFT saturation
equation given by the following:

ID,sat = −μCI
W

2L
(−VGS + VTH)2, (8.8)

Vout =
√

Iout
2L

μCIW
− VTH. (8.9)

This non-linear relation directly reflects the high output linearity error obtained by
the simulation. In the third case (Fig. 8.7b; when Vbias = −2 V and Ibias is constant),
a linearly operating load is used. Given that the DAC output voltage does not exceed
2.5 V, a bias voltage of −2 V is set in a way to ensure that the gate-source voltage does
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Fig. 8.7 Schematic and simulation results of different current-to-voltage converter (CVC) designs
[1]. a Ideal passive resistive load. b OTFT-based transimpedance circuit. c Simulation results of
three active designs in comparison to the ideal resistive load: (i) saturation load when Vbias = 0 V
(diode-connected) and a constant Ibias, (ii) linear load when Vbias = −2 V and a constant Ibias, and
(iii) a proposed design using a linearly operating load (Vbias = −2 V) and a voltage-dependent bias
current (Ibias) which decreases at higher DAC output voltage

not exceed the breakdown voltage (∼6 V) during the complete output swing. Owing
to the field-dependence in the OTFT contact resistance, which decreases as the gate-
source voltage increases, the DAC linearity is perturbed. Therefore, it is proposed
in the last case (Fig. 8.7b; when Vbias = −2 V and Ibias is voltage dependent) to
use a variable driver current source, which decreases at higher DAC output voltage,
to compensate for the non-linearity of the load. Using a diode-connected OTFT, as
shown previously in the schematic (Fig. 8.6), the variable current source is realized.
In this case, the gate-source voltage of the diode-connected OTFT is given by VGS =
Vout − VDD. Therefore, the absolute value of the saturation current ID,sat passing
through the transistor given by (8.8) decreases as the DAC output voltage (Vout)
increases. The proposed CVC circuit proved to provide optimized DAC linearity.

8.3.3 Layout and Floorplan

Device matching and data interference have a strong impact on the DAC perfor-
mance. Consequently, strict requirements apply to the design of the DAC layout and
floorplan due to the relatively large number of transistors employed, especially for
an organic-based analog circuit [1, 4]. Figure 8.8 shows two possible approaches for
the floorplan, namely merged SWA-CSA and separated SWA-CSA [55, 59]. In the
merged SWA-CSA, each unit cell comprises both the current source and the analog
switch transistors. This approach has a simplified layout; however, it increases the
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Fig. 8.8 Floorplan of current-steering DACs [1, 59]. a Merged SWA-CSA. b Separated SWA-CSA.
In the separated SWA-CSA, identical transistors are placed in closer proximity, allowing better
control of device matching. The numbers given in the CSA of the separated floorplan designate the
arrangement of the binary-weighted OTFTs used in our 6-bit binary current-steering DAC

distances between the current source transistors and so the layout would be poten-
tially more susceptible to the systematical gradient effects. As for the separated
SWA-CSA, the identical transistors are placed in separate arrays, thus ensuring bet-
ter device matching, easing power routing and minimizing signal interference due
to the division of the digital and the analog parts. In spite of the increased layout
complexity in the latter approach (Fig. 8.8b), it is used as it offers a substantially
better conversion performance.

Furthermore, the transistors are placed in a matrix-like orientation in each array to
keep the identical transistors in closer proximity. This makes it possible to exploit the
excellent feature size control enabled by the stencil mask technology regardless of the
non-uniformity introduced by material deposition through evaporation. Figure 8.8b
shows clearly the arrangement of the transistors in the CSA by designating the binary-
weights. In this way, the complexity of the routing matrix between the SWA and the
CSA is minimized. With this careful layout and floorplan design, no interconnect
crossings that feature high parasitic capacitances are comprised. The layout of the
DAC is presented in Appendix A. Using the OTFT process technology presented
in Chap. 4, the DAC is fabricated on a glass substrate. The total area of the DAC
including the contact pads is only 2.6 × 4.6 mm2.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
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8.3.4 Calibration

After the chip is fabricated, multiple DACs are measured and a noticeable non-
linearity error is observed in the transfer characteristics only during the transition
of the input bit stream from “011111” to “100000” [1, 4]. Therefore, to guarantee
monotonicity, the DAC is calibrated by tuning manually the switch input ON voltage
(Vsw,on) for the most significant bit (MSB) to be 0 V instead of 1 V. As a result, a
slightly larger current for the MSB is enabled to the output, hence the DAC linearity
is optimized. The calibration method used here has a lower complexity compared to
the one used in [29], where a 2-bit off-chip calibration circuit is employed.

8.3.5 Measurement Setup

By revisiting the layout of the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC, the converter has
12 input/output connections, namely the 6 digital binary-coded input bit stream
(Vsw1, Vsw2, . . ., Vsw5), the power supplies (VDD and VGND), the load biasing voltage
(Vbias), the biasing LSB current (ILSB), the output voltage (Vout), and finally an
optional testing connection (VX) that is connected to the LSB line in the routing
matrix between the CSA and the SWA [1, 4]. The fabricated samples are measured
in a manual probe station (SUSS PM5 analytical probe system from Karl Suss) with
a careful connection between the probeheads and the 55-nm-thick gold pads. The
6-bit digital input stream is provided by a data generator (HP 8180A data generator
from Hewlett Packard), while the remaining four inputs (VDD, VGND, Vbias and ILSB)
are supplied by a source measure unit (SMU; E5270B 8-slot precision measurement
mainstream from Agilent Technologies). During DC measurements, the output node
(Vout) is captured by the SMU. During AC measurements, however, the output node
is connected to an oscilloscope (TDS3000B oscilloscope from Tektronix). An IC-
CAP PEL code is written to control the equipment and automate the process by
synchronizing the signals from the data generator and the SMU (see Appendix D.2).
All measurements are performed in ambient air, at room temperature, at a supply
voltage (VDD) of 3.3 V and at relatively dimmed light environment.

8.3.6 Static and Dynamic Performances

The measured static and dynamic characteristic parameters, which fully evaluate the
performance of the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC, are presented herein [1, 4].
Figure 8.9 shows the measured DC transfer function together with the corresponding
DNL and INL errors. Before calibration, an undesired abrupt step during the transition
of the input bit stream from “011111” to “100000” is observed, resulting in a degraded
static linearity; the maximum DNL and INL are −0.97 and −1.64 LSB, respectively.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8.9 Measured DC characteristics of the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC [1]. a Transfer
characteristics before and after calibration. b Calculated DNL and INL errors after calibration
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Fig. 8.10 Measured characteristics of the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC at an update rate
of 1 S/s, after calibration, and at an output voltage swing of 1.3 V [1]. a Transfer characteristic.
b Calculated DNL and INL errors

After calibration, however, the transfer function shows a monotonic behavior, where
the maximum output voltage swing (Vswing) is 1.94 V with a power dissipation of
260 µW and an improved static linearity is attained. The maximum DNL and INL
are −0.29 and −1.21 LSB, respectively.

Furthermore, Fig. 8.10 depicts the measured transfer function along with the cal-
culated DNL and INL errors after calibration, at an output voltage swing of 1.3 V
(at a reduced ILSB), and at an update rate of 1 kS/s; the maximum DNL and INL are
−0.69 and 1.16 LSB, respectively. Figure 8.11 illustrates the upper speed limit of
the DAC in worst case conditions, i.e., the DAC is operated before calibration and
slightly above the maximum output voltage swing (�2 V). As shown in the figure,
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Fig. 8.11 Measured characteristics of the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC at an update rate of
1, 20 and 100 S/s [1]. The DAC is operating in worst case conditions: before calibration and slightly
above the maximum output voltage swing (� 2 V). a Transfer characteristics. b Calculated DNL
and INL errors at 1 S/s

as the update rate increases above ∼20 kS/s, the measured transfer function exhibits
higher distortion. At a swing of only 1 V and after calibration, the DAC would be able
to operate at a maximum update rate as high as 100 kS/s without strong deterioration.

To measure the SFDR, 6-bit input streams with periods of 32 and 64 codes are pre-
pared to generate sinusoidal signals by the DAC at update rates of 1, 10 and 100 kS/s.
The maximum SFDR is found to be 34 dB at a signal frequency of 15.625 Hz (1 kS/s;
64 codes). Moreover, the minimum SFDR is found to be 19 dB at a signal frequency
of 312.5 Hz (10 kS/s; 32 codes). Figure 8.12a shows the frequency spectrum of the
measured sinusoidal signal at 3.125 kHz (100 kS/s; 32 codes); the SFDR is found to
be 32 dB. Finally, Fig. 8.12b depicts the step response of the DAC at 10 S/s. From
this data, the setting time, slew rate and glitch energy are found to be around 300 Hz,
0.029 V/µs and 300 µVs, respectively.

8.3.7 Benchmarking

Table 8.1 benchmarks the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC presented in this work
against the 6-bit organic-based switched-capacitor (C-2C) DAC that was recently
published in [29]. The comparison clearly shows that the current-steering DAC con-
sumes 30 times smaller chip area and achieves 1000 times higher maximum update
rate than the state of the art [1, 4]. These considerable improvements result from the
OTFT fabrication process based on high-resolution silicon stencil masks that makes
it possible to use transistors with smaller dimensions and far improved matching.
In addition, the current-steering DAC achieves a maximum output voltage swing of
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Fig. 8.12 a Measured output frequency spectrum of the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC at
3.125 kHz (update rate of 100 kS/s) [1]. b Measured step response at an update rate of 10 S/s

Table 8.1 Characteristics summary of the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC and benchmarking
against the recently published organic-based 6-bit switched-capacitor (C-2C) DAC [1, 2, 4, 29]

Design parameter [29] This work

Architecture Switched capacitance Current steering

Technology Complementary OTFTs P-channel OTFTs

Resolution 6-bit 6-bit

Minimum feature 20 µm 4 µm

Transistor count 26 129

Capacitor count 17 0

Area consumption 28 × 14 mm2 2.6 × 4.6 mm2

Supply voltage 3 V 3.3 V

Maximum output swing ∼1 V ∼2 V

Update rate 10–100 S/s DC–100 kS/s

Power-delay product 7 nWs (at 1 V swing)a 1.8 nWs (at 1 V swing)b

2.6 nWs (at 2 V swing)

Maximum DNL −0.6 LSB (at 100 S/s) −0.69 LSB (at 1 kS/s)

Maximum INL −0.8 LSB (at 100 S/s) +1.16 LSB (at 1 kS/s)

SFDR 24 dB (at 10 Hz) 19 dB (at 312.5 Hz)

29 dB (at 45 Hz) 32 dB (at 3.125 kHz)
aThis is deduced from [29] at 100 S/s but the input bit stream is not stated
bThis is measured at 100 kS/s and at the input bit stream “111111”

2 V, which is as high as double the swing generated by the C-2C DAC. Owing to
the non-linear leakage error generated by the capacitors, the lower speed limit of the
C-2C DAC is constricted to 10 S/s, while the current-steering DAC can operate at
DC. Although the power dissipation of the current-steering DAC is relatively high
(260 µW), the power-delay product is still smaller than that of the C-2C DAC.
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8.4 Impact of Parasitics in a Complementary Design

8.4.1 A 3-Bit Unary Current-Steering DAC

The schematic diagram of the 3-bit unary current-steering DAC, including a binary-
to-thermometer decoder, is depicted in Fig. 8.13 [3, 4]. The same step-by-step design
flow presented in the previous section for the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC is
used to calculate the dimensions of the current sources (100/15 µm), analog switches
(40/4 µm) and load transistors (100/5 µm). Identical transistor dimensions as pre-
viously designed for the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC are utilized to ensure
the same operating point. Accordingly, a row of drivers (level shifters) are placed
between the decoder and the DAC to drive the SWA with an input ON voltage (Vsw,on)
of 1 V, allowing the transistors to be operating in the desired saturation regime. How-
ever, one should note that a unary instead of a binary architecture is employed in
this design, meaning that the current mirrors are identical and not binary-weighted.
The decoder logic is implemented using a fully custom design as discussed in the
following.

8.4.2 Binary-to-Thermometer Decoder

The DAC performance is largely determined by the design of the binary-to-therm-
ometer decoder; therefore, the choice of the architecture is a crucial design decision
[4]. There are basically three main architectures proposed in literature for the binary-
to-thermometer decoders used in DACs, namely one-dimensional, two-dimensional
(row/column) and multi-dimensional decoders; the selection depends on the com-
plexity of the DAC and the number of transistors in the CSA/SWA [56]. Since our
3-bit unary current-steering DAC comprises only seven current mirrors, the simple
one-dimensional decoder is the most preferable choice.

According to our review study presented in [56], there are four possible design
techniques for a one-dimensional 3-bit binary-to-thermometer decoder, namely
redundant-logic, ROM-based, multiplexed-based and iterative designs. By compar-
ing the four techniques, the iterative design is superior in speed and compactness, and
thus, it is selected for our DAC. The block diagram of the designed 3-bit binary-to-
thermometer decoder is shown in Fig. 8.13. The logic gates are implemented in the
standard complementary (dual) design [42], where Wn = 10Wp, Wp of an inverter is
80 µm and all channel lengths are 4 µm. This is to examine the feasibility of fabricat-
ing functional low-power complementary logic circuit using the OTFT technology
and to investigate their performance.

As shown in the block diagram of the decoder (Fig. 8.13), a row of drivers (level
shifters) are placed at the output. This is to drive the SWA with an input ON voltage
(Vsw,on) of 1 V, allowing the transistors in the SWA to be operating in the desired satu-
ration regime. These drivers are implemented using inverters with ground nodes that
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Fig. 8.13 Schematic diagram of the 3-bit unary current-steering DAC including the thermometer
decoder driving complementary logic [3]

are replaced with an external supply voltage (Vsw,on). Furthermore, the output order
of the decoder defines the switching scheme with which the unary current-sources are
enabled to the DAC output. This switching scheme is used to compensate for errors
that are introduced by systematical gradient effects (linear and/or symmetrical). A
detailed analysis of the switching scheme is given in the following.

8.4.3 Switching Scheme

The switching scheme is defined to be the order of which the current sources within
the CSA are switched to the DAC output [4, 55]. Conventionally, the current sources
are switched in a sequential order. However, with careful layout, another switching
order can be used to compensate the systematic errors that are introduced by lin-
ear and/or symmetrical gradient errors, which occur due to process, temperature or
stress variations. These errors have to be considered because they contribute to the
performance of the DAC. By reducing the impact of these systematic errors using
a switching scheme, random errors will dominate. However, random errors are kept
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Fig. 8.14 Calculated INL error when using the sequential and the proposed switching schemes for
the 3-bit unary current-steering DAC, assuming a linear gradient errors with 0.5 LSB peak-to-peak
amplitude and b symmetrical gradient errors with 0.5 LSB peak-to-peak amplitude

within the desired boundary (INL and DNL < 1 LSB) by adjusting the dimensions
of the active current-source transistors as discussed in the previous section.

The developed switching scheme (labelled t0, t1, . . . , t6) for our 3-bit unary
current-steering DAC is depicted in Fig. 8.13. Given that the current-source tran-
sistors are arranged in a one-dimensional array, they are only influenced by lateral
gradient errors. A comparison between the sequential order and our proposed scheme
is shown in Fig. 8.14, assuming a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.5 LSB for the linear
as well as the symmetrical gradient errors. A smaller maximum INL is achieved by
the proposed scheme in the case of linear gradient error, whereas the same maximum
INL is provided in the case of symmetrical gradient error. The analysis presented
in Sect. 4.2.4 suggests that the linear gradient error is dominant in our OTFT tech-
nology (see Figs. 4.6b and 4.10); this results from a tilt of the stencil mask during
evaporation and/or the sample is outside the perpendicular projection of the evapo-
rator source during material deposition. Nevertheless, if the linear and symmetrical
gradient errors are present (by adding both components in Fig. 8.14), the proposed
scheme still yields a much smaller maximum INL of −0.33 LSB compared to −0.75
LSB for the conventional sequential order.

8.4.4 Measurement and Simulation Results

The 3-bit unary current-steering DAC is fabricated on a glass substrate with a total
area of 3.1 × 6.6 mm2. The area is optimized at the cost of a large number of metal
crossings (∼70) with about 12 pF capacitance each; this is to investigate the impact of
interconnect parasitics on the circuit performance. The layout of the DAC is presented
in Appendix A. Measurements are performed in ambient air and at a supply voltage

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
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Fig. 8.15 Measured DC characteristics of the 3-bit unary current-steering DAC. a Transfer charac-
teristics for different applied least-significant-bit currents (ILSB). b Calculated DNL and INL errors
when ILSB = 17 µA

of 3 V using the same test setup presented in the previous section. Figure 8.15 shows
the measured DC transfer function together with the calculated DNL and INL errors.
The maximum output voltage swing (Vswing) of the DAC is 1.75 V; in addition, the
maximum DNL and INL errors are 0.23 and 0.22 LSB, respectively.

The maximum possible performance of the circuit in this case is limited by the
complementary driving logic. This is attributed to the slow n-channel OTFTs and
the large number of metal crossings utilized. Therefore, a case study is carried out
on the binary-to-thermometer decoder to investigate the impact of the device and
interconnect parasitic capacitances on the circuit performance, in particular [3].

Transient measurements and simulations of the binary-to-thermometer decoder
at the output node t4 at frequencies of 100 , 500 and 1 kHz are depicted in Figs. 8.16
and 8.17. In fact, the node t4 is the output of the slowest logic path in the circuit
(see Fig. 8.13), also known as the critical path.1 The simulations are based on a
DC/AC SPICE model for both p- and n-channel OTFTs (adopted from Chaps. 5
and 6). The frequency 1 kHz is almost the speed limit where a recognizable output
can be seen. The output graphs show that the high-to-low and low-to-high signal
propagation delay times are tdelay,HL ∼= 2 ms and tdelay,LH ∼= 0.7 ms, respectively.
The output low potential is 1 V because of the offset voltage (Vsw,on) set by the drivers
(see Fig. 8.13). The nearly perfect agreement of the simulated to the measured data
in Fig. 8.16 shows that the DC/AC model is trustworthy. Hence, reliable prospective
data for speed improvement can be deduced from the simulations.

Accordingly, Fig. 8.17 shows further transient simulation results for six different
cases at 500 Hz to study the speed limiting factors of this complementary circuit.
Case 1, which is similar to the simulations shown in Fig. 8.16, yielded a signal
delay of 1.94 ms. In this case, the OTFTs have a gate-to-contact overlap length

1The critical path is the longest synthesizable path of which the largest delay of the circuit/network
occurs from the input to the output.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_5
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Fig. 8.17 Simulation case study to investigate the impact of device and interconnect parasitics
as well as the influence of using the slow n-channel OTFTs on the performance of the binary-to-
thermometer decoder circuit at 500 Hz

(Lov) of 20 µm, which result in considerably large device parasitic capacitances
particularly for the large n-channel OTFTs. Also limiting the circuit performance
significantly is the low carrier mobility in the channel region of the n-channel OTFTs
(μn = 0.02 cm2/Vs). Furthermore, the parasitic capacitances of the metal crossings
in this case are substantially large (about 12 pF each). By reducing only the device
parasitics (Lov = 5 µm) in case 2, the signal delay is improved to 1.74 ms. In general,
there is a tradeoff between the contact resistances and the overlap capacitances when
reducing the gate overlap. Thus, for an optimized gate overlap (Lov = 10 µm) in case
3, the delay is further reduced to 1.65 ms. On the other hand, the reduction of only the
metal parasitics by a factor of 10 in case 4 resulted in a signal delay of 1.6 ms. This
indicates that the impact of metal crossings is as detrimental as the device parasitics.
Furthermore, the delay could be even reduced to 1 ms, as shown in case 5, when
the carrier mobility of the n-channel OTFTs is improved to μn = 1 cm2/Vs [60].
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Table 8.2 Summary of the propagation delay times for the simulated case study of the binary-to-
thermometer decoder [3]

Case Description tdelay, HL(ms)

1 Reference case with Lov = 20 µm and μn = 0.02 cm2/Vs 1.94

2 Reduced device parasitics using Lov = 5 µm 1.74

3 Optimized device parasitics using Lov = 10 µm 1.65

4 Reduced parasitics of interconnect crossings by 10 times 1.60

5 Using faster n-channel OTFTs with μn = 1 cm2/Vs 1.00

6 Combination of cases 3, 4 and 5 0.75

Finally, case 6 combines cases 3, 4 and 5 to achieve a minimum signal delay of
0.75 ms, meaning that the circuit speed would be more than doubled. The extracted
propagation delay times for the six simulation cases are summarized in Table 8.2.

From this study, it can be concluded that the reduction of the parasitic capacitances
of the devices and metal crossings, which is achievable by means of mask overlay
and layout advancements, already leads to promising performance improvements.
However, to achieve even higher speeds, the complex relationships between the
channel length, gate-overlap length, contact resistance, overlap capacitance and field-
effect mobility has to be carefully investigated as demonstrated in [37] and [39].
Moreover, further improvements have to come from a higher carrier mobility in
the n-channel OTFTs, allowing for smaller transistors and thus even lower parasitic
device capacitances.

8.5 Summary

A record in performance and compactness for organic integrated circuits is introduced
in this work by using the OTFT fabrication process that is based on high-resolution
silicon stencil masks. The process offers submicrometer channel lengths and superb
transistor matching, thus allowing to exploit circuit concepts and topologies that
would not be feasible otherwise. Accordingly, the first current-steering DACs built
in an OTFT technology are demonstrated. A 6-bit binary current-steering DAC using
p-channel OTFTs is realized; measurement results show that this converter is 1000
times faster, 30 times smaller and achieves 2 times higher output swing than prior
state of the art. The design of the DAC includes a new highly linear current-to-
voltage converter, which employs only two p-channel OTFTs and also compensates
for the inherent non-linearity of the transistors. The converter has a maximum update
rate of 100 kS/s, a maximum output voltage swing of 2 V and consumes an area of
2.6 × 4.6 mm2. Moreover, another 3-bit current-steering DAC, but using the unary
architecture and complementary OTFTs, is fabricated on the same substrate. This
converter is used as a circuit test vehicle in a simulation case study to indicate
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advancement opportunities for the low-voltage complementary OTFT technology.
The study is based on an accurate agreement of simulated and measured data up to
1 kHz, which is the maximum operating frequency of the DAC; this is owed to
the optimized DC/AC SPICE models for both p- and n-channel OTFTs. Simulation
results indicate that considerable improvements in circuit performance may result
from (i) optimizing drain and source overlaps with the gate electrode, (ii) avoiding
metal-interconnect crossings in the circuit layout or reducing their corresponding par-
asitics through better dielectrics, and (iii) developing low-voltage n-channel OTFTs
with a higher charge carrier mobility.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion

In this final chapter we draw a series of conclusions on key aspects of this thesis. We
also make reference to our own publications in which parts of the results presented
herein have been published previously. Organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) are
making significant inroads into flexible, large-area electronics. Together with IMS
CHIPS and MPI-SSR, a new OTFT fabrication process based on high-resolution
silicon stencil masks is developed, offering submicrometer channel lengths and far
improved transistor matching [1–5]. This work is set out to implement a unified
DC/AC compact model for the OTFTs and to demonstrate fast digital and analog
organic integrated circuits. It is also sought to determine the matching capability
of this new OTFT technology, to investigate the impact of parasitics on the device
performance and to characterize the frequency response of individual OTFTs using
a self-contained method.

Technology—The OTFTs employ air-stable, small-molecule organic semicon-
ductors (e.g. DNTT and F16CuPc) and exploit the inverted-staggered (bottom-gate,
top-contact) configuration. The use of silicon stencil masks allows to pattern the
source/drain contacts on top of the organic semiconductors without the need of sol-
vents or elevated temperatures, which would make the small molecules prone to
degradation. Furthermore, the OTFTs take full advantage of combining an oxide
layer (AlOx) with a molecular self-assembled monolayer (C14-SAM) to form a 5.3-
nm-thick gate dielectric with a capacitance of the order of 1 µF/cm2. This relatively
high capacitance enables the transistors to operate at voltages as low as 3 V, at which
a sufficiently high carrier concentration (1012–1013 cm−2) can be reached to create
the channel. The low-voltage operation competencemakes theOTFTswell-suited for
battery-powered or frequency-coupled portable devices and opens the possibility to
build hybrid flexible systems-in-foil (SiF), integrating large-area organic electronics
with high-performance thin silicon chips.

Device Matching—The uniformity of the evaporated source/drain contacts
through the stencil masks is investigated by measuring the critical dimensions (CDs)
of 35 0.8-µm-wide isolated lines dispersed over the entire area of a test sample. The
mean values of the CDs are found to be 0.88±0.01 µm for the mask and 0.86±0.19
µm for the contacts [3]. On closer inspection, a systematic variation is observed on
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the sample, indicating a tilt of the mask during evaporation and/or a displacement
of the sample from the perpendicular projection of the evaporator source. This can
be alleviated by installing an automated handling system in the future. Nevertheless,
electrical characterization of 16 OTFTs fabricated by the silicon stencil masks with a
channel length of 2 µm yields a standard deviation of only 4% for the drain current,
which is less than half the value measured for 16 OTFTs fabricated by conventional
polyimide shadow masks but with a much larger channel length of 30 µm [6]. This
eminent improvement enables to exploit circuit concepts, such as the current-steering
DACs and ADCs that are known to be superior in speed and compactness, for which
device matching is paramount.

Static Model—For the design of organic integrated circuits, a reliable compact
model describing the steady-state characteristics of the OTFTs is highly desired. It
is reported in literature that some of the OTFTs experience mobility enhancement
at higher gate voltages. Conversely, the measured OTFTs display a fairly constant
mobility; in fact, it reduces by just 10% at high gate voltages due to bias stress. This
makes the ensuing models based on that special mobility-enhancement behavior not
adequate. Therefore, a simple unified model of the static I–V characteristics that
covers all operating regimes, namely subthreshold, linear and saturation, is derived.
Effects induced by the voltage-dependent parasitic resistances are carefully consid-
ered [7–9]. A precise fit of the model to the measurements of various OTFTs is
achieved. Being geometry scalable, the model typically requires a single parameter
set for the simulation of OTFTs with different feature sizes. There is still, however,
noticeable process variations and time-dependent characteristics of OTFTs [10],
which necessitate the consideration of some variability in the model parameters.

Dynamic Model—To analyse the charge storage behavior of the OTFTs, admit-
tance (Y) measurements have been conducted at frequencies from 100 up to 1 MHz.
As anticipated, the cutoff frequency ( fT) of theOTFTs tends to increasewith decreas-
ing channel length and with increasing gate bias. Because of the distributed coupling
between the gate electrode and the semiconductor, a small-signal equivalent circuit
based on an RC network is developed to accurately model the frequency disper-
sion effects; a perfect fit to the measurements over the complete frequency range is
obtained [11]. Furthermore, an in-depth analysis of the intrinsic capacitances have
indicated that at VDS = 0 V, Cgs and Cgd are both equal to 1/2 · CIW L , while at
VDS ≥ VGS−VTH,Cgs andCgd are equal to 2/3 ·CIW L and zero, respectively. Thus,
it is demonstrated that the channel charge dynamics can be well described by the
unified Meyer’s capacitance model [11]. These results in conjunction with recently
published findings in [12] establish an essential modeling support for dynamic sim-
ulations and performance optimization of organic integrated circuits.

Record Performance—The ultimate frequency performance of OTFTs relies
heavily on the combination of material properties, device configuration and dimen-
sions. The propagation delay per stage of ring oscillators is commonly used as
a practical benchmark for the frequency response of organic integrated circuits
[5, 8, 9]. Given the variability of most OTFTs, ring oscillators provide only an
average delay figure. Hence, the cutoff frequency ( fT) of stand-alone OTFTs are
also evaluated in this work for the first time using S-parameter measurements.
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The relation between the cutoff frequency and the channel length as well as the
gate overlap is physically modeled and a good agreement to the experimental data
is obtained. A record cutoff frequency as high as 3.7 MHz has been measured at
VGS = −3 V for a DNTT OTFT with L = 0.6 µm and Lov = 5 µm [13]. These
results justify that the OTFT technology can be well extended to the submicrometer
range and that high-frequency characterization of OTFTs by means of S-parameter
measurements is feasible.

Asymmetric OTFTs—Although the use of fully-patterned OTFTs minimizes
the gate overlaps, the usual lack of a self-alignment process makes the overlap
capacitances inevitable. It is likewise very difficult to avoid a mismatch between
the source/drain contact overlaps because of the limited alignment capability of most
OTFT technologies. For these reasons, the frequency response of asymmetricOTFTs,
particularly those with small dimensions (L = 1 and Lov = 5 µm), is examined. The
intentionalmisalignment is facilitated by the high fidelity of the silicon stencil masks.
It is thereby revealed that underestimation of the cutoff frequency is probable when
assumptions, such as Cgd � Cgs for a typical FET device, are incorporated [14].

Integrated Circuits—Owing to the remarkable uniformity and reproducibility
of the fabricated OTFTs, the first organic current-steering DACs are reported in this
work. A 6-bit binary DAC, comprising as many as 129 p-channel DNTT OTFTs, is
implemented. The converter has a maximum update rate of 100 kS/s, a maximum
output swing of 2 V, and consumes an area of 2.6 × 4.6mm2, establishing the state
of the art for organic circuits [6, 15]. Lately, an OTFT-driven flexible AM-OLED
display using air-stable DNTT has been demonstrated in [16]. The adoption of the
same organic semiconductor enables further integration of the DAC and the dis-
play backplane on the same foil, resulting in potential cost savings and improved
reliability. The exceptional OTFT properties and DAC performance commensurate
with the ever-increasing demands of having AM-OLED displays with flexible form
factor, higher resolution and faster refresh rate.

While for the 6-bit DAC the use of both n-channel OTFTs and metal-interconnect
crossings could be avoided, this is quite often not possible as low-power circuit design
calls for a complementary technology and complex interconnect schemes. Therefore,
a study of the impact of device and interconnect parasitics on the circuit performance
is carried out, for which a 3-bit unary DAC as a circuit test vehicle is utilized. The
converter has a maximum update rate of 1 kS/s, consumes an area of 3.1 × 6.6
mm2, and incorporates 42 p-channel and 25 n-channel OTFTs [7]. The key findings
of the study are as follows. First, significant reduction of the gate-overlap lengths
can be counterproductive as there is a tradeoff between the overlap capacitances
and the contact resistances. Second, the influence of the interconnect crossings is as
detrimental as the device parasitics because of using the same gate-dielectric layer at
the crossings. Finally, the performance of complementary organic circuits is strongly
limited by the slow n-channel OTFTs. Thus, it is desired to introduce at least another
properly isolated metal layer and improve the performance of air-stable n-channel
OTFTs without sacrificing the general process compatibility.
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Outlook—TheOTFTs require simultaneously low-voltage operation, air stability
and high bandwidth to find use in practical applications. To meet these necessary
criteria, there are ongoing research efforts to develop new organic semiconductors.
In view of the many advantages of complementary technologies, it is expected that
this type of circuits will be further advanced. However, the performance and stability
of n-channel OTFTs remain more problematic. As a result, there is an increasing
interest of using oxide-based semiconductors, which mostly exhibit electron trans-
port characteristics, in high-performance TFTs as a plausible replacement of the
slow n-channel OTFTs. Although the achieved carrier mobilities are rather high,
the intrinsic performance of the materials cannot be fully utilized in short-channel
(O)TFTs because of the contact resistances. Accordingly, doping of the contact areas
as well as using device structures with split-gate electrodes to reduce this effect are
worth considering.

Besides process variations, the OTFTs are generally sensitive to atmospheric
oxygen and water, bias stress, temperature and light. Effective encapsulation is thus
needed to ensure sufficient lifetime and increase robustness to environmental condi-
tions. Albeit the increased area and complexity, it is encouraging to employ circuit
styles and/or special devices that allow built-in post-fabrication tunability to compen-
sate for these effects. In addition, the OTFT models have to be modified to account
for the time-dependent change of parameters, without which misleading character-
istics may be predicted. Moreover, it is envisaged to exploit the stencil masks in a
reel-to-reel manufacturing process to increase the throughput and fabricate commer-
cially viable products. The first products using OTFTs are already introduced into
the marketplace, yet many new innovative and promising applications will continue
to appear. These are outcomes of organic chemistry and as such can be varied in a
near infinite number of ways [17]:

If atoms were musical notes, and macromolecules music, the range of struc-
tures attainable would be beyond anything as yet heard by humankind.

—André Moliton and Roger C. Hirons (2012)
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Appendix A
Physical Layout Design

This appendix presents the physical layout design of three stencil mask sets, which
are developed for this study. Each layout has several test structures and/or circuits;
however, only the components that are relevant to this study are discussed herein. The
three mask sets are designated as Die 1, Die 2 and Die 3. The designs are not arranged
in a chronological order, they are rather ordered depending on the presentation flow
of this work. Finally, labels and alignment structures, which are generally included
in all the designs, are illustrated.

A.1 Design of Die 1

The first design, Die 1, includes test structures and OTFTs mainly for static and
dynamic characterization. Figure A.1 depicts a simplified diagram showing the
dimensions of the test OTFTs on Die 1. For static characterization, there are sev-
eral OTFTs with channel widths of 200 µm but with various channel lengths (100–
1 µm) and gate overlaps (100–2 µm). By measuring these OTFTs, one can extract the
intrinsic mobility in the organic semiconductor and the contact resistance of the tran-
sistors using the transmission-line-method (TLM). As for the dynamic characteriza-
tion, there are various metal-insulator-metal (MIM), metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) and relatively large OTFTs for admittance measurements. The layout of the
MIM and MIS along with the short and open calibration structures are shown in
Fig. A.2.

A.2 Design of Die 2

The second design, Die 2, includes aggressively-scaled OTFTs for S-parameter mea-
surements. All the transistors have channel widths of 100 µm. But for the sake of
the stencil masks stability, the OTFTs are dissected into four parallel transistors
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Fig. A.1 Simplified diagram (not to scale) showing the dimensions of the test OTFTs on Die 1.
a OTFTs with channel widths of 200 µm for static characterization using the transmission line
method (TLM). b OTFTs with channel widths of 400 and 1000 µm for dynamic characterization
using admittance measurements

30 µm

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. A.2 Layout of test structures on Die 1 dedicated for admittance measurements. a Short and
b open calibration structures. c Metal-insulator-metal (MIM). d Metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS). The die includes several of these structures but with different top-to-gate overlap area, i.e.,
200×200, 100×100, 50×50, 10×10, 500×20 and 1000×40 µm2. In all of these test structures,
the enclosure of the top metal inside the semiconductor as well as the non-related clearances are all
set to 30 µm

(4 × 25 µm) sharing the same semiconductor. Figure A.3 shows the layout of an
OTFT and the calibration (standard short, open and through) structures. The ground-
signal-ground (GSG) pads configuration is used for the special microwave wafer
probes that are used during the measurements. The OTFTs on the die have channel
lengths of 10, 2, 1, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4 µm and gate overlaps of 20 and 5 µm. More-
over, the organic semiconductor layer extends beyond the periphery of the intrinsic
OTFTs by 30 µm on each side (also called fringe regions). To study the impact of
misalignment between the gate-source (Lgs) and gate-drain (Lgd) overlaps, where
Lgs + Lgd = 2Lov, the OTFTs with the gate-overlap lengths (Lov) of 5 µm and the
channel lengths (L) of 1 and 0.6 µm are duplicated and intentionally misaligned on the
mask level. A total of 19 OTFTs with intentional misalignment of ±1, ±2, …, ±9 are
realized. This is to guarantees the fabrication of OTFTs with well-defined Lgs = 1,
2, …, 9 µm, while keeping Lgs + Lgd = 10 µm. Vernier structures are employed to
measure the particular degree of misalignment.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. A.3 Layout of OTFT and calibration structures on Die 2 dedicated for S-parameter measure-
ments. a Short, b open and c through calibration structures. d OTFT that is dissected into four
parallel transistors sharing the same semiconductor. This is for stencil mask stability in the case of
using very small channel lengths. The ground-signal-ground (GSG) pads configuration is used for
the special microwave wafer probes that are used during the measurements

Table A.1 Geometries of the OTFTs used by the unipolar and the complementary (bipolar) ring
oscillators on Die 3

Type L (µm) Ws,p (µm) Wl,n (µm) Lov (µm) Remark

Unipolar 4 110 24 20 Includes one crossing

4 110 24 20 No interconnect crossings

2 110 24 10 No interconnect crossings

1 110 24 5 No interconnect crossings

1 72 24 5 No interconnect crossings

Bipolar 4 40 80 20 No interconnect crossings

1 40 80 5 No interconnect crossings

A.3 Design of Die 3

The third design, Die 3, includes fast and compact organic ICs, namely ring oscillators
and current-steering digital-to-analog converters (DACs). The electrical results for
both organic ICs achieved a world record in performance with respect to low-voltage
OTFTs. The layouts of both are explained herein.

The design includes five unipolar (only p-channel OTFTs) and two complemen-
tary (both p- and n-channel OTFTs) 11-stage ring oscillators. The ring oscillators
employ OTFTs with different channel lengths (L), gate overlaps (Lov), and channel
widths for the source (Ws) and the load (Wl) transistors. In the case of the complemen-
tary design, the width of the n-channel OTFTs (Wn) is twice as big as the width of the
p-channel OTFTs (Wp). All the dimensions are summarized in Table A.1. Figure A.4
shows the layout of the ring oscillators. A folded configuration is employed for per-
formance optimization. The designs exploit a relatively large output inverter to drive
the load, i.e., the oscilloscope, and provide a large output swing.

Furthermore, the design also includes two different DACs, namely a 6-bit binary
current-steering DAC and a 3-bit unary current-steering DAC. Strict requirements
apply here to the design of the layout and floorplan due to the relatively large number
of transistors employed, particularly for an organic-based analog circuit [1]. Device
matching and data interference have a strong impact on the DAC performance.
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Fig. A.4 Layout of a unipolar (only p-channel OTFTs) and b complementary (both p- and
n-channel OTFTs) 11-stage ring oscillators [1]

In principle, there are two methods for arranging the transistors in a current-
steering DAC, i.e., either by merging the switches and the current-source transistors
in one array or by splitting them into two separate arrays, namely switch array (SWA)
and current-source array (CSA). In the merged approach, each unit cell comprises
both the current-source and the switch transistors. This method has a simplified
layout; however, it increases the distance between the current-source transistors and
so the layout will be potentially more susceptible to systematical gradient effects. As
for the separated SWA-CSA, the identical transistors are placed in separate arrays,
thus ensuring better device matching, easing power routing, and minimizing signal
interference as a result of keeping the digital and the analog blocks apart. In spite of
the increased layout complexity in the latter approach, it is selected here as it offers
a substantially better conversion performance.

For simplicity, the layout design of the DACs is described here by making use of
the so called stick diagrams. These are just simple line-based illustrations that allow
layout engineering to handle the routing without the consideration of spacings and
geometries.

With respect to the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC, 63 current-source and 63
switch transistors are needed [2]. Therefore, a matrix-like orientation of the OTFTs
in the SWA and the CSA is preferable to bring the transistors in close proximity. This
makes it possible to exploit the excellent feature size control enabled by the stencil
mask technology regardless of the non-uniformity introduced by material deposition
through evaporation. With careful layout and floorplan design, no interconnect cross-
ings that feature high parasitic capacitances are comprised. A simplified version of
the layout of the 6-bit binary DAC is shown in Fig. A.5a, noting that the binary input
stream is directly driven to the switches. A minimum channel length of 4 µm and a
minimum gate overlap of 20 µm are used by the OTFTs. The total area of the 6-bit
binary DAC including the contact pads is 2.6 × 4.6 mm2.

On the other hand, the 3-bit unary current-steering DAC comprises 7 current-
source and 7 switch transistors [3]. As only few number of transistors are used
for the conversion, higher complexity in the layout would counteract the desired
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Fig. A.5 Simplified layout (stick diagram) of a the 6-bit binary and b the 3-bit unary current-
steering DACs. The load in both circuits is a current-to-voltage converter (CVC). In the 6-bit binary
DAC, the binary input code is arranged in a way to minimize the complexity of the routing matrix
between the SWA and the CSA. Note that the crossings of the input lines (that use the aluminum-gate
layer) with the horizontal top-metal line (that is supposed to be for the maximum supply voltage)
are avoided in the final layout. In the 3-bit unary DAC, the output order of the thermometer decoder
defines the switching scheme, through which the unary current-sources are enabled to the output.
This switching scheme is used instead of the conventional sequential order to compensate for errors
that are introduced by systematical gradient effects (linear or symmetrical) [1–3]

performance. For this reason, the simple one-dimensional array orientation for the
CSA and the SWA is preferable. However, a clear separation between the analog and
the digital parts should still be maintained. A simplified version of the layout of the
3-bit unary DAC is shown in Fig. A.5b. In this case, a 3-bit binary-to-thermometer
decoder is needed. A minimum channel length of 4 µm and a minimum gate overlap
of 20 µm are used by the OTFTs. The total area of the 3-bit unary DAC including the
contact pads and the decoder circuit is 3.1 × 6.6 mm2.

A.4 Labels and Alignment Structures

For each die design, a total of five (in some cases four) masks are required. As a
result, all the designs include labels for the five physical layers, which are entitled
bottom-metal (B), gate (G), organic semiconductors for n-channel OTFTs (N) and
p-channel OTFTs (P), and top-metal (T). Figure A.6a depicts the layout of the labels,
which are typically placed at the top of each die design. The purpose of these labels is
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(a) (b)

Fig. A.6 a Layout of the physical layer labels. b Layout of IMS CHIPS and MPI-SSR logos/initials
[1]

(a) (b)

Fig. A.7 Layout of a box-in-box and b vertical/horizontal vernier-scale alignment structures [1]

to designate clearly the five different layers in the layout and the stencil masks after
fabrication. For stencil mask stability, donut-shaped isolated features that could fall
out during stencil etching are completely avoided. As shown for labels G and P, the
features are mechanically and firmly attached by the use of more than one anchor.
Furthermore, the layout of IMS CHIPS and MPI-SSR logos/initials are implemented
and placed at the bottom of each die design (Fig. A.6b).

Moreover, several alignment structures are placed at the four corners of each
die design to measure and evaluate visually the degree of misalignment between
the layout layers after the fabrication. Box-in-box structures are used to measure the
degree of misalignment between almost all the layers with an accuracy of about 1 µm
(Fig. A.7a). Since the alignment between the top metal and the gate is the most critical
as it defines the dimensions of the gate-source and gate-drain overlaps, vernier scales
that offer higher precision (about 0.1 µm) are used for those two layers (Fig. A.7b).



Appendix B
De-embedding Procedure

Full two-port S-parameters of OTFTs are measured in this work using an HP 3577A
vector network analyzer (VNA). Systematical errors, which are mostly introduced
by the test setup, are observed during the measurements [4]. Accordingly, a de-
embedding process is employed to remove the undesired parasitic effects of the
physical network placed between the VNA and the device under test (DUT), i.e.,
an OTFT. In principle, the de-embedding process uses a model of the test fixture
and mathematically removes the parasitics from the overall measurements. There
are many different approaches that have been developed for modeling and removing
these errors such as 3-term, 8-term, 12-term and 16-term error correction models
[4–6]. In this work, the 12-term error correction model, which requires standard
short, open, through and matched terminations for a two-port network calibration, is
utilized; the method produced quite promising results. This appendix describes the
error model and the calibration method used.

Figure B.1 shows a generic block diagram of a two-port network with an error
adapter, which separates the DUT (an OTFT in our case) from an ideal measurement
system [7]. Furthermore, Fig. B.2 depicts the twelve system errors involved when
measuring a two-port device/network in the forward and reverse directions [4]. The
error model and the S-parameters of the DUT are represented with a signal flow
graph, which is a simple way to represent and helps to analyze the transmitted and
reflected signals from a device/network [4]. Moreover, it is useful for cascaded net-
work topologies, since flow graphs of adjacent networks can be connected in series.
Directed lines in the flow graph represent the dependency of the signal flow through
the network; for example, the signal flow from node a1 to b1 is defined as the input
reflection coefficient (S11i). At this point, there has to be a clear distinction between
the intrinsic (actual de-embedded) and the extrinsic (measured) S-parameters, which
are given by
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DUT from an ideal measurement system [7]
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Fig. B.2 Signal flow diagram of the twelve-term error model with the S-parameters of a two-port
DUT in the a forward and b reverse directions [6]

b1 = S11i · a1 + S12i · a2
b2 = S21i · a1 + S22i · a2

[
b1
b2

]
=

[
S11i S12i
S21i S22i

] [
a1
a2

]
, (B.1)

b0 = S11e · a0 + S12e · a3
b3 = S21e · a0 + S22e · a3

[
b0
b3

]
=

[
S11e S12e
S21e S22e

] [
a0
a3

]
. (B.2)

The subscripts i and e denote the intrinsic (of the DUT) and extrinsic (including
parasitics) S-parameters, respectively.
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Referring to Fig. B.2, e00 and e′
33 are the directivity error terms resulting form sig-

nal leakage through the directional couplers on the corresponding ports, e10e01 and
e′

23e′
32 are the reflection tracking terms resulting from the path differences between

the test and reference paths, e11 and e′
22 are the source match terms resulting from

the VNA’s test port impedance not being perfectly matched to the source impedance,
e10e32 and e′

23e′
01 are the transmission tracking terms resulting from the path differ-

ences between the load and reference paths, e22 and e′
11 are the load match terms

resulting from the VNA’s test port impedance not being perfectly matched to the
load impedance, and finally e30 and e′

03 are the leakage error terms resulting from
the crosstalk between the corresponding ports. By applying Mason’s gain formula to
the forward and reverse flow graphs (Fig. B.2) and using the definitions of Si and Se
given by (B.2) and (B.1), respectively, a relationship between Si, Se and the twelve
error adapter coefficients can be derived [6]. Then by solving for Si using linear
algebra operations, we obtain [4–6]

S11i =

(
S11e − e00

e10e01

) [
1 +

(
S22e − e′

33

e′
23e′

32

)
e′

22

]
− e22

(
S21e − e30

e10e32

)(
S12e − e′

03

e′
23e′

01

)
[

1 +
(

S11e − e00

e10e01

)
e11

] [
1 +

(
S22e − e′

33

e′
23e′

32

)
e′

22

]
−

(
S21e − e30

e10e32

)(
S12e − e′

03

e′
23e′

01

)
e22e′

11

,

(B.3)

S21i =

(
S21e − e30

e10e32

) [
1 +

(
S22e − e′

33

e′
23e′

32

)
(e′

22 − e22)

]
[

1 +
(

S11e − e00

e10e01

)
e11

] [
1 +

(
S22e − e′

33

e′
23e′

32

)
e′

22

]
−

(
S21e − e30

e10e32

)(
S12e − e′

03

e′
23e′

01

)
e22e′

11

,

(B.4)

S22i =

(
S22e − e′

33

e′
23e′

32

) [
1 +

(
S11e − e00

e10e01

)
e11

]
− e′

11

(
S21e − e30

e10e32

)(
S12e − e′

03

e′
23e′

01

)
[

1 +
(

S11e − e00

e10e01

)
e11

] [
1 +

(
S22e − e′

33

e′
23e′

32

)
e′

22

]
−

(
S21e − e30

e10e32

)(
S12e − e′

03

e′
23e′

01

)
e22e′

11

,

(B.5)

S12i =

(
S12e − e′

03

e′
23e′

01

) [
1 +

(
S11e − e00

e10e01

)
(e11 − e′

11)

]
[

1 +
(

S11e − e00

e10e01

)
e11

] [
1 +

(
S22e − e′

33

e′
23e′

32

)
e′

22

]
−

(
S21e − e30

e10e32

)(
S12e − e′

03

e′
23e′

01

)
e22e′

11

.

(B.6)

Note that each of the intrinsic S-parameters is a function of all the four extrinsic
S-parameters and the twelve error adapter terms. Therefore, the VNA must perform
the complete forward as well as the reverse sweeps in order to update any of the
intrinsic S-parameters.

When a one-port device is being measured, the 12-term model presented in Fig. B.2
simplifies to just the terms describing the directivity, port match and tracking errors
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Fig. B.3 Signal flow diagram of the three-term error model with the reflection coefficient of a
one-port DUT in the a forward and b reverse directions [6]

at each port, as shown in Fig. B.3. Solving for the forward flow graph using Mason’s
gain formula yields the following expressions [6]:

�1e = b0

a0
= e00 − (e00e11 − e10e01)�1i

1 − e11�1i
, (B.7)

�1i = b1

a1
= �1e − e00

e11�1e − (e00e11 − e10e01)
, (B.8)

where �1e and �1i are the extrinsic (measured) and intrinsic (actual) reflection coef-
ficients at port 1, respectively. In principle, the reflection coefficient �1 is equivalent
to S11 but for a one-port device. By letting �e = e00e11 − e10e01, equations (B.7)
and (B.8) can be rewritten as

e00 + �1i�1ee11 − �1i�e = �1e. (B.9)

Thus, the three error terms can be determined by measuring three known standards
such as open (�1i = 1), short (�1i = −1) and matched (�1i = 0) loads, that
yield a system of three linear equations. These three equations can then be solved
simultaneously to calculate e00, e11 and e10e01. The exact same approach applies for
the reverse flow graph to extract e′

33, e′
22 and e′

23e′
32.

Once the twelve error terms in Fig. B.2 are known, the effects of the test fixture can
be de-embedded from the measurements using (B.3)–(B.6). The two-port calibra-
tion steps to extract these twelve error terms are as follows. Considering initially the
forward flow graph, the first step is to calibrate port 1 using the procedure described
above for the simplified one-port model. This is performed using the short, open and
matched loads to determine e00, e11 and e10e01. In the second step, the leakage error
term e30 from port 1 to port 2 is directly obtained by measuring S21e while connecting
matched loads to both ports. The third step is to extract e22 and e10e32 while connect-
ing port 1 and port 2 together (through load) using the following expressions [6]:

e22 = S11e − e00

S11ee11 − (e00e11 − e10e01)
, (B.10)

e10e32 = (S21e − e30)(1 − e11e22). (B.11)
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This concludes the extraction of the six error terms in the forward direction. Then the
same procedure can be used to solve for the remaining six error terms in the reverse
direction.

To achieve a high fidelity in the de-embedding process, the steps above are per-
formed on a standard calibration substrate with well-characterized terminations hav-
ing identical pad configuration and dimensions with that of the OTFT. This guarantees
that any undesired effects introduced by the cables, probe holders and on-wafer pads
are successfully removed.



Appendix C
Analytical Derivations

Evaluation of the static as well as the dynamic performance of the organic thin-film
transistors (OTFTs) requires an understanding of the device physics to be able to
accurately model their behavior. A small-signal model, consisting of a distributed
resistance-capacitance equivalent circuit, is used to characterize both the resistive
and the reactive parts of the intrinsic OTFT. Furthermore, a distributed resistance
network is used to analyze the current injection mechanism through the contact-
semiconductor interfaces. Accordingly, the expressions for the channel capacitance
and the contact resistance of the OTFTs are derived in this appendix.

C.1 Derivation of the Channel Capacitance

The frequency response of OTFTs by means of admittance measurements is investi-
gated in this work. As shown in Fig. C.1, evaluation of the intrinsic part of an OTFT
requires the use of a distributed resistance-capacitance (RC) equivalent circuit. For
this setup, the source and drain contacts are electrically shorted and connected to the
low terminal (virtual ground) of an LCR meter, while the gate electrode is connected
to the high terminal. At voltages below the threshold voltage, no channel exists and
the capacitance measured is just the sum of the relatively small (assuming L � Lov)
gate-source and gate-drain overlap capacitances. However, as the gate bias exceeds
the threshold voltage, an accumulation channel is created; consequently, the chan-
nel resistance reduces and an additional geometrical gate-to-channel capacitance is
measured. Since there is no potential difference between the drain and source elec-
trodes, the channel resistance is assumed to be uniform along the whole channel. The
expression of the gate-to-channel capacitance is derived herein (adopted from [8]).

Referring to Fig. C.1, a particular section of the distributed RC circuit of length
�x has the following resistance and capacitance:

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Fig. C.1 Schematic cross section of an inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) OTFT (not
to scale) with a channel length that is much larger than the gate-overlap length (L � Lov). The
small-signal model of the intrinsic part of the OTFT using a distributed RC equivalent circuit,
assuming the transistor is operated in the accumulation regime, is depicted inside the schematic.
In the shown setup, the source and drain contacts are electrically shorted and connected to the low
terminal (virtual ground) of an LCR meter, while the gate electrode is connected to the high terminal
to bias the transistor with a DC potential (VG) along with a superimposed AC potential (Vm sin ωt)

�R = �x Rsheet

W
, (C.1)

�C = CIW�x, (C.2)

where W (m) is the width of the transistor, Rsheet (�/�) is the voltage dependent
sheet resistance within the channel and CI (F/cm2) is the gate dielectric capacitance
per unit area. By applying the Kirchhoff’s current law and then substituting for �C
using (C.2), we get

I (x + �x) − I (x) = − jω�C V (x + �x)

I (x + �x) − I (x) = − jωCIW�x V (x + �x)

I (x + �x) − I (x)

�x
= − jωCIW [V (x) − �R I (x)],

where ω (rad/s) is the angular frequency at which the capacitance is measured. By
substituting for �R using (C.1) and then taking the limit �x → 0 at both sides, we
obtain

lim
�x→0

(
I (x + �x) − I (x)

�x

)
= lim

�x→0

(
− jωCIW

[
V (x) − �x Rsheet I (x)

W

])

∂ I

∂x
= − jωCIW V (x). (C.3)

On the other hand, applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law yields the following:

V (x + �x) − V (x) = −�R I (x).
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Again by substituting for �R using (C.1) and then taking the limit �x → 0 at both
sides, we get

lim
�x→0

(
V (x + �x) − V (x)

�x

)
= lim

�x→0

(
− Rsheet

W
I (x)

)

∂V

∂x
= − Rsheet

W
I (x). (C.4)

Solving (C.3) and (C.4) together gives the following second-order linear differential
equation:

∂2V

∂x2 = jωRsheetCIV (x). (C.5)

Let 1/λ2 = jωRsheetCI, equation (C.5) has the general solution V (x) = Aex/λ +
Be−x/λ in which λ is a complex decay length. To evaluate the terminal capacitance,
we impose the boundary conditions V (x = 0) = V (x = L) = Vm to obtain A and B:

A = Vm

(
1 − e−L/λ

eL/λ − e−L/λ

)
,

B = Vm

(
eL/λ − 1

eL/λ − e−L/λ

)
.

Thus, the function V (x) can now be expressed as

V (x) = Vm

eL/λ − e−L/λ

[
(1 − e−L/λ)ex/λ − (1 − eL/λ)e−x/λ

]
. (C.6)

The current I (x) can then be evaluated by substituting V (x) in (C.4):

I (x) = − W

λRsheet

Vm

eL/λ − e−L/λ

[
(1 − e−L/λ)ex/λ + (1 − eL/λ)e−x/λ

]
. (C.7)

We can deduce from this expression that I (x = 0) = −I (x = L) as expected from
the setup shown in Fig. C.1.

The measured admittance by the LCR meter is given by Ych = Gch + jωCch,
where Gch and Cch are the measured channel conductance and capacitance. From
the setup shown in Fig. C.1, the measured capacitance Cch is expressed as follows:

Cch = 1

ω
Im

[
2I (x = 0)

V (x = 0)

]
= − 1

ω
Im

[
2I (x = L)

V (x = L)

]
. (C.8)
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Substituting (C.7) in (C.8) results in

Cch = Im

[
2W

ωλRsheet︸ ︷︷ ︸
f1

f3︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

eL/λ − e−L/λ
(eL/λ︸︷︷︸

f2

+e−L/λ − 2)

]
. (C.9)

Given that 1/λ2 = jωRsheetCI, the terms given by f1 and f2 in (C.9) can be written
as

f1 =
√

2CIW 2

ωRsheet
(1 + j) = CIW L

α
(1 + j), (C.10)

f2 = e

√
ωRsheetCI L2

2 (1+ j) = eα(1+ j), (C.11)

where α = √
ωRsheetCIL2/2. Substituting (C.11) into the term given by f3 in (C.9)

yields

f3 = eα(1+ j) + e−α(1+ j) − 2

eα(1+ j) − e−α(1+ j)

= (eα + e−α) cos α + j (eα − e−α) sin α − 2

(eα − e−α) cos α + j (eα + e−α) sin α
. (C.12)

The measured capacitance Cch can therefore be finally obtained by substituting (C.10)
and (C.12) in (C.9) and applying some simplification to the trigonometric expression:

Cch = CIW L

α

(
sinh α + sin α

cosh α + cos α

)
. (C.13)

Following a similar procedure to that used to derive the capacitance, the measured
loss (Gch/ω) can be expressed as

Gch

ω
= CIW L

α

(
sinh α − sin α

cosh α + cos α

)
. (C.14)

C.2 Derivation of the Contact Resistance

The contact resistance has a considerable impact on the performance of the OTFTs.
When the channel length is reduced, the relative contribution of the contact resistance
to the total device resistance increases, and thus, the effectivemobility decreases [9].
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Fig. C.2 Schematic cross section of the contact part of an inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-
contact) OTFT (not to scale). A distributed resistance network, which models the current injection
mechanism, is depicted inside the schematic. For simplification, the contact resistance is considered
ohmic, even though this assumption is not reflecting the true nature of the contact/semiconductor
interface

In a general approach, the transmission line method (TLM) is used to extract the
contact resistance of the OTFTs [10]. Evaluation of the contact resistance of our
inverted-staggered (bottom-gate, top-contact) OTFTs, in particular, requires the use
of a distributed resistance network as shown in Fig. C.2. The distributed resistance
network is a simplified equivalent circuit that is used to electrically describe and
model the current injection mechanism through the contact interfaces between the
metallic source/drain contacts and the organic semiconductor. In this section, the
equivalent circuit is analyzed and accordingly the expression of the equivalent contact
resistance RC is derived (adopted from [10]).

By considering a section of the distributed resistance network shown in Fig. C.2
of length �x , the vertical �RC (�) and horizontal �Rsheet (�) components can be
expressed as

�RC = ρc

W�x
, (C.15)

�Rsheet = Rsheet�x

W
, (C.16)

where W (m) is the width of the transistor, ρc (�m2) is the contact resistivity multi-
plied by the equivalent distance between the source/drain contacts and the channel,
and Rsheet (�/�) is the voltage dependent sheet resistance within the channel. By
applying the Kirchhoff’s current law, we obtain

I (x + �x) − I (x) = V (x)

�RC
.
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Then by substituting for �RC using (C.15) and then taking the limit �x → 0 at both
sides, we find

lim
�x→0

(
I (x + �x) − I (x)

�x

)
= lim

�x→0

(
W

ρc
V (x)

)

∂ I

∂x
= W

ρc
V (x). (C.17)

Applying now the Kirchhoff’s voltage law and then substituting for �Rsheet using
(C.16) result in the following:

V (x + �x) − V (x) = �Rsheet I (x + �x)

V (x + �x) − V (x) = Rsheet�x

W
I (x + �x)

V (x + �x) − V (x)

�x
= Rsheet

W

[
I (x) + V (x)

�RC

]
.

By substituting for �RC using (C.15) and then taking the limit �x → 0 at both
sides, we obtain

lim
�x→0

(
V (x + �x) − V (x)

�x

)
= lim

�x→0

(
Rsheet

W

[
I (x) + W�x

ρc
V (x)

])

∂V

∂x
= Rsheet

W
I (x). (C.18)

Solving (C.17) and (C.18) together gives the following second-order linear differen-
tial equation:

∂2 I

∂x2 = Rsheet

ρc
I (x). (C.19)

Let 1/L2
T = Rsheet/ρc, equation (C.19) has the general solution I (x) = Aex/LT +

Be−x/LT , where LT is a characteristic transfer length over which 63 % of the charge
flow between the source/drain contacts and the semiconductor transfers [11]. To
evaluate the equivalent contact resistance, we impose the boundary conditions I (x =
0) = 0 and I (x = Lov) = Im, where Lov (m) is the gate-overlap length, to obtain A
and B:

A = −B = Im

eLov/LT − e−Lov/LT
.
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Thus, the function I (x) can now be expressed as

I (x) = Im

eLov/LT − e−Lov/LT

(
ex/LT − e−x/LT

)
. (C.20)

Moreover, the function V (x) can then be evaluated by substituting I (x) in (C.17):

V (x) = ρc

W LT

Im

eLov/LT − e−Lov/LT

(
ex/LT + e−x/LT

)
. (C.21)

Accordingly, the equivalent contact resistance RC can be calculated as follows:

RC = V (x = Lov)

I (x = Lov)
= ρc

W LT

(
eLov/LT + e−Lov/LT

)
(
eLov/LT − e−Lov/LT

) . (C.22)

Given that 1/L2
T = Rsheet/ρc, the contact resistance (only at one side of the OTFT, i.e.,

either the source or the drain side) can be finally reduced to the following expression:

RC = RsheetLT

W
coth

(
Lov

LT

)
. (C.23)

This expression describes the relationship between the transfer length LT and the
gate-overlap length Lov [11]. If the overlap length is much larger than the transfer
length (Lov � LT), eqs. (C.22) and (C.23) simplify to RC ∼= ρc/(W LT), which
indicates that the contact resistance is independent on the overlap length. This implies
that, in this case, the contact region is partially active with an equivalent overlap area
of W · LT. On the other hand, if the contact length is much smaller than the transfer
length (Lov � LT), eqs. (C.22) and (C.23) simplify to RC ∼= ρc/(W Lov). This means
that, in this case, the contact resistance is inversely proportional to the contact length
and the entire contact region with an area of W · Lov is active.
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Code Listings

In this appendix, the Cadence SKILL codes for layout design rule checking and for
creating an OTFT parameterized cell are listed. Furthermore, the IC-CAP PEL codes
for static and dynamic measurement routines are presented. Finally, the MATLAB
code for S-parameter characterization is given herein.

D.1 Cadence SKILL Codes for Layout Design

The software suites from Cadence Design Systems, namely Cadence Virtuoso and
Cadence Assura Physical Verification, are used during the physical layout design of
the organic integrated circuits. Accordingly, the scripting language SKILL is used
to define the design rules that are necessary for the physical verification and also to
describe parameterized cells (PCells) for automated layout design. In fact, SKILL is
not an acronym; however, it is the name of the language.

D.1.1 Design Rule Check

The SKILL code written for the design rule check (DRC) is presented in Listing
D.1, noting that some syntax specific for Cadence Assura is also used within the
code, for example, for layer processing (e.g. geomAnd, geomOr, et cetera). After
the initialization of layers and the creation of new procedures, the code is divided
into two parts to define the design rules of both the organic integrated circuits and
the silicon stencil masks. As given in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 and Fig. 4.13, the output
error/warning messages of the code are set to refer to the same designated design
rule numbers. Some messages, however, do not have numbers, which indicate that
they are general rules (e.g. the error message which specifies that a certain layout
layer is off-grid).

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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In the beginning of the code, the five layers of the organic thin-film transistors
(OTFTs) are generated and they are assigned to their corresponding GDSII numbers
(Table 4.5). Within the design framework, the OTFT layers are assigned to five dif-
ferent drawing layers, namely NDIFF, PDIFF, POLY, METAL1 and METAL2; these
are just preset drawing layers in the technology file of IMS CHIPS, which is used in
our layout designs. Furthermore, the PCells are initially ignored in the code to min-
imize the DRC runtime. This is because it is ensured already during the description
of the PCells that they satisfy the recommended design rules.

The listed code for the DRC is restricted to the geometric and connectivity con-
figuration shown in Fig. 4.13. However, a more sophisticated version of the code
(not listed herein) is also implemented to take into consideration other issues, for
example, other transistor configurations (e.g. fingers and multipliers of OTFTs). The
simplified version is given herein just to demonstrate the concept. Moreover, design
rules 10 and 11 (Table 4.7), which set maximum aspect ratios for the mask bridges
attached at both ends and at one end, respectively, are checked in the given version
of the code only for the top-metal layer. This is because the top-metal layer includes
the most critical and finest structures.

Listing D.1  SKILL code for layout design rule checking (DRC)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
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D.1.2 Parameterized Cells

The SKILL code written to create an OTFT PCell is presented in Listing D.2. In prin-
ciple, a PCell represents a circuit component that depends on its governing parameters
and is automatically generated by the code. Other PCells are also implemented to
create more components, such as labels, testing modules, pads and alignment struc-
tures, all with the desired drawing layers. However, only the OTFT PCell is given
herein for reference. The same drawing layers mentioned above are used again in
this code.

The OTFT PCell has five input parameters, namely channel type (Type), top-metal
width (Top_width), channel length (Ch_length), gate overlap (Gate_ovlp), enclosure
of the top metal inside the semiconductor (Semi_enc_Top) and finally the amount
of intentional vertical misalignment of the top metal with the bottom gate (Vernier).
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The latter parameter, which quantifies the amount of intentional misalignment, is
called Vernier because it is very similar to the vernier scale that is typically placed
on chip to resolve the alignment errors. This parameter is needed, especially in this
study, to characterize the impact of unintentional process misalignment on the device
performance.

It is important to note that the channel width of the OTFT depends on the value of
the parameter Semi_enc_Top. If Semi_enc_Top is greater than zero, then the channel
width is defined by the top-metal width; but if Semi_enc_Top is smaller than zero,
then the channel width is defined by the semiconductor width.

Moreover, a set of local variables, namely enclosure of the semiconductor
inside the top-metal (Top_enc_Sem), enclosure of the gate inside the semiconductor
(Sem_enc_Gate) and enclosure of the semiconductor inside the gate (Gate_enc_Sem),
are defined within the code. These parameters are set in this way to guarantee that
the generated OTFT complies with the layout design rules (Table 4.6).

Listing D.2  SKILL code for OTFT layout parameterized cell (PCell)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18896-6_4
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D.2 IC-CAP PEL Codes for Measurement Routines

The Integrated Circuits Characterization and Analysis Program (IC-CAP) is used
to control our measurement equipment and to automate data collection. Using IC-
CAP functions and the parameter extraction language (PEL), several measurement
routines are defined to characterize the organic transistors and circuits. This section
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presents some samples of the IC-CAP PEL codes written for the static or dynamic
characterization of the organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) and the organic digital-
to-analog converters (DACs).

D.2.1 Static Characterization of the Organic Transistors

Depending on the availability of the measurement equipment, the static current–
voltage (I –V ) characterization of the organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) are car-
ried out using an Agilent E5270B 8-slot precision measurement mainframe, an HP
4145A semiconductor parameter analyzer, or an HP 4141B DC source/monitor unit.
In this measurement routine, the linear and saturation input characteristics as well
as the output characteristics of the OTFTs are measured consecutively. The IC-CAP
PEL code written to automate this process is given in Listing D.3, noting that all the
input and output parameters are adjusted in advance using the graphical user interface
of IC-CAP. The written code runs the different measurement setups and saves the
results to a certain directory. It is found that the OTFTs are photosensitive; therefore,
before taking any real measurements, the transistors are typically measured several
times in advance using less number of input samples to remove any hysteresis that
could be present as a result of using the light source of the microscope. To perform
special measurements, such as up/down staircase sweep, other codes are written
thereto, but only the simplest version of the codes is listed herein for reference.

Listing D.3  IC-CAP PEL code for static characterization of OTFTs
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D.2.2 Dynamic Characterization of the Organic Transistors

The dynamic characterization of the OTFTs by means of admittance measure-
ments are carried out using an HP 4284A LCR meter. The capacitance (C) and the
conductance (G) of OTFTs, metal-insulator-metal (MIM) and/or metal-insulator-
semiconductor (MIS) devices are measured as a function of voltage and frequency.
Listing D.4 presents the IC-CAP PEL code written to perform the measurements as
a function of the voltage, noting that the process to conduct the measurements as a
function of the frequency is quite similar. Before running this code, it is important to
calibrate first the LCR meter using standard short and open structures to remove any
parasitics and to obtain the desired characteristics at the terminals of the device under
test (DUT). As mentioned before in the static characterization, it is also necessary to
measure the DUT several times in the beginning to remove any hysteresis resulted
from the photosensitivity of the organic semiconductors.

If an OTFT is to be measured in this setup, the source and drain contacts are elec-
trically shorted and connected to the low terminal (virtual ground) of the LCR meter,
while the gate electrode is connected to the high terminal. However, the application of
a drain-source bias to the OTFT results in a nonuniform distribution of charges along
the channel. Therefore, a different setup is also built to investigate the variations in
the stored charges of the OTFT at different drain-source and gate-source voltages.
Accordingly, the gate electrode is connected to the low terminal of the LCR meter,
while the source and drain contacts are connected alternatively to the high terminal
of the LCR meter and a DC voltage source (Keithley 230 programmable DC power
supply). In this case, four measurements are carried out, i.e., gate-source and gate-
drain capacitances as a function of drain-source and gate-source voltages. 894/ing
D.5 presents the IC-CAP PEL code written to perform the gate-drain capacitance
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measurements as a function of the drain-source bias, noting that the other processes
are in fact not much different from this one.

Listing D.4  IC-CAP PEL code for admittance-voltage measurements
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Listing D.5  IC-CAP PEL code for intrinsic capacitance measurements
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D.2.3 Static Characterization of the Digital-to-Analog
Converters

The static characterization of the organic digital-to-analog converters (DACs) are
carried out using an HP 8180A data generator and an Agilent E5270B 8-slot precision
measurement mainframe. The IC-CAP PEL code written to control the measurement
setup and collect the output of the 6-bit binary current-steering DAC is presented in
Listing D.6. Other similar codes (not listed herein) are written during the course of
this work to analyse the dynamic performance of the DAC and also to characterize
the other DAC topology, i.e., the 3-bit unary current-steering DAC.

Listing D.6  IC-CAP PEL code for measuring the 6-bit binary DAC
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D.3 MATLAB Codes for S-Parameter Characterization

Besides IC-CAP, MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory) has been used to control measure-
ment equipment and to automate data collection, particularly for S-parameter char-
acterization. Full two-port S-parameter measurements that relate the AC currents
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and voltages between the drain and the gate electrodes of our OTFTs are carried out
using an HP 3577A vector network analyzer (VNA) at frequencies up to 5 MHz. The
MATLAB code written to automate this process is given in Listing D.7.

Furthermore, MATLAB has been exploited in this work to analyze all the mea-
surements (e.g. to remove the impact of parasitics from the measured S-parameters
using the de-embedding procedure presented in Appendix B) and also to implement
compact models, which are not only related to the S-parameter characterization.
These codes, however, are not not listed herein.

Listing D.7  MATLAB code for S-parameter characterization of OTFTs
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